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James Island for $ 1
Canadian Industries Ltd. of­
fered James Island to the B.C. 
government for $1 about two 
years ago, a representative con­
firmed Monday.
By GEORGE LEE 
Review Staff Writer
WHO’S IN CHARGE here, anyway? Two youngsters in start giving a photographer 
directions, as he tries to line them up for shot before arrival of King Car! XVI Gustaf 
and Queen Silvia at airport, Thursday.
Ferry trip f© cost more
John D’Eath of Pendboro 
Development Company Ltd., 
which is looking after the sale of 
the island, said he made the of­
fer.
“I did it myself. It was about 
two years ago. It didn’t get as 
far as any documentation, 
though,” D’Eath said.
His comments come after a 
surprise announcement by 
developer Ed Wenzel that an 
agreement with CIL to purchase 
the island is on hold.
During a Thursday speech to 
the Saanich Peninsula Chamber 
of Commerce, Wenzel mention­
ed th e pas t C! L o f fer tofthe'prb-: 
vihce and said the the province 
doesn’t need the expense of 
developing and operating 
another provincial park.
D’Eath said the letter went to 
the Department of Forests and 
Lands, and “they said no.”
Fares will go up on B.C. Fer­
ries, effective April 1. Car fares 
will go up by 50 cents on routes 
to the Mainland.
‘T’m pleased to announce 
that there will be no increase in 
regular passenger fares on any 
of our routes,” said Stephen 
Rogers, minister responsible for 
B.C. Ferries.
However, the tariff for a car 
and dri\'cr between Swartz Bay 
and Tsawassen will now be $21, 
up from the present $20.50. 
Contmereial Aeltiele fares will 
rise by 10 cents per foot and bus 
fares will also increase five cents 
per foot.
Gulf Islanders will receive a 
break with the new “through 
fare” for piissengcrs using the
Tsawasscn/Swariz Bay route in 
conjunction with Swartz 
Bay/Gulf Island routes.
“It allows Gulf Island-bound 
passengers fare exemption bet­
ween Swartz. Bay and the Gulf 
Islands,” .said Rogers, adding 
passengers will pay only for 
their travel from Tsaw assen to 
Swartz Bay.
Tltc charge from Swartz Bay 
to Snltspring Island or the Gulf 
Islands remains at $6.25 for car 
and driver. How'cver, it will cost 
10 cents more to travid with a 
c:ir within the Gulf Islands.
The fare between Brentw'ooU 
and Mill Bay is also increasing 
by 25 cents. It will cost $7.25 for 
car and driver after April L 
Passengers will remain at $1.75.
However, the commercial rate 
increases to 68 cents per foot.
Throughout the system, all 
children between five and II 
years of age will travel at luilf 
the adult fare. Any B.C. 
elementary or secondary school 
student traveling with school 
authorization on school- 
sponsored events will bc chtirg- 
ed lullf fare.
There are no changes for 
seniors fares. B.C. resitlcnts 
over 65 will travel <'tt no cost as 
fool p.asseneers from VIondnv 
to Thursday, c.xccpi on 
statutory holidays.
Disabled persons, including 
the blind, w'ill continue 10 be 
charged half fare, as well us 
their escorts. ED WENZEL
At that time, several ideas for 
possible uses of the 2.5-mile- 
long island off Sidney were be­
ing considered. The regional 
district was considering it for a 
dump site, D’Eath said. 
Another possibility for the 
island was a prison.
The selling price these days fo 
the 760-acre island, however, is 
$5 million, D’Eath confirmed.
D’Eath also said CIL was 
unaware Wenzel was going to 
put aside his proposal for a $50- 
million golfers’ resort. “We 
were surprised, because we still 
have a contract with him,” 
D’Eath said.
After describing benefits the 
island development would offer 
the Peninsula, Wenzel told the 
luncheon meeting that plans 
have “come to a halt” because 
a condition within the agree­
ment to purchase cannot be 
,'i-,met.', ^ ' 7,.; " " ■, ■'
Wenzel said the contract bet­
ween CIL and his company. 
United Homes Ltd., forbids 
disclosure of information. If he 
explained what the condition 
was that ended his plans, he 
could be sued, Wenzel said.
“At the present time the 
agreement has come to an end,” 
said Wenzel, the vice-president 
of United Homes. “What I will 
do in the future, 1 am not 
prepared to say.”
Wenzel announced last year 
that United Homes planned a 
first-class recreation facility 
with two, 18-hole golf cham­
pionship golf courses, a water­
front hotel/rcstaurant complex 
and a marina.
“1 guess you’ve di,sappointcd 
a lot of us,” chamber member 
Clive Tanner responded to 
Thur.sday’s news.
“I'm as cli.sappointed as 
anyone,” Wenzel said.
Tanner said, “if there was 
ever a place that needed 
something like that, it’s 
Sidney.”
The James Island project 
would complement Port of
Sidney plans. Tanner said. It 
would “be the the thing to tie 
this area together and make it a 
tourist destination. It could on­
ly be an improvement.
“I hope we hear from you 
again, telling us,‘Let’s go.’ ” 
Before telling the meeting 
plans have been shelved, 
Wenzel discussed the role of 
developers in using land and ex­
tolled the possibilities James 
Island will offer.
“Most people have thewrong 
impression of who we 
(developers) are and what we 
do,” Wenzel said.
He said most developers 
aren’t out to destroy land, 
because that’s not in their best 
interests. Their projects require 
aesthetics.
Wenzel said criticism against 
his J antes Island development 
was unfounded. Some critics 
treat the island^ftftdf ftt’sin Jts:; 
natural state, when in fact CIL 
used it industrially most of this 
century. In the 1940s, a small 
town for about 3(X) CIL families 
even existed on the island.
If the land became public, the 
province would have to main­
tain and service the island. And 
there’s plenty of provincial 
parks already in operation, 
Wenzel said. B.C. has 380 pro­
vincial parks, or about two hec­
tares of parkland for every per- 
.son, hesaid.
Yet critics“make as if it’s the 
last piece of land left. If it goes 
to the developer, kiss B.C. 
goodbye, because there’s no 
more.”
Wenzel also .said developers 
are treated as if they have 
unlimited funds to satisfy the 
public’s needs.
Listening to ibis was Doug 
Crowe, organizer of the Friends 
of James Island.
Crowe told The Review iluit 
.some kind of joint private and 
public venture would be best for 
the island.
The area Wenzel had planned 
Continued on Pago A11
Brentwood businessmen ate 
because id’ new restric­
tions on sports fishing of 
Chinook .salmon.
By JlJLIE'rrE BROOM 
Review Staff Writer
Fhe federal goveinmenl is 
limiting rccrcatiouiil fisliciinen 
to eight chinmik per sear and 
the troll Heel to ,L5|0<M) fish in 
19H8 to lebuild the slocks, said 
fisheiics minisici lom Siddon.
“The Inisiness can’t cany 
itself any (tunc. I have to disci 
sify,” said Ilaiold Lacy, 
operator of Gilbert’s Marine 
and Guide Service Ltd,
At one time, ihicc ilo/en 
small boats icnicil imjoiagc ai 
the Brentwood Bay sli[v Most 
owners spent their weekends 
lishinu in Saanich Inlet,
“Now only four simill boats 
tic lip heie,” Slu'd Tiicy. The 
fishirn* luis been geping worse 
for the last few years, be addeiT
New federal regulations 
tesiiictiug the annual chinook 
catcli of a sport,s fishetman to 
eight will push Gilbert’s Marina 
into boat repair and otliet ven-
On-f'i' tti't'iid
RIGHTS VIOLATED 
“It’s a violatimi id'out rights. 
Wo Itavc a riglu to cateli a 
fish,” said Lacy. Saam'cli Inlei 
is tlie ideal place for recrea­
tional fisherman.
“It doe.s not have Mrong 
wind.s or strong tides.”
Brentwood Boat Rcriials 
Spokesman (Iraham Tmncr
■ ■ ■ ,' 'ft
ft
“Eve noiicorl the 
fishing has gone down since die 
government ‘siartcil liccpcing 
sports fishermen,and imposed a 
yearly lim,u id' 2i) (in lOKOb” 
Turner (lonbis the tivw 
regulations will affect his trade 
this summer, "About Ki) pei' 
cent of onr eusioriU'Cs are 
tourists who come out for one 
or two days.”
Hinvever. fegulars aeeouiit 
for 9(1 per cent of ilie l''tisiue.ss 
for the rest of tin,* ycai. •'Tive 
years ago. 1 couldn’t name ilie 
ilars hecimsc ifiey vrere so
drive to a liom launch nearest a 
hot spot. “T hey don’t seem to 
moor ilieir Iroais in rme (dace 
any more,” saitlTnrner.
mimcroii'.. Now ftw Itavc less 
than a dozen.’’
Most avid fishermen no'.v
“I'd rather spend $88 for tt 
trailer licence and drive to the 
Irest fi.shing .spot,” .Mec Mer- 
riman, former Titnes-Coloni.st 
fishing colunmisi, said in a 
televised panel discussion on the 
reguhilion changes.
The average hill for boat and 
eciniprnem lenial is $5f) per day 
at Brcni'vood Boat Keidals. “I 
can’t ,see people paying, that 
with tlic limit on the number of 
fish iltcy are allowed to caicli,” 
said Turner.
killTndurtry
The resiriciiorrs, which take 
effect April 1. “will kill a $6 
million indnsiry,” stud lim 
Gilbert. The Hrenlwootl en­
trepreneur and tirtisi is a foun­
ding member of the sports fish 
advi,sory board.
Chinook is the oidy .species of 
salmon to in; re.stricted hy the 
federal government. .Sports 
fishermen may caicli unlimited 
mirnbcrs of coho, sockeye, 
cimm or pink.
The delicate tiisie also makc,s 
it a viilimblc cummercia! fish.
However, chinook are the 
most snughl-alter Itsh by sports 
ftslicinum, 'I'hey glow larger, 
.sometimes exceetling 50 lbs.
dIM GILBERT
Georgia Si. 1983 19.84 1985 1986 198?
.iu.nt <]«; !' Ml .
Troll I05,’'' '' HH.T ■ .54,4 44 38
Ncft 1H.3' , 26" ; 47 ::>() 18,6
Imjii t.'ommciciai ■ . 'LU.o ,1I4..V l()!,4 ■ ^ 9.4 : ^ .56.Cl
.sport l')H 2aS . 1H2 121
Chinook catch sialrstics 1983 * ,87 source: Bacific, Salmon (.’ommissiem, 
*Nnie: siatisiics donoj incImT' chinook iindef .511v,,
All figures are in liiOiisaruls,
.$4 per pound last year for large 
cliinooks, which w'erc frozen at 
sea. A single 5(bp(>und fish 
earned a fisherman $2(K),
T'rtiditiomilly, seine ami 
gilinci fishermen target oilier 
species,However, net catches of 
cliiifook liiivc increased in the 
last two years.
In 1986, net Itoats landed 
50,(KKI cliinook in Georgia and 
Juan de T'uca .Straits. Trollers 
Irmded 44,tX)0 chinook that year 
and hporifi fisliciinen cuiiglu 
182,000 fish, according to 
I’acific .Stdivion Commission 
ligiires,
NUMBERS.OUT, .
"TTie numbers nniy Ik* out 
slightly becmisi.* net fishermen 
do not iecord I'lUrhes of 
chinook timler five pounds,” 
said biologist Biian Riddell, 
spokesman of Tl*'* Department 
of l-i'dieries imd Geeani $porf*: 
and troll ftsheiinen record all
Net (islu'tinen took huge 
mimbers of chinook inT985 and 
1986, years whtm the sockeye
Contlrtuarl on I'noa Alt
mnii
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liDNEY STORE HOURS: MON.-SAT. 9 - 5:30 
SUN. 10 - 4 P.M.
VISA-
SHOP CAPITAL IRON FOR SERVICE & SELECTION.
2353 BEVAN AVE., SIDNEY 655-7115
1900 STORE ST., VICTORIA 385-9703
mi « ■> . *~T»'
ENTER TO WIN; A Laser 128 EX Apple Compatible 
Computer and Amber Monitor valued at $899.00 com­
pliments of ODYSSEY Computers located at 7th & 
BeaconAve., Sidney; 1663 Hillside, Victoria and 5845 





list valup $1069.00 compliments of 
Sawysp Sewing Centre, 840 Fort Street,
Save 15% on all Mustang 
Buoyant wear including cruiser 
suits, “ocean class jackets”, 
and five styles of floater coats.
Sale^
HUMMINBIRD 4004D wide 
angle depth sounder features 
5 depth ranges, 3 zoom 
ranges, total screen update 
and 64K memory. Reg. 
599.99.
Sale' each
DAIWA 275B single ac­
tion, anodized aluminum 
construction mooching 
reel. Reg. 44.99.
TREKK Dacron Hollofi! II bags feature ripstop nylon 
cover, flannel lining, full zipper and stuff bag.
HASDA
2 lb. fill — 34”x78”
Reg. 47.99 ea. Sale ^ ® ea
NOOTKA
3 lb. fill — 34”x80”
Reg. 64.99 ea. Sale l# i ea
A large selection from 
OMC, Mercury and 
Volvo. Reg. 1.55 to 
41.99.
SaleSo Ssaj each 
DANIELSON 4 en­
trance, heavy duty crab 
trap. Reg. 28.99 each.
TBTF Reg. 42.99 Lt...........
VINYLUX Reg. 40.19 Lt. .
Fiberglass Bottomkote 
Reg. 34.19 Lt........................
XXX Reg. 26.39 Lt.............
XXX Reg. 91.79 4 Lt. .... 
Union Jack Reg. 19.99 Lt.
Sale 17=.99 Lt.
Union Jack Reg. 53.59 4 Lt. 







Infrared security light 
system detects move­
ment or heat up to 40 ft. 
range. (Bulbs not includ­
ed.) Reg. 79.99.
TAYMOR 3 person hiking tent 
with 12" sidewalls. Includes 
pegs, guyline, poles and stuff 






8” centre faucet with 
two chrome handles and 








Solid oak toilet seat with solid 
brass hinges. Reg. 29.99 ea.










; - / sinks; :
799
Saleit ea.,
tvH T r 1\j"l / y
) i 2U litres
SYa” swivel vise with 
built-in anvil. Reg. 19.99 
ea.
Reg. 3.49 ea.
GOLDSTREAM 20 litre i u A C A U# 
all purpose potting soil. I nAL/tVoAW
Beg.2.49. .1 J99
MMiwMMv.mwvMitMti'dMM.W'MwmswiiiimttiKBWiihmwiiKMMJimiiwM'WMtMttiiMwmmmwtwwii
16” high X 25'. P.V.C. 
coated fence in green. 





, Saie^ .ea.; .; ■
12” hacksaw. Reg. 5.99 
ea.
..ea. ,
12” adjustable wrench. 
Reg. 10.99 ea.
All Double or Single kitchen 







4 mil, 10 X 10 weave, fibre reinforced polyweave 
tarps with grommets and sewn edges. Sizes 
range from 6'x7' to 40*x50’. (Cut sizes quoted). 
■;n0g. 3,7510 210.99.\-;
m if ICICI
i %. J •*'-*
' B ea„
GOTT 32 gallon soam- 
iOvSS, wheeled trash can 
with handles and lock 
lid. Reg. 24.99 08.
Sate oa.
GET ONE
6 ft. ccon- 





of equal or 
lo,sser value.
JOGGINGl
MM I |MM |MM UMM





50 poly/50 cotton If 
jogging llooco In
asoorlod colouro. fif






PROCTOR SI LEX self 













“ J' i/I ffh A rr ft
Slue enamel roasters In 
esHOHed sizes.
" ■ ^55199 Sato mo’.tro
4 h..,r Oiq nn
» * »»# '|>1> hi W' 1 » • * 'n> r w . '.f* .
Sale.ili# eo.
Reg. 7.990a.
A largo seloctlon of dincon* 
tinuod V.I.P Calicos perfocf 
for quilting, curialns, otc, 




*11 to «»vJ • J nii-itfe t.j'i'f’il
Gathered lace: or eyelet fel'
f-t . , rS .... . ■.
trims In assorted widths. |||, 
White nr Ecru onlv, m&
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CHOW TOWN
opening soon in Sidney
Pet Foods 
and Supplies
SHARDS OF GLASS leftover from rowdy beach party pose problem for resident Joanne Martin, who likes to keep 
area as safe playground for her young children.
Partying teenagers 
disrupt neighborhood
Teenagers partying on a stolen from someone’s yard,” quieter. ‘‘It may sound noisy to 
beach off Shoreacre Drive she said. neighbors since sound travels so
disrupted the neighborhood ‘‘We were upset that the well at night.”
Thursday night, said resident police didn’t seem willing to do However, if there is alcohol 
Joanne Martin. more. They told us the boys consumed in a public place,
“About eight of them were juveniles, and they police will take a harder line, he 
gathered on the beach below couldn’t be charged. It doesn’t said. ‘‘If there is evidence which 
our houses for a loud party,” seem right,” said Martin. shows they have liquor in their
she said. “They woke us up ' It’s not illegal for people to possession, then we can charge
with their noise.” gather on the waterfront, said them.
Several residents called police Sidney RGMP Const. Norm ‘‘But that doesn’t mean we 
around II :30 p.m.‘‘They came, Latimer. “When it gets to the will arrest them and take them 
but they didn’t seem to do point of a noisy, rowdy party, away,” Latimer added, 
much. An hour later, the kids they can be charged under a Thursday night police“were 
were back, making more noise Sidney bylaw or the Criminal not able to pinpoint liquor to
than ever.” Code.” any particular person.” Most of
After the return, a car Police vvill take action the youths ran away before the 
screeched along the road, leav- “depending on the severity of police arrived, said a rc.sidcnt. 
ing skid marks. Police attending the party,” Latimer said. It also Police would like residents to 
for the second time arrested the depends on the type of gather- “call as soon as parties seem to 
driver, “but they left the rest of ing. occur — the sooner, the bet-
the kids alone,” Martin said. People laughing and telling ter,” said Latimer. “We can
The next morning, Martin jokes may be asked to be deal with it.”
and other neighbors picked up 
glass and beer cans from the 
shore. “After the last party 
about three weeks ago, (here 
was a pile of firewood stacked 
down there. It was obviously
Bus
rerouting
A group of workers at Pal 
Bay Airport and the Institute of 
Ocean Sciences want B.C. Tran­
sit to route a bus to their job- 
sites.
“I wouldn't mind walking 
down to lOS from the iiirport if 
only a bus would carry me that 
far,” said a woman who asked 
not to be identified, “I siiend ti 
fortune in taxis,”
Transit planners have not 
responded to inquiries, she saiil. 
“We’ve been trying for years to 
gel them to schedule at least two 
runs a day into the airport,” 
Some airport workers title 
bicycle.s to work in the middle 
of winter, the woman sttid. 
Others walk more ihan one mile 
from tlie nearest bus stop on 
McTavish Road.
“Tve seen mothers carrying 
small children down to the air­
port, We should have it bus,” 
shesiiid.
.She hopes to gather names on 
a petition for expiuided serv ice.
Some of her concerns shimld 
be addressed by fair schedule 
changes, said planner Mike 
Davis, The Sidney local bus will 
travel along Canoui Rottd, txiss- 
ing many airpori-.area 
busine.ssos,
“We’re not sure* if the fedctal 
governmem will allow us tt' of­
fer airpou service,” Davi<; said. 
“In Kamloops, they won’t even 
let ns on (the airport).”
The government sells rights to 
deliver passengers to tite an- 
port. .Several limousine com* 
panie.s have defaulted on their 
contract to provide service to 
the airport in the past lew years, 
iyesnkl,
“There’s been little denrand 
to go onto the airport itself,” 
said Davis. ”VVc would have a 
difficult time providina the ser­
vice wtiiiuui a gicai uvui.u.Hi i-.i 
such a huge expansion.”







IT’S EASY TO ENTER
------ - - « Just keep your receipt after your meal. Simply
I • jj • (ill In your name, address and phone on the
j..!___ ^ receipt and put in ballot box. Enter as
r' often as you wish, winners will be announced 
every second Friday Lunch Hour.
FAMILY RESTAURANT 652-0212
7810 East Saanich Rd. Saanichton
BREAKFAST 2Eggs Hashbrowns
SPECIAL 2 Sausages or (Toast or I 






GURNEY SMITH & ASSOCIATES ARE AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES 
FOR THE FOLLOWINGTRUST COMPANIES
Selflessness. Willingness. Understanding. 
Qualities you may see in someone you 
know. Someone who goes out of his or 
her way to make your community a 
better place to live.
Air Canada, In partnership with your 
community newspaper, would like to 
salute these individuals who bring so 
much to your community. That’s why 
we created Air Canada’s “Heart of Gold’’ 
Award.
Now’s the time to speak out on 
behalf of these Individuals. Make 
your nomination for
Air Canada’s “Heart of Gold’’ Award 
today. It’s time we all said thanks.
Complete the form below and 
include a note, or letter, giving the special 
reasons why you feel the person you’re 
nominating makes your community a 
better place to live. Mall it to this 
newspaper care of Air Canada’s 
“Heart of Gold*’ Award.
Ail* Canada’s “Heart of Gold" Award 
in partnership with your community newspaper








rJornmiifi mint l.n Vt yii*f» of w uv.i.




VIC SWAN, Publisher 
GEORGE LEE, Editor 
Proprietor: Island Publishers Ltd.
Opinion
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SECOND CLASS MAIL REGISTRATION NO. 0128
The chinook controversy
If anything is clear in the current debate about 
chinook catch limits it is that the government, sports 
fishermen and commercial fishermen need to do some 
talking.
And surprising as it may seem, the differing sides
have one thing in common: they all care about the con­
tinued survival of the species. Fisheries Minister Tom 
Siddon’s stop at the Institute of Ocean Sciences, tomor­
row, is a good place to start the talking.
The government is guilty of not consulting enough 
with sports fishermen. Sports fishermen are not 
blameless, either. Their sport does account for a large 
take of chinook, and depleted fisheries cannot be blam­
ed outright on commercial fishermen.
The eight-fish limit will, if it isn’t blocked, have a 
negative effect on the sports fishing industry. A lower 
limit on the prized chinook may well mean fewer 
fishermen bother.
Or the limit might not even accomplish what the 
government wants it to accomplish. Eight fish might 
become a target to fulfill — for fishermen who other 
years would have settled for two or three.
The long reproduction cycle of the chinook, it’s fine 
flavor, its size, and the challenge it presents the sports 
fisherman have combined to deplete its numbers.
A more co-operative effort by those with the most to 
gain from its survival should be embarked upon im­
mediately.
Appearances
In government, big or small, appearances can be 
everything.
Although Sidney aldermen and the mayor could easi- 
ly justify 38- and 35-per-cent pay increases in their
• minds, if need be, the percentages wouldn’t look good 
: in print or sound good in the coffee shop.
The committee of the whole decided on more accep- 
; table raises, Monday night. It was really all aldermen 
,;''''could''do.;\
The reasoning presented by Aid. Ron Kubek and Aid.
• Tim Chad is nonetheless sound. Aldermen and the 
; mayor should be paid more, and a catch-up hike is
justifiable. But 38 per cent sounds big. In fact, it sounds 
; too big to sell to the public.
V ^^Goiincil is Saving $8,636' by paying themselves a 
'Wsm^ler^increase than Kubek suggested. That;s not a lot 
of money in the town’s budget. Audit’s certainly not as 
rhuch money as 38 per cent suggests.
Political pressure, not logic, behind regulations
This is your opportunity to sound oft on 
tho news of the day. Letters to the 
Editor is your community forum to 
hand out praise or address controver­
sial subjects facing our community, 
If you have something 
to say to residents, just write a letter to 
the Review
Write a letter to 
the editor of 
the Review
If it's of general interest, not libelous, 
repelitous and not commercial or per­
sonal in nature, we will publish your 
letter on the Opinion Page. Be sure to 
sign your name and give us your phone 
number and address lor verification 
purposes. Write your letters in 200 
words or less.
Editor:
The Federal Department of > 
Fisheries has again demonstrated 
that its policies are dictated more 
by political pressure than by a 
determination to save our dwin­
dling salmon populations.
On a coast wide basis, sports 
fishermen take well under 10 jxtr 
cent of the total salmon catch and 
well under half of the chinook 
salmon catch. The decline in 
Georgia Strait chinook popula­
tions began after tlie commercial 
fleet was permitted to .set up its 
gauntlet of seines and, gill nets 
across Juan dc Fuca Strait and 
Johnson Strait, the gateways to 
Georgia Strait.
Because of distorted statistics, 
the Fisheries Deparunent tries to 
pin the blame on the sports 
fishermen. Tlicy base their new 
regulations on a study of Georgia 
Strait where the sport fishciy’ is, 
concentrated and there is very 
little commercial fishing. Their 
statistics completely ignore the 
millions of salmon caught or 
crushed in the commercial nets as 
they migrate toward Georgia 
Strait.
Basing the fi.shcries regulations 
on studies in Georgia Strait is like 
establishing provincial freeway 
standards based on observation in 
the su'cets of downtown Van­
couver.
Hubert sort of comes out of the closet
VICTORIA - There come.s a 
lime in everybody’s life when 
principles and honesty conHict 
with fear and trepidation. The 
only thing to do in a ca.se like 
that i.s to conic clean.
I have, therefore, decided to 
come out of the closet and ad­
mit publicly that I am a 
heieio.sexual. I like women. I 
always have liked women, and 
a careful sclf-analysi.s leave,s 
little doubt that I probably will 
continue to like women, This, 
according to all dictionaries 
I've iK'cn able to lay my hands 
on, makes me a heterosexual,
I have lived with this feeling 
of iniquity for nearly •t.'i years 
now. Thinking back, my lateful 
attraction to women liegan at a 
very early age. When 1 wa.s 
alxiul eight years old, I found 
rny.self doing .strange i|iing.s like 
dipping girls’ ponytails into ink 
wells or stealing ihcir toques to 
live skating rink and making off 
with my trophies, 
r ilidn'l know it tlicn. of 
cour,scv but 1 later learned that 
IJr‘SC activities were the fir.st 
tcll-uilc sign,s of my latent 
hcterosexualiiy,
Soon it was too late to save 
rnc from my life-long fascina­
tion with iJie other gender, I hc 
older I got, the more confirmed 
I kcame in my heterosexuality.
One of the most portentous 
influences ori my future devel­





Mcncc my confession that. 1 like 
women. Mind you, 1 also had an 
iiUerior motive for coming tnii 
of the hclcro.se,xual closet at this 
lime,
stomach whenever I was near 
Maria. When I fmally found the 
courage to hold hands with lier, 
my knees were a bit wobbly, 
and I could have sworn 1 heard 
music,
And I never forgot ihai feel­
ing of lx.'ing loo scared to ask a 
girl out and lx;ing ttx) much in 
love not to, To my everlasting 
regret. I didn’t alw'ay.s opt for 
a.sicing.
Those trend-setting episcHlcs 
svorc follow'cd by an evolution­
ary laiRC.s^, tit,It linked me m- 
c.xiricaNy and forever to the fe­
male gender, I am going lo skip 
the sordid details; let it suffice 
to say dial I graduated summa 
cum laudc from liaml-holding to 
eventual faihcrhrKvd,
* I *1 - t' r* II,'Utu iKiv, 1 ,ua, uiU,
v.this funny feeling in rny
and .viill iifflicaed by the same 
condition that first manifested 
iiM.‘U .so many years ago, 
Coward iliai I am, however, I 
have always gmic through great 
'pain.s to conceal this ix'tuliar 
twist in my psyche, In all these 
years, not once did I own n[) to 
it. not publicly,
Sure, there were rumofs, You
know the kind of .sick talk be­
hind your hack? People would 
say: "This giiy is manietl and 
has four kids, lie probably likc.s 
w'omen. Do you think he could 
be, a heterosexual?’’
But like 1 said. I'm a coward 
at heart. Instead of getting on a 
soap box and publicly prtx'lainv- 
ing my sexual preference (or 
w'omcn, I staycrl in the closet.
What finally gave me the 
courage to come riglu out and 
confess was itie rush of public 
announcements by
iMunoscxuals, they weren’i held 
back hy cowardice, fn fact, ilicy 
couldn’t wait to get to die nc.Ki 
pre.ss cunlcrencc to tell die 
world they likctl men.
; I mean, Just the,sc reccni 
w'ccl.r., Ss’cnd FV^binron, the 
NDP rnemlxT of Parliament, 
got a standing ovation from Ids 
con.sitiucni.s aftci he annouuccd 
lluU he was a homo.sexu.il And 
what iilxtul Lauricr U'lpierte? 
People .seemed to .idmire his 
honesty.
lluu did it. I decided I could 
do no less, The time hail come 
u.i sumu up aitu i.»c toumeu,
LcK')k at it tills way: 30 years 
ago. hctcro.scxualiiy was pretty 
well mandatory, Twenty years 
or so ago, Pierre Elliot Tnidwui
decuk'd tltai there’s no room ftir 
the state ill the. bedrooms of the 
nation, and suddenly it was OK 
to , go cither way, 1 \vaniCil to 
leave, no doubt as to where 1 
stand Ix'forc someone up there 
decides to pass a law against 
heterosexiialiiy.
Now, 1 rcaii/e that judging 
from the spate of announce­
ments by homosexuals and the 
admiration of grateful jiuhlic 
heiUKul on them, my confession 
to ,hctcro.scxua! tendencicx will 
prob.'ibly go unnoticed. I’m 
vdlling to accept that, It's the 
fate of minorities to be forgot" 
ten and ignored.
'Ibal doc.su'l iiaLUi liiougli ili.ii 
I’m not every bit as proud of 
my courage to admit to my 
v''efb'Ti/'‘,'S fi'r 'i>‘ 'ild
.Sveml and l.auricr are of ibeir 
admission lluu they like guys.
So Ict’.s liave a little rccogm 
tiiin.c!!? I diUi'i c,Specs .'Uaridaig 
ovations, but maybe si letter to 
the editor here and liiere, .ack­
nowledging my fortitude, would 
go a longw'ay towards easing 
(he pain of having b.arcd my
.WH*!, Ws U V,V,IV.
Over the past several years I 
have had two meetings with 
senior aides to two different 
fisheries ministers. Both con­
firmed privately to me that they 
arc under pressure from lobbyists 
from the fishermen’s union and 
the fish packers and there is no 
pressure from the sports 
fishermen. "If you want your in­
terests protected," they told me, 
"you need to be organized." 
They told me that individual let­
ters (not petitions) arc most cffcc- 
livc in swaying government 
policy.
If a significant number of die 
30(,),(X'X) .sport fishermen in B.C. 
would write to their member of 
Parliament and die fisheries min­
ister, our legitimate interests 
would lx: considered.
The sports fishery has been 
progressively cut over the past 1.5 
years and our .salmon stcxks still 
decline. In my opinion, wc could 
completely eliminate the sjxiri 
fishery and still not save more 
salmon.
On the other hand, if we were to 
eliminate the commcrcitd fishery
for a period of five years (one full 
cycle of Chinook salmon runs), 
our fishery would recover 
dramatically. Sportsmen should 
not only protest our severe new 
restrictions, but wc should also 
demand that the commercial net 
fisher)' be severely curtailed or 
eliminated until our salmon 
slocks recover.
At the very least, the commer­
cial nets should be moved back to 
die individual river mouths where 
the runs to each river could be 
monitored and controlled and 
eliminate the destructive fishery 
on intermingling sux^ks offshore.
Now is the lime for die starts 
fishermen to stand up and be 
counted. Every concerned angler 
should write to his memlx'r of 
Parliament a short letter slating 
his opposition to fisheries policy. 
Even a iwo-scnienco letter has 
great effect, 'rhe government 
counts numbers of letters (which 
translate into votes) rather than 
the skill of the letter writer. If 
they don’t speak up now, they 





That quotation was the title of a 
column in the Tirne.s-C'olonist,
I wonder Itow inariy |x*ople 
l(X)k the trouble tc'i put their name 
on the petition, that wa.s to lx;*, sent 
to:
Amnesty International, 
f’.O. Box 6021 Station C 
Victoria, B.C.
to speak out (or the. people, who 
liave Ix'cn seized ami silencetl m 
m.my coumries?
Or do we have to confess that 
we have lost .some of our 
ies|xin.scs on the way? There was 
a time when no one caretl wliai 
hapix'ncd outside Ids own clan, 
Enckily that is no longer the case, 
Today the unit is the world, 
VVliaiever hapiiiness is in die 
world lui.s all aiiscn from a wish 
for the welfare of others.
Whatever misery is in the worki 








An ediloiial in the lories- 
Colonist. March 1.5, mentioned 
the apixiimment of Rod (Tack to 
(he Provincial Capital Commis­
sion, then went on lo sjiy the 
paix'r ibonghi that Capital 
rsvgu)n.ii yiMiiii ooccun kkk 
Kasper had a legitimate com-
4
m
(Taint alien he .stated, and 1 
timite, "(T.kK is u very good 
choice, a good man. but we wore 
boiling the vacimey would he 
lillctl by someone from the West­
ern communities."
Wbal a bunch of craid Clack 
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Reading according fo Nash
It’s time for rny annual list of literary recommendations.
The following are some of the books I stumbled upon last year and 
which tickled my fancy sufficiently to encourage me to pass them on to 
you for your consideration.
Last year I started off with Bred in the Bone by Robertson Davies and 
this year I have another bone to toss your way. Please consider The 
Bone People by award winning New Zealand writer Keri Hulme.
It is not an easy book to read but it’ll sure get your emotions going. 
It’s about eccentrics and ordinary people struggling with life, death, 
child abuse, and most of all love. I laughed, cried, became very angry, 
frustrated, and finally exhausted.
If after finishing The Bone People you would like another Keri 
Hulme fix, pick up Te Kaihau/Thc Windealer, her collection of short 
stories. One of tlie stories, A Drift in Dream, gives Bone People readers 
a glimpse of Simon and his parents before Simon’s entry into the Bone 
People story.
John Steinbeck authored the next two recommendations many years 
ago. I found those two classics. Travels With Charlie and The Short 
Reign of Poppin IV, wonderfully relaxing and a lot of fun. In Travels, 
Steinbeck recounts, through penetrating looks at the Americans he en­
counters, his tour, with his dog Charlie, around continental United 
States.
In Peppin, we arc transported to France to experience the unlikely 
return of the monarchy and its affect on politicians and ordinary folk.
Politicians and ordinary folk ai'e the stars in collections of columns by 
columnists Mike Royko, Richard Baker and Art Buchwald. I enjoyed 
Like I was Saying, Rescue of Miss Yaskcll and While Regan Slept.
Paul Rimstcad, a Canadian sports columnist, died last year after 
decades of column and short story writing. But he only wrote one book. 
Cocktails and Jockstraps - mostly a collection of some of his longer 
pieces. The title says it all.
Rimstead was intimately connected with almost every sport. He died 
at age 52 after years of punishing his body with too much booze. I 
don’t know if his book is still in print, but local libraries have copies. 
It’s must reading for anyone interested in sports and/or the skillful use 
of the English language by a man who lived life to the hilt.
A bonus. Douglas Creighton, one of Rimstead’s publishers, has 




240-page volume called Rimmer, Dammit! Great stuff.
Another Canadian, Bill Kinsella, is churning out humorous volumes 
on baseball, Indians and life in general at a great rate. As far as I’m 
concerned, he can keep it up as long as he likes. In The Iowa Baseball 
Confederacy, Kinsella almost has you convinced tliat the Chicago Cubs 
did actually travel to Big Inning, Iowa, in 1908 lo play an all-star team 
in a game that lasted over a month and ... well, you find out for your­
self.
Jim Christy is another Canadian whose works I enjoyed. His Rough 
Road to the Nortli is an earthy account of tlie building of the Alaska 
Highway and tlie people who were part of that gigantic exercise.
Now, I’m part way through Travclin Light, a great collection of a 
dozen true short stories which stemmed from his u-avcls to Australia, 
the Amazon, Yukon and Greenland. He met a bunch of pretty unusual 
people in those and other places.
Speaking of the north country, if Alaskan adventures are what you 
crave, pick up Going to Extremes by Joe McGinnes or Coming into the 
Country by John MePhee. These first-hand accounts of that harsh coun­
try (Alaska is a country, not a slate, to its residents). The characters 
who populate and run it will make you want to either join them in the 
cold, or turn up your electric blanket.
Goodness, I’ve run out of space again. But before I go, please don’t 
forget to read South Africa: The Solution (called After Apartheid in 
North America) by Louw and Kendall. And anything by Richard 
Brautigan or G.K. Chesterton. And Dirk GenOey’s Holistic Detective 
Agency by the nut Douglas Adams.
And finish a hectic day with The Precious Present by Spencer 
Johnson. I think you’ll like it.
Cottage never intended to be municipal hall
Editor:
As one of the original members 
of the municipal council of the 
District of North Saanich and one 
who paid taxes in Nortfi Saanich 
for some 55 years, I would like to 
comment on die proposed new 
hall.
With my past experience as a 
realtor, we were able to procure
CLACK
the land and cottage for the 
nominal sum of $8,(XK) with no 
commission involved.
At the time it was never in­
tended to use the derelict cottage 
as a permanent municipal hall. 
When it became evident that a 
new hall was necessary, the con­
sensus of opinion was to 
demolish the cottage and build a 
new hall. However, subsequent
councils decided otherwise, 
resulting in the present hodge­
podge of a building certainly not 
suited for its present use.
Hindsight is always belter than 
foresight. The hall should have 
been completely replaced years 
ago.
I urge the present council to 
turn this around by using 
foresight to build a hall which the 
people of North Saanich can use^'
with dignity and pride, instead of 
adding to the hodge-podge al­
ready in existence.
North Saanich requires a hall 
that will serve it now AND in the 
future. It would be very short­
sighted not to take advantage of a 
$100,000 government grant 
which is available if a completely 
new hall is built.
NellHorUi
Sidney
Continued from Page A4 
west? Anyway, what the hell does 
it matter if the guy was from 
high-street, Hong Kong, his 
abilities are far more important 
than where he lives. The commis­
sion should be thankful to have 
him. Sidney is still floundering in 
the boondocks for not accepting 
his plans and ideas a few years 
back, likewise Bob Ward’s ex­
cellent proposals.
These two men combined have 
much business and planning ex­
pertise, not to mention plain old 
know-how. I do not know Clack 
per.sonally, only that he is bril­
liant in his field, as is Bob Ward, 
who I do know and respect for his 
immense knowledge of the ship­
ping business.
Both these men would have had 
Sidney on the map by now in- 
sic.ad of under it. Rod Clack’s 
ideas for the marina were im­
pressive, and knowing Bob Ward 
as I do, he would have probably 
by now arranged for the Queen 
Elizttlxiih II to stop here on her 
six-month world crui.scs with all 
lho.se filthy rich aboard to fill Uic 




I wish to compliment those 
responsible for planting all the 
crocuses in the boulevard on Cal­
vin Avenue,
What a lovely surprise, and they 





TOP OF THE PILE
Air Canada and newspapers 
launch recognition program
A major promotion to 
r c C O g n j z e c o m in unity 
volunteers is iiiulcr way.
Air Canada’s Heart of Gold 
Award program provides an ex- 
cclleni opportunity to “give 
something back” to dedicated 
volunteer.s, said Review 
publisher Vic .Swan.
Member newspapers of the 
C a n a d i a n Co m in u n i I y 
Newspapcis' Association are 
joining Air Canada in the 
nation-wide program.
Many people work in the 
background without being 
recognized “in any way, shape 
or form,” Swan said, and tlie 
program can change that.
Any Canadian older than 18 
is eligible to he nominated for 
the Heart of Gold Award.
A nomination form appears 
in an advertisement elsewhere in 
this issue of'fhe Review. Forms 
and further information arc 
available at The Review, 9781- 
2nd St., Sidney,
‘ ’/'A:/;- ’ . .. 'l:'
..............
WArHW WFATHER bftnoa poopl® io Boaild® along 
Loclmldo Drivo, Friday,
Your ENSIGN CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH 
representative in Sidney is
BRIAN SHEPHERD
For a home demonstration of any of our fine products call:
656-7567 386-2411
“We also have a fine selection of - 
Quality Used Cars
Chrysler-Driving 
To Be The Best’’'
Watch the REVJEW for our
NEW SELECTION
ARRIVING SOON!
CROWNS OF ANOTHER sort are now the business of Mr. 
Sidney Jamie Bamford. Midway through his reign as town royally, 
Mr. Sidney can now properly be called Master Scissors as well, 
That’s because Bamford, 2l, is ilic loctil business's new owner.
»l< ♦ If
VOLUNTr?.BRS BUII.DING ii trail along the north skirt of Jolm 
Dean Park have received help from contractor Steve Butler in the 
form of creosoted posts, each five feet long. The posts will become 
stairs in a steep slope on the west side.t .
1’WO 'ITiUrrHONS I-OR worthy causes take place this 
weekend. As a fund-rai.sing event in conjunction with the Variety 
Club telethon, The Review’s editorial page cartoonist Nelson 
Dewey will be selling caricatures at the Douglas Street McDonald's 
from 1 to 4 p.m.. Saturday. The 22nd annual Variety Club 
Telethon will he lelcciisl across B.C. on BCTV' stations, stariiug at 
8 p.m. Saturday and continuing Sunday. The Variety Club goal is 
lo raise $2.fi million for the disabled. And there’s another telethon 
thi,s weekend. The 14th annual Timmy’s Springtime Telethon, to 
raise money for the B.C. Lions Society for Crippled Children, is 
held on behalf of Vancouver Island disabled eliildren. It will he 
hroadcjist live from the McPherson Playhouse Theiitre, from 8 
p.m., Saturday, to .5 p.m,, Sunday.
DEADLINE FOR taking pan in the Piich-In '88 campaign, by 
filling complimentary garbage bags from Canada Safeway l.id. 
with all those most uncomplimentary Yukkies, is March 31, 
Groups wanting to help Bc^iuliful B.C. live up to the title should 
write Piteh-ln '88, The Noram Business Centre, 200-1676 Martin 
Dr.. White Rock, B.c:,, V4A 6E7. Groups ranging from scouts lo 
chambers of commerce lake part every year. Piicli-ln ’88, which 
runs from May 2 to 8, is co-sponsored by Outdoors lJuliucred and 
the B.C. Wildiife Federaiiou, with the fiiumcial help of the pioviii 
cini govcrnmcin, various municipalities and Canada Safeway.
ON MONDAY, THE CANADIAN Cancer .Society will officially 
celebrate 50 ycais ul liglitiiig the dreaded disease. And the luoiicy 
pul into re.seareh, education and patient service has paid the 
dividends of earlier detection, improved survival rates and belter 
support for eancer patients and their families. Donations helped 
make, for example, the surival rate of Hodgkins disease increase to 
8.5 per cent In 1987 from Just 30 percent in 1950. April Is the socie­
ty’s fund-raising month, and local vohmicers wilt be seeking dona­
tions. ♦
ALSO, THE WORK OF TWO local artists will be raffled at a 
fund raiser for Ihc Cancer Society, Tire Coidova Enterprises 1 td. 
Aris/Crnfts Show, Sale and Daffodil Tea, April 2 from 10 a.m. to 
4 p.m. at 5166 Cordova Bay Road, near F’able Collage, will featutc 
rafficrof an original doll by Sidney artist Wendy Gibbs and of a 









/unn QRin 7th cst Mariner Mall iNMARiNEn //100 9810-7th St. ggg..,y.,.| VILLAGE MALI.
FULLY licenced PREMISES
Open (or Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner 
7:00 am-11:00 p.m.
SEVEN DAYS
THE GREAT FAMILY RESTAURANT
Voted/n on Vancouver Island 
Fabulous salad bar, famous rotlssorlo chicken 
Take out service 




riPS ^ SCULPTUHED NAILS • SMS 
MANICURE • REPAIRS
HOUSE OF RUSSELL 656-1S22 SIDNEY CENTRE
Sidney and North Saanich Memorial, Park
Society Invites residents of Sidney and North 
Saanich to view the site plans for the 41 acres 
of property adjacent to Parkland School. 
These plans will be displayed at Sidney 
Library, Nell North room, MARCH 24th from 3 
p.m. lo 8 p.m. Landscape architect Richard 
Pavelek, will bo In attendance from 6 p.m. to 8 
p.m.
IM
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TheSUMMERLANDER GREENHOUSE
IS HERE!
N.S. residents see hall plans
f $
® Maintenance free, modular 
fiberglass construction.
• Size 8’ X 11’ X 8’ high, 
expandable with 5’ 
sections.
® will not rot or rust and 
requires no painting.
For viewing and/or information 




North Saanich residents 
crowded into council chambers 
last week to look at renovation 
plans for the Mills Road 
municipal hall.
Not all were happy with what 
they saw, the evening of March 
15.
“1 came to see what it’s all 
about,” said one woman look­
ing at an architect’s model. ‘‘1 
would rather spend money on 
my roses.”
‘‘We don’t want a big fancy 
hall in our rural muncipality,” 
said another woman. ‘‘The ex­
isting hall needs some im­
provements, but not a fancy 
building.”
Architect David Hambleton 
presented plans for new council 
chambers and a west wing with 
‘‘exterior finishes which har­
monize with portions of the 
building which are going to be 
saved so that it doesn’t look as 
if it is an addition.
‘‘The type of building will be 
simple and dignified,” said 
Hambleton in an interview. 
‘‘The people of North Saanich 
want a workmanlike building. 
These plans address their re­
quirements.”
‘‘The existing hall needs to be 
replaced,” said one resident at­
tending Tuesday’s public in­
formation meeting. ‘‘It’s small 
and crowded.”
‘‘We don’t need such a large 
council chamber,” said one
another resident. ‘‘Council 
meets so rarely that it doesn’t 
need such a big room.”
He suggested the municipality 
rent the Legion Hall next to the 
municipal hall or the Trinity 
Church Hall at the corner of 
Mills and West Saanich Roads 
when it expects a large au­
dience.
The provincial government is 
donating $100,000 toward the 
renovation provided it is spent 
on a public meeting space, said 
Hambleton. The grant accounts 
for one-quarter of the projected 
construction costs.
‘‘We’ve designed a building 
in which all public facilities are 
on one level,” he said. Some 
taxpayers find it difficult to get 
around the existing municipal 
hall with its many levels, he ad­
ded.
‘‘The municipality should 
have consulted builders to see if
it could be built for less,” said 
one North Saanich resident at 
the meeting.
‘‘A builder’s function is to 
build the building. An ar­
chitects’s function is to design 
it,” said Hambleton. Each has a 
different part to play in the pro­
cess, he said.
‘‘This particular building has 
to be designed for its purpose. 
It’s not something that comes 
out of a book, nor can you just 
put up a pre-fabricated struc­
ture,” Hambleton said.
‘‘It must be specially designed 
to accommodate its use and pat­
terns of movement within it.”
The size of the council 
chamber has been reduced in 
the most recent revision of the 
plans. Several offices have been 
made smaller as well.
Plans were also changed to 
allow the building to be used 
during construction, said
Hambleton. ‘‘The municipality 
said it did not want to incur 
costs by renting other space dur­
ing the renovations. It may have 
to rent a meeting room for a 
short while, but it will not be 
forced to look for office 
space.”
The building was designed to 
fit the budget, he said. ‘‘We 
were told there was $400,000 for 
the project, so we tried to devise 
plans which would give max­
imum space for that price. We 
wanted to include a little elbow 
room for inevitable growth.”
After examining the revi­
sions, one man at the meeting 
said he was still not convinced. 
‘‘I think we should be looking 
at combining many of these 
functions with the Town of 
Sidney. 1 don’t think we need 
separate building inspection 
departments and all the space 





Hall issue spurs special meeting
GREEN GOLD GRANTS
Funding for Forestry Public Awareness Projects 
for Non-profit Organizations
North Saanich Mayor Linda 
Michaluk has called a special 
meeting of council for March 28 
to deal with possible renova­
tions to the municipal hall.
Council received 52 letters on 
the issue at Monday night’s 
council meeting. These were in 
addition to comments made at a 
special public information 
meeting held last week.
‘‘Council is not keeping a 
scorecard, but we have received 
20 letters in favor while 57
residents have told us they are 
opposed to an expanded hall,” 
said Michaluk.
‘‘There seems to be a small 
nucleus of people pushing hard 
to curtail expansion of a 
municipal hall,” Aid. Bill 
Taylor told Monday night’s 
council meeting.
‘‘Many letters which we 
received expressed a single 
theme — they did not express 
reasons for being opposed to 
the hall,” Taylor said.
Council should “have 
another go at the issue,” said 
Aid. Dee Bailin. ‘‘Council has 
never discussed plans in detail. 
It has only looked at the finan­
cial aspects of the plans,” she 
said.
People who attended last 
week’s public meeting com-
plained about the number of 





Deadline for application: March 31,1988
Applications and information available from:
Any Ministry of Forest and Lands office, 
Government Agent office or 
c/o Green Gold Grants 
Box 4115, Stn. A, Victoria, B.C , V8X 3X4




The chairman of the 
Agricultural Land Commission 
will be in Central Saanich, 
Thursday evening. Bob Mur­
doch will talk about lands under 
his administration.
He was invited to speak at 
Keating Elementary School by 
the Central Saanich Forum, a
new citizens’ advocacy group.
‘‘We hope he’ll address the 
controversy over the location of 
a new school and the basic issue 
of erosion of agricultural 
land,” said spokesman Pat 
Chilton.
The meeting will start at 7:30 
p.m. on Thursday, March 24.
Vermeer. ‘‘In 
the minimum 
number required by our na­
tional building code.”
Complaints that the entrance 
way is too large was also 
dismissed by Vermeer. ‘‘The 
space is needed to allow access 
for people confined to 
wheelchairs to enter the 
building,” she said.
‘‘I still think we should take a 
step backward and take a se­
cond look,” said Aid. Don 
Caverley. He requested a 
referendum with the November 
municipal election.
The special council meeting 
will be held after council 
finishes its budget discussions 
during its committee of the 
whole meeting next week.
rWll MOT
lew OHieim
All along the B.C. coast, tho 
Department of Fisheries and 
jans is recording significant in­
creases in salmon stocks. The Depart­
ment’s salmon enhancement and conservation 
programs are achieving an excellent record 
of success. Tlirough responsible management 
and effective conservation techniques, these 
prized fish will continue to be a great resource 
tor B.Cs future.
In tlie lower Georgia Strait, howevei; the 
chinook slocks have continued to decline.The 
Gulf cliinook is more than a magnificent fisli; it 
is a symbol of tlie kind of life Britisfi Colutnbians 
enjoy. It is a part of the jirovitice’s identity and 
history.'Fo [ireserve runs of salmotv from lower 
Georgia Strait rivers including the Sciuamish, 
Cowichan and Natitiimo. the Department ha.s 
developed a special, intimsive plan for coti- 
servatioti and enliancemenl. It is a iilan that will- 
and must" work.
The Gulf chinook 
needs special protection to 
survive into the lOJ)
: Of all saiiiioii 'slocks, the chinook fiom 
lower Georgia Strait are most vulneralile to over- 
fishing Almo,St all of llie.si' chinook n'main in 
the Sirail, rather than migrating to tlie relative 
sahdy of the open Pacific,This mi'ans Ilic' (>////' 
vliilimk am be aiinibhwid'OiiiHl'-iliroih^lioiil 
its life cycle. Enhancement and conservation
programs that have worked so effectively to 
liiiild up Ollier species have proven insufficient 
to protect the.se Chinook.
Over the last ten years, the number of chi­
nook caught in the Strait has declined by T.STo, 
to approximately 160,000 fish last year, with 
only an estimated 4,300 Gulf chinook e.scaping 
to .spawn in 1987.
Without immediate, effeclive action, wild 
stock of chinook from rivers in lower Georgia 
Strait will decline below nutnhnrs sufficient to 
have any liope of regetleralion.
Tlie problem is compounded Iiy the fact that 
the chinook is one of the most tlirilling fish in 
The world to catch. And tlie Gulf chinooks liome 
is surrounded by niajor urban cent res. So nat­
urally sport fishermen have had a major impact 
on thesiiecies.
Government surveys over (lie last sevcaaif 
years show' siiort fisliermen liave been taking 
a[)proximately 59% of the lower Georgia Strait 
cliinook slocks. Commercial fi.slierrnon have 
avf'ragcfl 29''''TThe remainder are caught in var­
ious other sport and commercial fisheries 
outside the Gulf and by native fislieries,
For the Gulf chinook lo leludi lo il.s fonnei 
abutidance, it is imperative that the miniliers 
canghi he rcflm’ed this yrsar by 30%, mininimrc 
We must act decisively now, atul all grouiis of 
fi.shm'men must cooj)erat(‘-or rebuilding will tie 
im|)Os.sililc. VAth con.servatioii now, w'c will all 
re the long-term liemfils,
The Chinook
ncorhvidiiis islmiyisdia: Ocean Achih
X T
l\:ur tlmal amt ' 'KCvlCiyiC 
(iitiilalfini att mbit '' CCi;''4®
iiiiiiiililiilllimitiillliiiMi
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Toke care with bockyard burning
Peninsula fire dcparlinents 
have already put out their first, 
grass fires o’ the year, promp­
ting warnin(s from safety of­
ficers to be careful when burn­
ing garden cfebris.
“Burn snail piles so your fire 
is easier tocontrol,” said Terry 
Towle, North Saanich fire 
chief. Area residents are asked 
to ensure.a fire covers an area 
no larger than three feet by 
three feet
Keep a hooked-up garden 
hose near your fire, said 
spokesmen from all Peninsula 
fire departments. “Make sure 
the ar-ea around the fire is 
clear,’’ added Art Curry, Cen­
tral Saanich deputy fire chief.
“Don’t burn if it’s windy and 
have consideration for your 
neighbor,’’ reminded Towle. 
Fires spread in the wind, added 
Kerry Grozier, spokesman for 
the Duncan forest district.
The provincial agency has im­
posed its burning restrictions 
early this year. As of March 20, 
everyone wishing to start a fire 
in an unorganized area on 
southern Vancouver Island 
must obtain a permit from the 
Duncan forest office.
“We’ve asked local fire 
departments to impose similar 
restrictions,’’ Grozier added. 
“A fire permit outlines precau­
tions and liabilities.’’
It’s also important to know 
how to contact your fire depart­
ment, Towle said. Throughout 
the Peninsula, residents can 
reach all fire departments at 
652-4441. Callers should give 
the address of the fire and state 
the municipality.
Information on fire regula­
tions may be obtained from 
each municipal hall. North 
Saanich residents should call 
656-0781. In Central Saanich, 
the number is 656-4444. Sidney 











: ETABLE • POTATO
DESSERT ‘ TEA or COpPEE
& they have so much more to offer 
than great Steaks & Prime Rib
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LUMBERW®RLD
YOUR NEW SIDNEY GRAVELMART 
13^ 2072 HENRY AVE., SIDNEY
CUBS AND SCOUTS are greeted by Swedish royalty 
during ceremony at airport, Friday. The ceremony was
Silvia. Although the couple were in Canada during the 
Winter Olympics, this is the first-ever official visit of a 
reigning Swedish monarch.
Photo Reprints Available. 
Call the Review
iffi eiur MB n CMf CH
SliLBEIliElSm
Introducing a strict program, 
fair for all concerned, 
to preserve this precious resource.
'Flic Deiiarlinent’s loiigli, fair new program 
combines intensive conservation and enhance­
ment meltiods. It will aff(!cl all groups who catch 
chinook: siiorl and commercial fishermen as 
well as native fishermen.
Consewcilion l-ishermen will be 
reiiuired lo liuysiieeial conservation lags to fas- 
len lo all chinook caiiglit in (:onimereial, native 
and sport fisFicries. It will be an oflense lo be in 
i:»osse,ssion of untagged chinook, and maximum 
penaltiesWill be souglil for violators.'Fhe lags 
will raise awareness of the necf'ssity for conser- 
viilion, as well as I'lroviding vital eaich informa- 
lion for l)i'|)arlmenf seienlisls, Sold for $1 each, 
lh(' lag.s will also generate revenue to lielp sui)- 
l)ort liu' intense (‘iihancemenl iirogram.
Reduced spar! fislimp liniils: Sjiort fisher­
men in Gi'orgia Striiil will be pc’rmilfed lo eatcli 
a maximum eight cliinook in 1988, (Oulsidi' 
the Sirail, the annual limit will remain at 30.)
■ Fni lhei, tlie Dopai tmeiil is leonsiilling . 
with die sport fisliing community on othermea- 
sure.s riHjiiired lo protect stoeks, such as 
lestrieling devices and techniques that catch 
/ cliinook with ciicli precision that the "sport" 
is diminished.
Increased closures: Tlie areas and spans of 
lime of spot closures will be extended to 
protect cliinook in the lower Strait returning to 
home .s[jawiiing ground.s.
Roth of ihese sectors will share in the con­
servation program. Catch cutbacks are being
fuor (UUI
and native fislieries represenlalivcs.
Ibgether we can 
rc.slore the Gulf chinook 
by 1998.
'fliese special enhancemenl iniiialives are 
aimed at increasing slocks of Straight of Georgia 
cliinook liy api.)roximalely 7r),()0() to 175,000 
adult fish.The increase will bcvcvidenl liy 1990, 
and will reach the full level by 1995, -
Willi the (:oo|)eralion of all group.s of fisher- 
nien, in jiisl a fmv years the conservation and 
enhancement program will result in many more 
chinook for everyone lo (’aleli.
R)r compkHe details on this spi.’cial program 
to save Ihe Gulf chirio()k,VvTite io:
Tiiilf chinook, Fislieries and Oceans Canada, 
400-,555 Wirst lia.sliiig.s Sli'eel.’vdiicoiiver, 
Rritish ColmTibia VG!^ SG3,
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Unique production part of Esperanto congress
SOLID TOPS - FULL CENTRE DRAWER
eiriMcv GUIDE. YOUR CHOICE, HONEY OR DARK
blDNtYbTUHt DRESSER, HUTCH MIRROR
BOOKCASE, HEADBOARD, 5 DR CHEST.
655-3322
Neophytes of the language 
Esperanto will perform three 
sketches in the unfamiliar 
tongue, during the 30th Cana­
dian Congress of Esperanto 
here this weekend.
Six members of Drama Vi­
sions — with Jane Sloan the on­
ly performer who spoke the
langauge before rehearsals — 
will offer three sketches at Ard­
more Golf and Country Club, 
Saturday.
The skits follow a 5 p.m. 
Esperanto arboretum dedica­
tion at the course.
“I asked them, ‘How would 






















Western Electro-Drives Inc. introduces its 
“9000” series power drive chair offering
state of the art technology combined with 
unmatched luxurious comfort, stability & 
strength.
WEATHER BUOYS standing 12 feet tall are built locally by 
Professional Components Ltd.




m - 10114 MCDONALD PARK RD., P.O. BOX 2447 
SIDNEY, BRITISH COLUMBIA V8L 3X9
ALSO WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF 




Each Saturday and Sunday 
from 9:30 am to 1 pm
Hot breakfast and lunch entrees, 
cold salads and fruit, and 
a selection of desserts 
of many persuasions
Reservations 652-4422
19SS Resident Tickets available
































MAN IN THE MIRROR/MICHAEL JACKSON (CBS)
I GET WEAK/BELINDA CARLISLE (MCA)
ENDLESS SUMMER NIGHTS/RICHARD MARX (CAPITOL) 
OUT OF THE BLUE/DEBBIE GIBSON (WEA)
GET OUTTA MY DREAMS GET INTO MY 
CAR/BILLY OCEAN (RCA)
FATHER FIGURE/GEORGE MICHEAL (CBS)
DOCK OF THE BAY/MICHAEL BOLTON (CBS)
MAGIC (IN YOUR EYES)/FM (DUKE ST,)
HYSTERIA/DEF LEPPARD (POLYGRAM)
CHECK IT OUT/JOHN COUGAR 
MELLENCAMP (POLYQF1AM)
DEVIL INSIDE/INXS (WEA)
JUST LIKE PARADISE / DAVID LEE ROTH (WEA)
THINKING' ABOUT THE YEARS/HAYWIRE (AITIC)
NEVER GONNA GIVE YOU UP /RICK ASTLEY (RCA) 
MOONBEAM/MEN WITHOUT HATS (POLYGRAM) 
DREAMING/O.M.D, (VIRGIN)
WHERE DO BROKEN HEARTS GO/WHITNEY HOUSTON 
(RCA)
ROCKET 2 U/JETG (MCA)
SOME KIND OF LOVE/JODY WATLEY (MCA)
LOVE BECOMES ELECTRIC/STRANGE 
advance (CAPITOL)
WHEN WE WAS FAB/GEORQE HARRISON (WEA)
IOVE OVERBOARD/GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS (MCA) 
WISHING WELL/ TERENCE TRENT D'ARBY(C0S)
DAY AFTER DAY/BLUE RODEO (WEA)
ROCK OF LIFE/RICK SPRINGFIELD (RCA)
YOU DON'T KNOW/SCARLETT & BLACK (VIRGIN)
I SAW HIM STANDING THERE/TIFFANY (MCA)
BACKWARD TOWN/GRAPES OF V/RATH (CAPITOL) 
ELfXTRIC BLUE/ICEHOUSE (MCA)
















said of her preprations for the 
sketches. “It was really 
something. They all said, 
‘Yeah!’ ”
DramaVisions conducted 
readings for senior citizens, 
before Christmas. So not only is 
the language a challenge, so is 
the style of performance, Sloan 
said.
An evening of international 
music starts the weekend, with a 
performance by Joelle Rabu 
starting at 7 p.m. at the 
Carrington-Wyatt, Friday. 
Rabu sings in Esperanto, 
French and English. Tickets to 
the dinner performance are 
available at Tunes n’Tees.
The expected 200 Esperanto 
congress members will register 
Friday at the Travelodge and 
the Emerald Isle.
The general public can
become involved n the congress 
Saturday, betweei 11 a.m. and 
12 noon at the Enerald Isle con­
ference room. Tlat’s the time 
set aside for public input, in 
French or English', into a con­
gress draft for the Royal Com­
mission on Education.
The expected resolution 
would seek the introduction of 
Esperanto as a credt course in 
B.C. schools.
Lectures, in the language 
Esperanto, will be presented by 
two Simon Fraser University 
professors, on; from 
Afghanistan, the otler from 
Korea.
Their subjects will be the 
culture and history of 
Afghanistan, the geolojy of the 
northwest coast of North 





Two Sidney companies have 
received federal government 
contracts worth more than 
$800,000 to build weather buoys 
for Environment Canada.
Professional Components 
Ltd. won a contract worth 
about $250,000 to build metal 
hulls for nine buoys. The Henry 
Road company built prototype 
hulls several years ago, said 
president David Smith.
The hulls for this project 
stand about 12 feet, with a 
diameter of about 10 feet. They 
are made of aluminum and 
stainless steel.
“Our company specializes in 
high-tech projects,’’ said Smith, 
adding he has built portable 
weather stations as well as 
buoys.
Seastar Instruments Ltd ob­
tained contracts worth more 
than $632,000 to supply nine 
Zeno payload systems on the 
bouys. “We put together the 
electronic control system for 
buoys,” said spokesman Peter 
Berrang.
“Each will be specially 
modified for the area it will be 
deployed,” hesaid. Instruments
required for the Great Lakes 
differ slightly from instruments 
used on the West Coast, Ber­
rang said.
The units will be able to 
record temperature, humidity, 
wind speed and other veather 
features. The data will be 
transmitted via satellite to 
weather forecasters, said Ber­
rang.
Arson syspoefed
Investigators suspect arson 
was the cause of a fire at 
Tsartlip School, March 16. Cen­
tral Saanich volunteer 
firefighters weie called to the 
school at 7449 West Saanich 
Road at 2:24 p.m.
Sidney RCMR were called in. 
The investigatior, continues.
ByshTIr®
Things got out of control for
a resident of the 6300-block 
Oldfield Road biirning garden 
debris, recently. Nearby dry 
grass caught fire. ,
Central Saanich volunteer 
firefighters soon hid the March 
15 fire out.
COMPARE THE TOTAL PRICE
Prices include Frame Lens & Case 
Your choice from hundreds of the latest fashion frames
SINGLE VISION BIFOCALS
Complete Conplete
Glass or Plastic Lens. Reg. Monostep or Kryptok Bifocal. Powes to 
A-Plus or -6 to A-2 cyl.'Extras excluded & Rimless & Faceted Excud- 














SIDNEY MUSEUM COOKBOOK 
FRIENDS OF THE SIDNEY MUSEUM
Ifkygjsr €Sfr'G€ii'i:
mfith usii
The Review accepts Visa and MasterCard to make 
plncind your classified bill even easier Simply give us 





S2.75-20 words ®2.10 repeats
656-1151
Cookbooks have always claimed a soft spot in my heart and I know 
that many olhets share the same weakness. The “Sidney 
Museum Cooklwok" pul out by tho Friends of tho Sidney Museum 
was noexcrjptian.
Just what can bo said about a cookbook? I decided to choose ri 
few of the recipes and try them out on the family. Wo all enjoyed 
trying foods that had ber^n submitted by people we know. Also I 
figured if something went drastically wrong, perhaps I could phono 
the responsible Individual and find the error of my way. Not to 
woriy, however, tho recipes are reliable, easy to follow and give 
the txrok a successfully turned-out product, Norrria Soaloy’s 
“Bran Muffins" have been proclaimed 'the best' in my homo and 
Larry Cross' “Grannie's Thiainnd Roast Pork with Pineapple" was
0 welcomed chango-of>paco entree lor Sunday night dirnor,
At tho beginning of tho book, there was a delightfully 'down-homo' 
touch with a capsull^od version of Sidney's history. Also the book 
was sponsored by many local businesses whose names appear In 
the book.
One ot thr3 best features, lor those of us who haven't grasped tho 
metric system or don't have metric utensils, is that the bwk user* 
Imperial moosuroment, There Is a metric conversion chart ns well, 
the book Is sprially bound and complete with cooking time charts 
and subatitution listings.
1 enjoyed the Sidney Museum Ojokbook not only for its tested, 
quality rocipoo but because It's a book from our community — a
part of oil of (1*1 A very I il
Available at!
A BOOKSTORE 4c ItlOUE
4tli Ooftcon Ori«n fi nm-in ntn FVFRV HAV
■Ji
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Verdler park work
The Brentwood Bay Rotary 
Club was out in force with 
heavy equipment and man­
power at Verdier Park, early 
Saturday morning, to build a 
new canoe launching ramp.
The members spent the morn­
ing preparing a grade for the 
facility, which should be com­
pleted this summer.
An excavator cleared the area 
for construction, a few trees 
and brush that were in the way 
were removed with chain saws 
and burned.
Volunteer workers did some 
finishing work and prepared for 
a backhoc to come in and take 
care of the rest of the job.
All equipment and materials 
used Saturday was donated by 
local businesses. Excavators 
were provided by Saanichton 
Developments and Argus Ex­
cavating. Butch Taylor Ex­
cavating moved the machines in 
and out and Bob Tanner Truck­
ing brought in sand and fill 
needed for the project.
Once the backhoe has done 
its work a retaining wall will be 
built on the up-slope.
Rock walls will be built 
before a cement walking surface 
is poured, said Tim Richards, 
municipal parks planning and 
recreation coordinator.
A driveway and turn-around 
area will be gravelled at the top
of the ramp.
Central Saanich council ap­
proved a maximum outlay ol 
$8,000 towards construction of 
the ramp. Basia Enterprises has 
contributed $3,000 towards the 
ramp and the Brentwood Bay 
Rotary Club is picking up the 
rest of the cost.
Richards designed the laun­








TICKETS $18.00 AVAILABLE AT TUNES ’N’ TEES 
2447 BEACON AVE. 656-4818
INSERTED UPSIDE DOWN AT CUSTOMERS REQUEST,
MOVING SAND at Verdier Park to fill the turn around area after the slope was 
prepared was a volunteer operator and excavator provided for the project, organiz­
ed by the Brentwood Bay Rotary Club. All the preliminary work has been com­
pleted and finishing work will commence soon.
Biting back at thrips
A Saanichton research facili­
ty and biological pest control 
outlet has been producing 
thousands of tiny creatures to 
combat a growing problem for 
about 100 cucumber growers 
across B.C. and Alberta.
Appied Bio-Nomics, on East 
'Saanich Road, received a 
$74,000 federal/provincial 
- agriculture grant to produce a 
biological control for western 
flower thrips.
Thrips are a tiny pest which 
lays eggs in cucumber flowers 
and causes them to be deformed 
once they grow to maturity. 
Deformed cucumbers have a 
lower market value than other 
cucumbers.
Thrips have developed a 
resistance to many types of 
■ pesticides that have been used in 
the past so a biological control 
was needed, said Applied Bio- 
Nomics thrips project manager 
Angela Smith.
Predator mites raised in 
Saanichton like eating thrips. 
‘There are various types of mites 
but a predator mite named 
Amblysieus cucumeris is raised 
specifically because it attacks 
thrips and eats them.
“They are really quite 
voracious,’’ said Smith. 
“They’ll run around and look 
for thrips.’’
The largest mites are about 
half a millimetre long, Smith 
said.
Smith has a slogan on the 
blackboard of the research 
facility that says it all. “Thrips 
bite - Amblyscius bite back.’’
Predator miles are raised in 
buckets filled with wheal bran 
‘and grain mites. Each bucket 
contains about half a million 
predator mites, Smith said.
, The predators feed on feed on 
,thc bran and grain mites while 
they arc raised, but prefer to eat
thrips. Moisture and fresh air is 
pumped into the buckets to pro­
duce optimum conditions.
“A lot of growers are depen­
ding on them,’’ said Smith. 
Thrips are the number one pest 
to greenhouse vegetable growers 
in B.C. and Alberta.
Predator mites are currently 
being shipped to about 40 
greenhouses, but that number 
will increase to more than 100.
“We ship about 5 million per 
week now and we haven’t hit 
the peak of the season yet,’’ 
Smith said.
Predator mites wholesale for 
$1 per thousand and minimum 
orders are $25 worth.
Predator mites are shipped to 
commercial greenhouses in 
shaker bags. The wheat bran 
and predator mite contents are 
shaken onto each plant in the 
greenhouse, but not much is 
needed.
One teaspoon of the mixture 
contains about 50 predator 
mites, and only two or three are 
needed for each plant.
Predator mites reproduce 
quickly. They double every 10 
days, and there is a demand for 
as many predator mites Applied 
Bio-Nomics can produce. They 
are the only producer in 
Western Canada.
They are currently meeting 
the demand of B.C. and Alberta 
growers through farm co-ops 
but do not sell retail or adver­
tise.
“Producing predator mites is 
not a profit making venture 
now, but it should be in the 
future,’’Smith said,
Using biological control in­
stead of pesticides again,st thrips 
has added benefits for the 
farmer. “When they stop spray­
ing it allows beneficial insects to 
c o rn e b a c k i n t o I h e 
greenhouse,” Smith said.
Applied Bio-Nomics does not 
just sell predator mites. They 
also monitor the results of the 
application and do follow up 
checks. “We’re really involved 
with the growers,” Smith said.
The grant they received from 
the Agri-Food Regional 
Development Subsidiary Agree­
ment in December spearheaded 
a three-year project.
The project has three parts. 
Smith said. The first is to mass 
produce predator mites in both 
quantity and quality to meet the 
demand for growers.
The second is for applied 
research to monitor effec­
tiveness on thrips, the proper 
number of predator mites to 
release and the proper time to 
release them.
The third part of the project 
is to investigate the effectiveness 
of predator mites on thrips 
which attack Macintosh and
spartan apples. V,
Five people work on the 
the thrips project.
I-9S9-9S9 VUiNI PIJOM jO doi uo aJ.noA
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DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
GRANTSIN AID —1988
The District of North Saanich is in the process of 
preparing its 1988 Budget. Grants to organizations will 
only be considered prior to the adoption of the annual 
budget.
Organizations that qualify for a grant in aid under Sec­
tion 269 of the Municipal Act should have their re­














OPEN 11 AM DAILY 
















OWN MENU IS SERVED 
GgH FRI. AND SUN. FROM 4:30 UNTIL 6:30
-I------ ^TISEIJTeiiMSIiUWliT::
t Fills * HARBOUR RD. {in Sidney) r
iS6162i For- ReBervationJi:
Late-night chopper flights bring complaints
Helicopters buzzing 
neighborhoods adjacent to the 
Pat Bay Airport during the 
night should not continue to be 
a problem, navy and private 
helicopter operators say.
Several residents near the air­
port have called with com­
plaints to the Pat Bay Airport 
control tower and the navy 
about helicopters flying at 
night.
“They sure were making a 
racket late in the evening,” said 
Beverly Washington. “They 
kept going around and 
around.”
Washington had trouble 
sleeping in her home near the 
Annacortes ferry terminal in 
Sidney, March 14. Earlier this 
month there has also been ex­
cessive helicopter noise, she 
said.
A helicopter was hovering 
near her home from 10 p.m. un­
til after 11:15 p.m., March 14, 
when Washington put earplugs 
in and tried to sleep.
A spokesman for Vancouver 
Island Helicopters said the com­
pany was doing test flights the 
evening of March 14 and 15.
A Bell helicopter the firm 
operates needed maintenance 
during the night and had to be 
tested before a dawn take-off 
time.
“It is not going to be a conti­
nuing thing,” said Barry 
Hewko. “We don’t do much 
night v/ork.”
The Canadian Navy 
helicopter squadron based at
the Pat Bay Airport also had 
night flying exercises on March 
7, 14 and 15.
“We have to maintain certain 
night flying proficiencies,” said 
Maj. Paul O’Reilly.
Three Sikorski-built Sea King 
helicopters are stationed at the 
airport permamently, but the 
navy tries to restrict night flying 
to early in the evening.
“We try to tee it up for about 
sunset,” said O’Reilly. “That 
way they are finished when peo­
ple go to bed.”
Night manoeuvers are not 
done on a regular basis, but are 
done when required.
“We could have an intensive 
period over a couple of days 
and then nothing for weeks,” 
O’Reilly said.
Navy helicopters practise 
manouvers between the airport 
and the HMCS Huron while it is 
at sea. On March 7 they were 
transferring personnel from the 
ship to the base of operations at 
the airport, but “the last one 
was down at 9:20 p.m.,” 
O’Reilly said.
“There shouldn’t have been 
anyone hovering over the 
Anacortes ferry terminal,” he 
said.
Sea King helicopters can land 
and take off like a fixed wing 
aircraft, O’Reilly said. “We use 
runways just like anyone else.”
They are also capable of ver­
tical landings on the ship, but 
have to set up an approach 
when landing on a runway at 
the airport, he said.
SIDNEY NORTH SAANICH LOCAL DROPPED:
Local PCs reorganize for riding changes
Local Progressive Conser­
vatives have reorganized for a 
new federal riding — and in the 
process decided to drop the 
Sidney-North Saanich local.
The redistribution will mean 
the end of a need for a local, 
said Alex Kilpatrick, a director 
with the old Esquimalt-Saanich 
Progressive Conservative Con­
stituency Association.
Within the Esquimalt- 
Saanich boundaries, the local 
was formed as a sub-command 
to ensure representation 
because of the constituency’s 
size, Kilpatrick said.
“We have enough directors 
from Sidney-North Saanich to
be well heard (in the new consti­
tuency association),” he said. 
Five of the Saanich-Gulf Islands 
directors are from the area.
The preparations were made 
at annual general meetings, 
March 13.
The Esquimalt-Saanich Pro- 
gessive Conservative Consti­
tuency Association still exists, 
however. That’s in case a 
federal election is called on or 
before July 13, which would 
mean the local riding would re­
main Esquimalt-Saanich.
If no election is called in that 
time frame, the new boundaries 
will take effect.
The Tories’ new consituency 
association won’t be fully effec­
tive untilJuly 14.
Whatever the riding, MP Pat 
Crofton will seek the nomina­
tion to run in the next election, 
local Tories heard.
On the Saanich-Gulf Islands 
PC executive are: president, 
Reg Lane; vice-president, Bren­
da Clarke; treasurer, Harvey 
Marshall; membership 
secretary, Diane Sampson; 
secretary, Ann Marinuk.
Directors are Jane Allison, 
Bob Darlington and Russ 
Speers, of Saanich; Bill 
Blackstock, Howie Norquay, 
John Robertson, Reg Teeney, 
Ron Umbach, of Sidney and 
North Saanich; John Fortune, 
Marilin Lee, of Central
Saanich; Phil King, of Pender 
Island; and John Crofton, 
Claire Nutting, Nan Jenks, of 
Salt Spring.
The president, vice-president, 
treasurer and secretary on the 
Esquimalt-Saanich association 
executive are the same as on the 
new association. Membership 
secretary is Gerry Houlden.
Esquimalt-Saanich directors 
are Bill Blackstock, Alex 
Kilpatrick, Reg Teeney, of 
Sidney North Saanich; Marilin 
Lee, John Fortune, of Central 
Saanich; Bob Darlington, Russ 
Speers, Saanich; and Barry Mah 
Ming, Tom Halbert, Frank 
Leondard, of Victoria- 
Esquimalt.
Sidney mm pleads guilty fo foar B&Es
An 18-year-old Sidney man 
accused of being part of a 
break-in gang has pleaded guilty 
to four charges of break and 
enter and one of possession of 
stolen property.
Edward Combs, 34-10074 
Fifth Street, admitted to break­
ing into houses at 2050 Neptune 
Rd. on Jan. 21, 2177 Amelia 
Ave. and 2030 Malaview Ave. 
on Jan. 25, and 845 Ardmore 
Rd. on Feb. 13. '
He also pleaded guilty to
possessing a stolen cassette tape 
recorder on Feb. 17. It was 
worth less than $1,000.
A charge of theft of more 
than $1,000 in cash and credit 
card receipts from Gurton’s 
Garage on McTavish Road was 
dropped against Combs.
Co-accused Kenneth 
Jackson, 21, of Victoria, was 
scheduled to appear in Victoria 
court yesterday.
“This is.the first time Combs 
- has been before the courts,” 
said defence lawyer Mayland
McKimm, asking for a 
presentence report. Provincial 
court Judge Robert Metzger 
ordered a report be prepared 
before he sentences Combs on 
April 21.
Meanwhile, trial dates have 
been set for many other people 
accused of belonging to the 
break-in gang.
Gregory Stokes, 19, of Vic­
toria, has opted to be tried by 
j u d g e w i t h o u t a _ j u r y • 
P'relimihary hearings will be 
held on one charge on March 24
and on May 4 on another.
No date has been set for the 
trial of John Nye of Victoria.
Three youths, all having 
pleaded not guilty, will be tried 
on July 28. One has been charg­
ed with four counts of break 
and enter. Another faces 11 
similar charges and the third 
will be tried on four counts:
The Young Offenders Act 
prohibits identification of 
anyone under the age bf 18 who
IS involved in criminal nnvesliga- 
tions. ^
Large council pay 
increase -rei
CAR ACCIDENT 
Three people were taken to 
Saanich Peninsula General 
Hospital with minor injuries 
following a two-vehicle accident 
at the intersection of Amity 
Drive and Bourne Terrace, just 
before 12 noon March 13.
A 1974 Volkswagen Beetle 
driven by a 5()-year-old 
Saanichton resident apparently 
ran the stop sign at Amity Road 
while northbound on Bourne 
Terrace, striking a 1974 Mazda 
driven by a 23-ycar-old 
Saanichton resident.
Damage to the Beetle was 
estimated by police at $2,(XX), 
and the Mazda’s damage was 
estimated at $4,(XX). The drivers 
of both cars and a passenger in 
tlie Beetle were taken to ho.spital 
withminor injuries.
The driver of the Beetle has 
been charged with di.sobeying a 
Slop sign.
CAR ACCIDENT
A 62-year-old Saanichton 
resident has been charged with 
failing to stop at a stop sign 
after the 1984 Honda she was 
driving hit a 1983 Volvo, driven 
by a 32-year-old Sidney man.
The Honda was southbound 
on Bourne Terrace when it was 
hit by the Volvo eastbound on 
Amity Drive.
The driver of the Honda was 
taken to Saanich Peninsula 
General Hospital with minor in­
juries. Apparently she was not 
familiar with the location and 
did not see the stop sign.
A prososal that would have 
seen Sidney aldermen paid 38 
per cent more for their work in 
1988 was rejected, Monday 
night, by committee of the 
whole.
Aid. Ron Kubek and Aid. 
Tim Chad also sought a 35 per 
cent increase for the mayor, 
because Sidney hasn’t kept up 
with going indemnities in other 
municipalities.
However, motions to recom­
mend increa.scs of 12 per cent 
for the mayor and 9.9 per cent 
for aldermen pas.sed instead.
ALUMINUM STOLEN 
A business at the airport 
reports that 120 pieces of 
aluminum pipe worth about 
$500 were stolen overnight, 
March 17 and 18.
Western Aluminum Craft, on 
Hampton Road, reported the 
theft. Police are continuing to 
investigate.
The committee will recom­
mend the mayor’s yearly pay in- 
crca.se to $10,284 from $9,180. 
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Chad compiled figures show­
ing that —■ when numbers are 
equalized according to 
asscssincnts -- the average in­
demnity for aldermen in a selec­
tion of communities is $5,905. 
For mayors, the average is 
$14,193.











SWARTZ BAY - GULF ISLANDS
Thursday, March 31, 190fl
So that a connection can bo rnado from Mayno Inland to 
Saturna Island on Thursday ovening, a mvisod schodulo is 
m ulloci;
Rftviirod Schodulo 
Lv. Swartz Bay 7:S0 pm
Lv. Qallano Island 8:55 pm
Lv, Mayno Island 





Monday, April 4, loaa
Tho rooular Sunday schodulo la In oKoct all day.
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Your Friendship Fleet
too much for most aldermen to 
accept.
“I think wc would be ill- 
advised to do dris,” Aid. 
Robert Jones said. “I don't 
think the electorate would look 
at this too favorably.” He 
favored an increase in the four 
per cent range.
Chad said figures show over 
the past 10 years .Sidney 
“always seems to be second to 
last.”'
It was noted that the reason 
Sidney needs a large increase to 
match other municipalities is 
the no-increase years of austeri- 
ty.
Higher pay would make the 
job more attractive for 
newcomers, Chad said.
Kubek pointed out thai look­
ing at straight percentages when 
the mimbers are small lo siari 
with makes a 38-por-ceni in­
crease look worse ihan ii is.
Committee of the whole is 
rccommcMuling per diems stay at 
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Continued from Page A1
return was great in the Fraser 
River system.
Last year, an off year for 
sockeye, gillnet and seine 
fishermen recorded landings of 
18,600 chinook. Trollers caught 
38,000 and sports fishermen 
took 121,000 fish.
Fisheries managers expect 
most net fishermen to concen­
trate on the North and Central 
Coast this year. Only chum are 
expected to return in large 
numbers to the Fraser River 
system this year. Many of those 
fish will be caught in Johnstone 
Strait, north of Campbell River, 
said Eric Kremer, DFO resource 
allocation chief in his 1988 
salmon expectations.
The statistics do not convince 
sports fishing activist Charlie 
White. “They completely ig­
nore the millions of salmon 
. caught or crushed in commer- 
. cial nets as they migrate toward 
■ Georgia Strait,” he said.
“Why the hell should we do 
our part when the department 
(of fisheries and oceans) does 
nothing to control the incidental 
catch of another sector?” said 
Gilbert.
However, Pat Chamut, DFO 
director-general of the Pacific 
Region, said “net fisheries are 
considered into this plan 
through restrictions and 
closures.
“Gulf (of Georgia) chinook 
do not migrate far out of the 
Gulf,” reducing the chances of 
being caught by net fishermen.
Chamut also denied charges 
that seiners caught a massive 
number of chinook during an 
opening near Sooke two years 
ago. “The figure of 180,000 was 
mentioned.”
The fish originated in 
American streams, he said. As 
such, they are not included in 
Canadian statistics.
The fish were juveniles,
migrating to the ocean. “A 
juvenile is not as important as a 
three- or four-year-old fish, so 
the impact of losing 180,000 
juveniles is not as important,” 
Chamut said.
“The relative mortality of 
these fish is high. Most fish go­
ing through their life cycle do 
not make it back to the river to 
spawn,” he added.
Gilbert said: “The poor state 
of the resource is due to a screw- 
up by the managers. They 
should have known the 
Cowichan and Nanaimo river 
stocks would suffer from 
pressure of 275,000 licensed 
recreational fishermen.”
Enhancement projects have
concentrated on pinks and 
chums — traditional net 
fisheries. The DFO has 
sophisticated plans to enhance 
chinook stocks on the South 
Island, which are long overdue, 
said Gilbert.
He mentioned the state of 
Michigan, where 750,000 
Chinook and coho were caught 
last year. The species, not native 
to the Great Lakes, came from 
hatcheries stocked with West 
Coast eggs.
“Here, where we have a 
natural environment, we caught 
a meazly 120,000 fish,” said 
Gilbert.
A SI.7 million plan for the 
Cowichan River should improve
SHAKING JUVENILE chinook off hook important to 
preserve stocks, says Gilbert Marina operator Harold 
Lacy.
stocks, he said. The government 
plans to upgrade and expand 
chinook incubation capabilities 
to 3.5 million eggs from about 
500,000 eggs.
It will also build an in­
novative net pen for juveniles 
released from the hatchery. 
Much like a fishfarm, the 
smolts will be fed. They will be 
raised to maturity, and their 
eggs will be used for the hat­
chery. Second generation fish 
will be released to the ocean.
NO SUPPORT 
In the past, biologists have 
been reluctant to support such a 
program. They have preferred 
to get eggs from wild fish 
migrating up river to ensure hat­
chery fish maintain genetic 
characteristics of naturally pro­
duced salmon.
Gilbert said, “Biologists have 
not used common sen.se” in 
Canadian salmon enhancement 
projects. “There was a release 
(of young fish) from the Little 
Qualicum hatchery during low 
tide. The gulls ate those fish.”
Sports fishermen are calling 
for greater consultation with the 
government in improving 
chinook stocks. The 32-member 
sports fish advisory board was 
not consulted before the regula­
tions were announced, said 
Gilbert.
“We were called earlier that 
morning and informed of the 
announcement. No one ever 
asked us what we thought.”
The federal government has 
shown more contempt for its 
own advisory board, Gilbert ad­
ded, by eliminating the $100 per 
diem paid to members. “We’ve 
got a meeting with the minister 
this weekend and have been told 
that none of us will be reimburs­
ed for our time if we go.”
Advisory board members feel 
so strongly about the issue that 
they will all attend, said Gilbert.
Boat Goreth W@@d awarded
Sports fishing enthusiasts Jim 
Gilbert and Charlie White have 
been appointed to a.select com­
mittee examining possible loca­
tions and structures of a public 
boat launch in North Saanich.
Rob Herlinveaux will chair 
the committee. Gary Wilton is 
the fourth community represen­
tative. Aid. Bill Taylor will 
serve as council liaison.
ISLAND
Continued from Page A1
for a marina, in the southwest 
corner, could be moved to an 
alternate site on the other side 
of the island. That would leave 
the southwest corner for public 
boating use.
The Penin.sula’s “delightful 
Island area” needs more public 
land, Crowe said.
The successful formula will 
probably be some private and 
some public land, he said. “My 
hope is wc can accomlish (the 
development of James Island) 
with a little of each,” Crowe 
said.
Sidney resident Gareth Wood 
will receive a special medal from 
Queen Elizabeth later this year. 
He is the first Canadian to walk 
to the South Pole.
The Polar Medal will be 
awarded ,. f of J ? ‘ 6u ts tandi ng 
achievement as a member of the 
In the Footsteps of Scott Ex­
pedition,” said C.G. Bull, 
secretary of the U.K. Polar 
Medal Assessment Committee, 
in a letter to Wood.
Queen Victoria awarded the 
first medal for Arctic discovery 
in 1857. Other were struck in 
1867 and 1904.
' The present octagonal silver 
medal bears a picture of the 
Queen on one side. A picture of 
the ship Di.scovery with a sledg­
ing party on skis in the 
foreground is featured on the 
reverse.
Wood has been been on a lec­
ture tour in Eastern Canada 
lately. He returns to Vancouver 
Is la nd for spea king 
engagements in Duncan, 
Nanaimo, Courtenay and 
Campbell River later this week.
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BRENTWOOD BAY
7060 W. SAANICH RD. 652-1121
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Sharon says 
mention my name and 
receive...
ti OUR SMALL OR OFF MEDIUM PIZZA
SHARON 0^™- OUR LARGE OFF PIZZAEXPIRES MARCH ZSth
SmuggCcr's Copc ll&.rainlan. J^staurant
Our MONSTROUS PIZZAS will satisfy all Pizza Monsters
FREE DELIVERY WITHIN 4 MILES
7120 W. SAANICH RD. 652-4344 or 652-9622
‘''flit’s^'''' .(ul iVJVvd.M, j
for assault
A 25-year-oId Brentwood Bay 
man has been placed on two 
years’ probation for se.sually 
assaulting two boys in Cenien* 
nial Park, last Canada Day.
Mark Scott Tollerton will 
continue treatment for his pro­
blems, said defence lawyer Gor­
don Macdonald. He has been 
receiving help since the charges 
were laid, he told Sidney Pro­
vincial Court March 10.
The assault against two boys,
11 and 13, took place late one 
evening at the park, where the 
boys were retrieving tennis balls 
for players.
Tollerton pleaded guilty to 
the charges in January. Provin­
cial court Judge Darrell Collins 
ordered a psychiatric tissess- 
ineni with a prcsentcnce report.
Collins suspended r.emtcnce, 




• CARPET CLEANING 
• UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
Owner Wilt Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C.
FREE ESTIMATES Phone: 656-4754 - 30 Years Experience
JUST ME











or Robert Birley 
479-790B
SPECIAL
WITH A SPRING TUNE-UP
GET YOUR OIL & FILTER 
CHANGED FOR ONLY
BAR B 0 UR TEX AG0 656-5033
10421 Resthaven Dr:
While you are reading this ad, 
others are enjoying reading our
nevi/menu.
Call for Rcservalions or Directions 6S6-3498
STONEEOVSEPm
2215 Canoe Cove Road, Sidney, D.C.
CONGRATULATIONS
Graii firc»
North Snanich volunteer 
flrefightm quickly cIoumhI a 
gra:5s fire .at a homp otv 
Llewelyn Place off Dean Park 
Road, shortly before 12 noon 
March LS.
The owner wan burning 
debris in his large backyard 
wiUt'ii ihr* fire nrU out of oontl'ol. 
said Terry Towle, North 
Saanich fire chief.
IaNNE DALGLIESH EDYTHE BARRIE HEATHER WATT CATHY EAKINS
Century Reel Estate Canada Ltd. and Century P1 Saanich Peninsula Realty 
Ltd, congratulate Anno, Edythc, Heather and Cathy for their productivity 
throughout 1987, Their level at achievement has earned thonri recognition awards 
from Century 21 Canada.
CALL THEM AT 656-9646
1.






Garden Furniture Sale 
Save now on ali stock and custonn 
orders
For a limited time, 
“Hollywood”6 pee. set by 





High Style looking Recliner with 
comfort cushion and pillow arms, 
assorted colors 




Wicker or Rattan 
Sun Room Furniture
Sale Priced $699.00-$S99.00- 
$1999.00 per set /4 
Pictured: “Maracris”
Qrifair




Tradition Oak Desk with five 
regular and two file drawers. 
Reg. $795.00 Now $715.00
per month
OR PLAN‘B’
See our large selection of reg. 
desks and rolltop desks in oak 
and fruitwood finish.
. ii
“SOUTH HAMPTON” Glass and 
Oak occasional table. Charming 
traditional crafted by Riverside in a 
rich warm brown oak finish.
Reg. $225.00 Now $199.00 each
ami f}% Ji't.,






Harvest Oak Bookcase 36“ wide 72“ 
high 12“ deep.









French Provincial Curio Cabinet finished in 
decorator fruitwood by Deilcraft 




I 'Contemporary — Super Soft Very relaxing sota and loveseat. 
Crafted by Bauhaus in off white upholstery.
Reg. $1508.00 Now $1299.00
i E-i ' .i":, ,
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FREE DELIVERY INCLUDING 
SAANICH & GULF ISLANDS
STORE HOURS: MON.-SAT. 9-5:30
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A foreign country on Vancouver Island? The possibility 
didn’t seem too far fetched to three-year-old Daniel Good.
By GEORGE LEE 
Review Staff Writer
After all, the Swedish teenager living in his North Saanich 
home went to visit someone else from Sweden — in another 
area home.
“Mom, is this Sweden?” Daniel asked when mother Susan 
Good picked up Ann Engsmyre, 19, alter the visit.
Daniel’s world is e.xpanding, because of Engsmyre’s 10- 
month stay in the Good household. It’s made possible by the 
Educational Foundation for Foreign Study exchange pro­
gram.
“I think my children have discovered there is another coun­
try in the world,” says Good, who is also the area represen­
tative for the foundation.
“It really has opened our eyes to the whole world and 
showed us that the world really is a small place. I think we 
need more of these exchanges, just to develop more of an 
understanding.”
Engsmyre, attending classes at Parkland School, will re- 
main^^with Susan, husband Steve, Daniel and six-year-old 
Jaron until summer. The visit officially ends in June, but 
Engsmyre has extended her stay to the end of July.
It’s part of her longest stay way from home, the small town 
of Alingsas. And it’s the realization ol a dream that started 
about five years ago.
The chance to experience a new culture means putting 
herself a year behind her peers, who will be finding jobs back 
in Sweden.
With the financial backing of her parents, Engsmyre ap­
plied for the Educational Foundation exchange.
She wasn’t sure where in Canada she’d end up. Because of 
her age, a likely destination was Ontario, where the education 
system extends to Grade 13.
Instead, the pleasant winter of southern Vancouver Island 
has introduced Engsmyre to Canada. “I’m not regretting it, 
but it was a surprise.” And it’s been a change from the 
w'inters in Sweden.
Although “a lot of things are really the same” in Canada, 
one difference is that people are “more open here,” 
Engsmyre says.
Engsmyre is taking Grade 12 classes at Parkland, even 
though she has graduated. This is the last year a 19-year-old
will qualify. Continued on Page B9
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION exchange student Ann with members of host family Susan Good and three- 
Engsmyre of Sweden, centre, enjoys animal dominoes year-old Daniel, in the Good’s North Saanich home.
ELECTRIC
• Rear bagger/mulchor
• Turbo fan bagging assist
• 7 position height adjuster
• Powerful Noma motor
• Lightweight & strong
Ci‘v .''f':' ' ^f V:,
//NE40
IN TODAY’S SIDNEY REVIEW 
FOR HUNDREDS OF SPRINGTIME 




• 4 h.p. Briggs & Stratton 
Max engine
• Cast aluminum dock never 
ru-sts — lightweight
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12 H.P. TRACTOR
Briggs A Stratton Indus­
trial commercial engine
• ,19" twin blade cutting
• 12 volt electric start
• 5 forward speeds, 1 reverse










6-8-6 20 kg 
Multi-Purpose
12-4-8 20 kg 
Lawn Pak








* Big 4.4 CU. ft. capacity
* 0” pneumatic 2 ply tiro 













• 20” side diacliarge mulcimr
• .hi) li.p. Max engine
• Remoto Ihfotllo and 
ewtendod repo start
• Full wheel axles




• 3 h.p. Briggs and Stratlen
• 19" cut side discharge
• Extended rope start




• Converts from mulch to 
side bag mower
• 5 position height adjusters
• Power boost motor
• Auto off safety switch
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V
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LAWNFORCE REAR BAGGER
• Top of tho lino model
• Roar baggor dosign
• 5 position height adjustors
• Fold down, adjustable 
height handle
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DELUXE
• Includes 5 position height 
adjustors
• Side baggor Included
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STANDARD
• 18" cut rotary blado
• Enamelled stool dock
• Flip over handle
• Aulo*off safety switch
I
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AL’S GOOD TASTE COMMENTS
TIRED AFTER WORK?








Local car builder prepares for race season
Lower Island Track Racing 
Association members are gear­
ing up for another season oi' 
hit-to-pass, oval-raeing excite­
ment at Western Speedway in 
Midstream.




For association president 
Tom Anderson of North 
Saanich, getting a car ready 
for the first demo-class race on 
April 2 is a family affair.
The race car builder has his 
brother-in-law to drive again, 
this year. The rest the family 
painted the car and will help in 
the pit area.
They’re all hoping for a year 
like the last one — when the 
team won several races for a 
ninth-place overall finish.
What they don’t want is a 
repeat of the 1986 season when 
they smashed up and had to 
replace 10 cars in 12 races. But 
three cars are in storage just in 
case.
Last year the team lost a car 
in the first race, but the next 
car survived the season.
And it’s the same Plymouth 
they drive now.
The race cars are all suppos­
ed to be bought for less than 
$100, according to association 
rules. Teams bolt large pieces 
of angle iron to the sides, beef 
up the front bumper and alter 
the interior for racing.
Once they hit the track, 
drivers have little regard for
the condition cars are left in. 
Their only concern is winning.
“In order to take over the 
position in front of you, you 
have to hit him,’’ Anderson 
says. “People plow into each 
other. That’s part of the fan 
appeal.’’
Cars that can’t keep going 
after a smash-up are not 
removed from the track until 
after the race is over.
“They’re left for obstacles 
for the other guys to go 
around . . . That’s part of the 
game.’’ Anderson says.
There are exceptions. If car 
turns over, if someone is in­
jured or if fuel is spilled on the 
track, the race is interrupted.
The 318 CU. in. Plymouth 
the Anderson/Hardy team 
races has scratches, dents and 
other evidence of major colli­
sions. Driver Rob Hardy 
fought to a ninth-place finish 
out of 57 cars in about 33 races 
last year.
“He goes into a pile of dust 
and chances are he’s the first 
one out,’’ Anderson says. “If 
you can get the car to the green 
flag every night, you’re doing 
pretty darn good.’’
Three races are held each 
night the demolition cars race 
on the 4/10 mile track. The 
Plymouth does a circuit in 
about 24 seconds, with a top 
speed of about 70 m.p.h.
“It’s certainly exciting and 
entertaining to the fans,” 
Anderson says. Many of the
fans are members of the 
various racing teams’ families.
Families play a big part in 
racing. Anderson is a good ex­
ample. He and Hardy built the 
engine for the car, and his 
wife, sister and daughter 
painted the car.
Success takes skill as well as 
numbers, however.
Some team members are 
really quick in the pit area. 
They can change a transmis­
sion or a radiator and get the 
car running in time for the 
next race, Anderson says.
“Everybody helps each 
other out in the pits getting the 
cars on the track,” Anderson 
says. “But when it gets on the 
race track, it’s every man for 
himself.”
Anderson is in his first term 
as the Lower Island Track 
Racing Association president, 
but has been racing as a 
member for four years.
In the late 1960s Anderson 
raced in a stock car class. 
Eventually he got out of it — 
until the spark was re-fired 
during a vacation.
A relative who worked in 
A.J. Foyt’s garage in Florida 
about eight years ago asked 
Anderson to help him with 
some work on A.J.’s car. 
“That’s my claim to fame,” 
Anderson says.
This year the team hopes to 
do welt. But just in case they 
don’t, many parts on their 
Plymouth can be unbolted and 
installed into a replacement
SITTING ON the family race car is Naomi Anderson, 7, with several trophies father 
Tom won while mom Mabel looked on last season. The 1973 Plymouth Fury 
testifies to the intensity of hit-to-pass racing.
car.
The inside roll cage, the 
angle iron, the harnesses, the 
engine — they’re all easily 
removed.
“The front-end usually gets 
torn off and the steering 
mechanism gets all chewed up
(during a race),” Anderson 
says.
Other races are held by the 
association. Pickup trucks 
have their own class of hit-to- 
pass racing.
And claimers also race each 
night the demo events are
held.
“People who want to get in­
to racing can come up with 
$299 and pick the car they 
want,’’ Anderson says. 
Anyone who buys a claimer is 




Fisheries minister Tom 
Siddon will hold a public 
meeting on new chinook 
regulations at the Institute 
of Ocean Sciences, tomor­
row evening.
' Sidddn isTtouring Van­
couver Island this week to 
meet with fishermen con­
cerned about his plans to 
restrict sports catches to 
eight per year in Georgia 
Strait.
He will be in Nanaimo on 
Wednesday and Duncan, 
Thursday afternoon. Sid­
don will speak in the lOS 
auditorium at 7 p.m.,
Thursday.
Winter Gomes medolists
A Brentwood Bay table tennis 
play won two gold medals and 
one silver at the B.C. Winter 
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MINWAX WOOD STAINS 
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SPRAY ENAMELS jggg
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teammates topped the competi­
tion in Dawson Creek, March 
10 to 13 . ’
Hurwood took the gold in 
women’s singles after she won 
the first and third games in the 
final match 22-20 and 21-14. 
She lost the middle game 16-21.
The Brentwood player, with 
Victoria colleagues Barbara 
Scott and Caroline Bernard,
took the gold in the women’s 
team event with match wins of 
5-2, 5-3, 5;O and 5-().
Hurwood and Scott battled to 
18-21, 21-10 and 9-21 games 
against a Vancouver team to 
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ENTER TO WIN OUR
“The competition was quite 
strong in all events but our 
hardest match was against Van­
couver in the doubles,” said 
Hurwood.
One of the founders of the 
Brentwood Table Tennis Club, 
Hurwood is a great booster of 
the game. “Worldwide, it’s the 
second highest participation 
sport. Everyone from age eight 
to 80 can enjoy playing it.”
The Lower Island speed­
skating team under coach Cccs 
Van Den Bulk, a Sidney resi­
dent, look eight medals, in­
cluding the silver for the 3,(KM)- 
metre relay.
EASTER BUNNY
( VlllU' Io I wIP'IC
things ,iM’ |ii''l lirippm''
DAKIN '
/ d;..
His 13-ycnr-old son David 
tied for fiflh place, missing the 
bron/e by one point in his ma­
jor race — even tliough he 
broke his ribs on Ihc first day of 
competition. Ho placed in the 
fop seven in the field of 17 in 
each race.
“It was neat lo be there, oven 
though I was injured,” said Van 
Den Bulk. “F.vcryone in Ihc 
town was really friendly,”
?'157 Boacon avo. 
656-1316
I'tVh I t.fll'h.tu i
Hurwood echoed his coin- 
plimciil.s. “rite town went all 
out for us.”
Greater Victoria hosts Ihe 
H,C. Summer Games al the end 
of .Inly. Grganizers are hoping 
many Peninsula residents svill 
voliinleer to help. Aityone in- 
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The making of John Dean frail
The skeletal remains of horse 
are gathered in a small heap 
near one end of a new trail skir­
ting the south side of John Dean 
; Park.
: By JULIETTE PROOM
Review Staff Writer
: “Experts at the provincial
; museum examined the skull and 
determined it had been here 50 
years,” says Edo Nyland, one 
of the volunteers building the 
; trail.
' Armed with sledgehammers,
; crowbars and shovels, about 
: two dozen Peninsula residents 
; have spent Saturday mornings 
, for the past two months 
; creating the trail. They’ve split 
rocks, filled holes, built up 
• banks and dug drainage ditches.
; “We’re naming one of the 
; new sections Pickles Bluff, after 
: Sydney Pickles.” Nyland said.
; Pickles, a former Central 
; Saanich alderman, donated the 
; 18-acre parcel containing the 
^ steep bluff.
The rock outcropping pro- 
; vides the only viewpoint on the 
: forest trail. From the bluff,
: hikers can look over pickers in 
: daffodil fields to Island View.
; Rocks protrude into the trail 
' at the edge of the bluff, making 
'r it difficult for riders to lead 
' horses along that portion of the 
' trail. Most sections are designed 
; for use by both hikers and 
; equestrians.
; Many sections of trait follow 
; old logging roads, built at the 
: turn of the century or in the 
' 1920s when sections were logg- 
: ed. A former logging camp is
■ marked by a pile of rusted tin 
^ cans.
' “We tried to take advantage 
•of the natural slope and 
’■ previous roads as much as 
: possible,” said Nyland, a 
: retired government forestry
■ supervisor. “When I surveyed 
; the trail, I chose a route which
would not erode with runoff 
after a rainstorm. ”
He walked the woods in 
January, marking a prospective 
route with blue plastic surveyors
RETIRED FORESTER Edo Nyland has led team of volunteers through forest to build a 
three-kilometre trail along north side of Mount Newton in John Dean Park.
tape. Another volunteer later 
followed the basic route, seek­
ing improvements.
They chose the smoothest 
route they could find, but the 
trail building crew has still had 
to fill holes and chisel rocks. “It 
took six people three hours to 
build less than ten feet of trail 
last week,” said Nyland.
They were trying to create a
path wide enough for a horse 
across a rock outcrop with a 
significant slope. “If we went 
above it, the next section would 
be too steep.
“If vve went below it, we’d be 
out of the park reserve and onto 
Indian land,” he said. Near the 
west side, the trail abuts the 
Cole Bay Indian Reserve.
This section provided the
final link in the trail. It’s now 
possible for hikers to walk the 
entire length in just over an 
hour.
However, a lot of grooming is 
still required. “We’d be happy 
to see anyone come out and help 





2240 HARBOUR ROAD, SIDNEY
PRIME COMMERCIAL WATERFRONT LOCATION 
— LAST TWO SPACES AVAILABLE, 7Q0 SQ. FT. 
AND 180 SQ. FT. SUITABLE FOR MARINE/TRADE 
SHOP, SALES, OFFICE.
656-6644
..'MU ■’ . C ^
, The Piranhas Summer Swim 
Club is celebrating its 10th year 
of operation this summer and 
club representatives think they 
have made the first decade a 
success.
To highlight approaching 
registration for the coming 
season, here’s .some of the 
club’s history.
The club has grown from its 
original membership of nine or 
10 swimmers in 1978 to a record 
of 110 last summer.
According to some of its 
earlier members, the club was 
originally formed as an alter­
native swim program to those 
offered at Panorama Leisure 
Centre at the time, Glenda 
Hinglcysaid.
Some children had finished 
the pre-.school levels of swimm­
ing lessons but were too. young 
to participate in the Red Cross 
programs. Yet, parents and 
children felt the need for more 
pool time.
The recreation centre ran the 
club for the first couple of years 
until il grew enough to be self 
supporting.
In the early days the club 
often operated on a shoe-string 
budget. Starting blocks were 
built at home by parents of the 
swimmers and medals were in- 
.scribed with engraving tools 
borrowed from the RCMP.
The original club trophy, 
which still graces the trophy 
case at Panorama, was hand­
made by David Adams, father 
of one of the original Piranha 
swimmers.
'riiis tiadiiion of luuuhnadc 
trophies has been carried on in
recent years by coach AI Porter, 
well known in Sidney for his 
carving of the scuba diver in 
front of the Hotel Sidney.
The Piranhas are marking 
their anniversary with a dance 
and invite all former members 
and their parents to attend. In­
formation can be obtained from 
the Panorama Leisure Centre.
Anyone wishing to contribute 
to a club history, through 
recollections, photos or press 
clippings, should contact a 
member of this year’s executive 
committee.
The first time swimmers can 
register will be Saturday, March 
26 from 4 to 5 p.tn. and from 
6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Registration will also be held 
Sunday from 10 to 11 a.m. and 











Miglit faltoiif Owl ■ 
Neiglsboifiiood.
That's us! We install only the finest exhaust 
system parts — Walker. And we've got a 
muffler especially designed for your car, 
domestic or import. Designed for long 
life,too.
What's more, we'll give you the kind of 
neighbourly service you won't find in 
"assembly line" muffler shops. So stop in. 
We'd be happy to check your exhaust 
system at no charge, any time.
656-7228
Moor C.tv
Spcdacular scenery, superb cruising. Protected waters
More ,,
Convenience, Service, Supplies. Amenties
. ...iS-Wiiitf'*
Canor’ Cove M.n'ma offers ymi t!\e nto.sl, 
comi'lete packagr'of moorage atul shore- 
side facilities you can find.
I Vu' yinir boat, we jirovide 4111) open aitd 
covered luTihs to 45 feel and comphMe fa; 
cilitii.'s for profi’ssional repairs and 
serviees.
' f'si'ecially for you are the coffer* slurp, gas 
dock and a phone in customs service,
Ovc'iiooking Ihe marina is an Cnglish 
Style Pub for tmHliore ndresliment aur 
relavaiiot’c Ihokerage auii Charier ser 
vices are also on hand.
Ami even more
To make Canoe Cove Maritta a Inuier 
package Ilian ever, we've acquin'd a 30 
ton marine travel lilt and evpanded om 
dry sloi<q,;e f,HiVuir'.*.,
Moof wilhns.
loin olhet discerning boaters from Victo­
ria, Vanciuiver and Alberta wlio have cits- 
coveivd they get more al Canoe Cove 
Marina. Call us today at 65(V-!i!rb6,
AVOID THAT LONG DRIVE TO VICTORIA 
ALL YOUR GOLFING“NEEDS ARE 
JUST A CHIP SHOT AVifAY FROM 
WHERE YOU LIVE \
Doug Mahovlic Golf Shop at Glen Meadows 




2300 Canoe'Cove Uoari, Sidney -NeM lo Swartz Bay .... ..._ -
Cwoi: Covi:





» TITLEST PULL CARTS (WIDE WHEELS) • GOLF BALLS GALORE if 
TOUR EDITION. TOP FLITE, TITLEST, HOGEN, WILSON STAFF, ULTIMA, v 
McGREGOR, NICKLAUS, MAX FLI D.D.H., MASTER and MD, PINNACLE, c 
STAR FLITE and used • SUPER SELECTION OF GOLF WEAR FOR f 
MEN AND LADIES, AUREUS, PARS and BIRDIES. EAGLES ONLY, ' 
WILSON, HCX5AN, LYLE and SCOTT, MARK and SCOTT • ALL SIZES 
AND PRICES OF GOLF BAGS • ACCESSORIES TO FILL 
EVERYONE’S NEEDS, TOWELS, BALL MARKERS, EJCXDKS, HEAD 
COVERS, TEES. GLOVES (Wilson Soil. Power Built soft), HATS, CAPS
• VIDEOS BY ALL THE TOP PROFESSIONALS (Men's and Ladies'.)
* UNBELIEVABLE SELECTION OF PUTTERS AND WEDGES TO 
SHARPEN YOUR GAME * EVERY MAKE OF GOLF CLUB FROM 
LOW PRICED TO OUALITY.:4ve-'T''.'.'v'
Come out to Glen Meadows and receive 
ProfesBional advice on ypiir golf purchasa
Public Welcome/Professional Lesson
by Appointment
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
DAWN TO DUSK
d:
luunyi i • I
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Two divlsBOg^gil chomplooships!
Junior cross comity runners 
end season in winning style
AIL REPAIRS «>.«
GUARANTEED
656-5544 FAST PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 
SERVING THE PENINSULA FOR OVER 15 YEARS'^
“It was a tremendous finish 
to the season,” said Parkland 
cross country coach Jack Magi.
The junior cross country 
team captured two divisional 
Island championships, two 
third place finishes and placed 
second overall for junior secon­
dary schools in the Island Cross 
Country Championships, held 
at the Juan De Fuca course 
Saturday.
“All the athletes have worked 
extremely hard,” Magi said. 
“Each and every team member 
was a vital part of Parkland’s 
fantastic success.”
The bantam boys team tied 
Claremont for first place with 
36 points, but was awarded the 
Island championship.
The boys received the first- 
place standing because 
Parkland’s fourth place 
finisher, Mike Wilson, finished 
in I2th place, in front of Clare­
mont’s fourth-place finisher.
Stefan Jakobsen led the way 
for Parkland with a fifth-place 
finish. Andrew Clarke was 
ninth, Chris Cochrane was 
lOth, Wilson was 12th, Craig 
Combs came in 2lst, Ben Burns 




The junior girls won their 
Island championship easily, 
combining for a 37 point score 
for the top four runners. Cen­
tral was the nearest rival with 78 
points and George Bonner 
School was third with 82 points.
Jenny Shaw led the way with 
a sixth-place finish. Anne Marie 
Portier placed close behind in 
eighth place. Dena Cator was 
nth, Donna Baigent was 12th, 
Jenny Martman was 13 th and 
Nicola Lambrechts placed 15th.
The bantam girls team, mean­
while, placed third after St. 
Michael’s University School 
and Central.
Team member Natasha Kipot 
placed ninth, Cheryl Abbot was 
I5th, Vikki Coppinger was I9th 
and Lisa Iverson was 20th.
The junior boys raced well in 
an extremely large field of 
talented runners from the local 
league and upper-island 
schools.
Terry James led the juniors 
with a sixth-place finish. Mike 
Harris was next in 15th place 
while Justin Heeley placed I6th, 
Lee Mine was 26th, Dan Lalley 
was 34th and Ken Fetherston 
was 42nd.
“Each member ran a super 
race to enable our team to place 
third in a highly competitive 
division,” Magi said. Oak Bay 
won the junior boys division 
with 42 points. Claremont was 
second with 44 and Parkland 
was third with 63.
Parkland recorded its best 
overall finish in the history of 
the school for junior cross 
country lower-island meets, by 
registering a second-place 
finish.
“We now have an excellent 
base to develop for next year, 
especially with this year’s group 
of runners (returning),” Magi 
said.
The total point aggregate is 
calculated by using finishing 
times from all six divisions of 
competitors. However, 
Parkland and Claremont do not 
register midget runners from 
Grade 8. Royal Oak does not 
, register bantam and junior run- 
.. ners from Grades 9 and lO, so 
these schools did extremely well
in final standings.
Central led the aggregate 
standings with 51 points. 
Parkland finished with 46 
points for a second place stan­
ding, and Royal Oak was third 
with 38 points.
In the last meet of league 
play, on March 15, Parkland 
teams finished in third, fourth 
and fifth places.
Stefan Jakobsen led the ban­
tam boys to a third-place team 
finish with his third-place in­
dividual finish. Clarke w'as 
sixth, Wilson was 12th, Combs 
was 21st and Burns was 22nd.
The bantam girls team finish­
ed in fourth with Natasha Kipot 
crossing the finish line in ninth 
place. Coppinger was 14th, Ab­
bot was 16th and Henson was 
20th.
The junior girls were led by 
Anne Marie Portier with a 
seventh-place finish to bring the 
team in third place. Other team 
member finishes were Cator in 
13th place, Martman in 14th, 
Baigent in 15th, Lambrechts in
16th and Mariam Nelson in 
23 rd.
The junior boys finished in 
fifth place, following a fourth- 
place finish for Terry James. 
Harris finished 15th, Fetherston 
was 30th, Lalley was 34th, Leif 
Tompa was 36th and Steve 
Anderson was 38th.
Overall team standings for 
the league placed the bantam 
girls fourth, and the bantam 
boys and the junior girls se­
cond, both behind Claremont. 
The junior boys finished fourth 
in league standings.
Parkland finished fourth in 
aggregate standings in the 15- 
school Iccigue with a total of 166 
points. Central was first, Clare­
mont second and Royal Oak 
third.
Four Parkland cross country 
athletes placed in the top 10 for 
their individual divisions.
Stefan Jakobsen was second 
in bantam boys with Andrew 
Clarke in fifth. Terry James was 
second in junior boys and 
Natasha Kipot placed fifth in 
bantam girls.
if
Speak Up & Join In 9 O Be Proud
Although in law Canadian citi/enship 
lias existed only since I9i”, the 
siiirit that gii es Canadians their
special itlentity 




I'roin Ajiril 1" lo i;i, l‘,)H8, 
(.anadlans will participate iti 
National C:iti/enship Week —- a 
p'elehration of onr citi/enship anti 
tv hat it Ilie,ids 1" lic C.iiiadi.in
litluality, tliversity atul cotniminity 
are the essential ingredietus oftlutt 
spirit, aiul hasic jiriticiples of 
Canadian ''ocit ! s
During National ('.ili/enship Week, 
people in every corner of the 
nation, of all ages, will he showing 
what being Canadian means to 
them, iti schools, in commutiity 
centres, tiffices atid tieighhourhood 
businesses across the country, 
Catiadians will be doitig somethitig 
special for Canttda.
So speak uj)! Join in! Be proud —■ to 
he Canadiati!
Being Canadian ('U 11*1aruKia
TIRED BOY SCOUT, Sean Lyon, 15, returns from a 
weekend camping trip on Sidney Island with American 
neighbors.







TAKE OUT ORDERS AVAILABLE 





Homestvlfi Cookinn N Bnkint)
10% SENIORS DISCOUNT
OPEN 7 AM ■ 7 PM DAILY 





• CHICKEN CHOW MEtN 
. EQQ FOO YONO
• SASPRAWNS
• TEA on COFFEr- ONLY
1817 Verdier Avo. uriiniwiKwt an* 652-36Z2|
ODYSSHI




TAKE OUTS 686-5596-7 






ALL YOU CAN EAT 












SIDNEY FISH A CHIPS
ON 5TH
(JikjI Nnrtli ol ni»«criii Ava J
656-6722
WINTER HOURS:
MOILTRI, 1I:30-1:30 AI'8PM 
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The I'irst 'Tsartlip Rny Scnui 
itnui'i finiii Siilncy playotl hnsl 
to scnui ti i'mm Bellittgltam atul 
Viciori.'i liisi weekend nii an 
nvernighl ciiinping iri|'i that ,saw 
.Scout.s’uniform!; .swjtppetl.
The rain stayednway lioih 
nights the gtou|i of tiluuu forty 
boys atul Icaileis stayed on Ihe 
Islaiul atul the Imys from two 
connti ies took the lime lo nuike 
frieiuLs between setting up tmd 
breaking ciimp ;md wot king on 
badges.
I bis is om,' of about a diven 
oniings the TsaiIlip Scouts have 
tiikeu this yeai. I liey htive gone 
up Ml. Wasliingiou foi ovci> 
night camping in the snow and 
go foi c.xieiuled oiiiing.s iltning 
the siiiniiiei inonihs.
I he no,HI iii|i for,the group is 
to Washington state where they 
,'vi|l rejoin flic '’couj" they met 
Ittsl weekend,
It’s a gooil thing, bcctnisc 
nntny eU' tltc Scouts tradeil 
.Iwrcts, badges, t.e.nv'cs' and
otlier piiri.'i of (heir nnifomis.
I he giou|) l et timed to Siilncy 
shoiily aficr 12 noon afici .get­
ting a ftood f:i.ste of tihn and 
wind in the Iniats.
Nearlvf ;U) m,. irru^nt |^•||| (o
St niggle for the energy to liaul 
their gear n|i to the trucks.
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Municipalities still against privatization 
of highways, bridge mointenonce
by AMY MELMOCK 
Special to The Review 
The Association of Van­
couver Island Municipalities is 
continuing its opposition to the 
privatization of highways and 
bridge maintenance.
Delegates at the weekend 
AVIM conference in Powell 
River rubber stamped five 
resolutions calling for recon­
sideration of the province’s new 
maintenance proposoals. 
Municipalities throughout Van­
couver Island and the Sunshine 
Coast agreed privatization will 
cause decreased safety on
highways and bring about 
displacement of Highways per­
sonnel.
Although delegates eagerly 
agreed on highway and bridge 
maintenance, they were were 
divided over the province’s 
plans to introduce uniform in­
dustrial tax rates. The proposal 
now being studied by a special 
provincial standing committee 
also calls for industrial tax col­
lection to become a provincial 
rather than a municipal respon­
sibility.
Although Port Hardy, North 
Cowichan and Port Alberni
Government should not 
ignore municipalities
by AMY MELMOCK
Special to The Review 
Several executive members of 
the Association of Vancouver 
Island Municipalities are fed up 
with being ignored by the pro­
vincial government.
Outgoing AVIM president 
Tom McCrae blasted rhe pro­
vincial government, this 
weekend in Powell River during 
the group’s 39th annual con­
ference.
He claimed the provincial 
government is saying one thing 
and doing another. McCrae said 
an economic strategy plan for 
Vancouver Island, Powell River 
and the Sunshine Coast (releas­
ed in January 1987) is being ig­
nored in the wake of provincial 
decentralization plans.
He also claimed a continuous 
shuffle of cabinet ministers 
within the forestry and 
transport ministries has caused 
AVIM major setbacks.
“In our efforts to com­
municate with the government, 
we faced indifference and ex­
cuses, and in the case of the cur­
rent minister of transport, total 
arrogance and disdain,’’ Mc­
Crae concluded.
Bill Kinley, the 1986 AVIM 
president, said the current 
government“couldn’t be 
faulted entirely’’ for the confu- 
sipn surrounding the Island 
.T^ighway and other projects. 
I'^iit he added that newly ap- 
. pointed minister of state Stan 
*;Hagen already has his work 
mapped out for him.
“Our economic strategy has 
established a priority list for 
Hagen that includes the two ma- 
•' jor concerns of this region — 
highways and silvaculturc,’’ 
said Kinley.
When AVIM officals 
presented the premier with the 
ccopomic package, in Vernon 
. nearly a year and a half ago,
tion,’’ said Simmons. “ Wc 




delegates opposed the universal 
rates, representatives from 
have-not regions had their own 
opinions.
‘‘These resolutions 
perpetuate an unfair, 
undemocratic practice of levy­
ing industial tax at the local 
.level,’’ an Alert Bay delegate 
complained.
But a Port Hardy delegate 
said the proposed tax reform 
and redistribution policy will 
cripple communities trying to 
pay off long-term improvement 
debts. Both Port Hardy and 
Powell River, he pointed out, 
owe in excess of S4 million to 
companies like MacMillan 
Bloedel.
Outgoing AVIM president 
Tom McCrae predicted the pro­
posals will “send the whole tax 
rate system down the sewer.’’ 
He urged delegates to address 
tax redistribution through a
another avenue — the provin­
cial revenue sharing grants.
“Let’s deal with this ap­
propriately,” said Tahsis 
Mayor McCrae. “Otherwise, 
the tax system and our 
autonomy wilt slip out from 
under us.’’
Some delegates suggested it 
would be simpler for the pro­
vince to make adjustments to 
variable tax rates. Mention was 
also made of the province’s 
thwarted attempts to evenly 
redistribute school taxes.
Port McNeill’s mayor argued 
that communities with no in­
dustrial tax base shouldn’t be 
left out in the cold.
“If wc oppose the uniform 
rates, we should consider laun­
ching our own study in order to 
discuss the problem in clear 
manner,’’ Gerry Furnic said.
AVIM delegates also endors­
ed a resolution opposing legisla­
tion which could sew up special 
enterprise zones on Vancouver 
Island. The establishment of 
these zones, delegates feared, 
may reduce health, safety and 





We welcome one and all lo our 
7th season ot serving 
lunches and afternoon leas. 
OPEN Tuos.-Sun, 11:30-5:00 PM
479-7787
5460 OLD WEST SAANICH ROAD
656-7023




March 23 to 31st
1 With Spring 








3475 QUADRA ST., VIC. 
MON.-SAT. 8 A.M.-10 P.M. 
SUNDAY 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
7816 E. SAANICH ROAD 
MON.-SAT. 8 A.M.-9 P.M. 
SUNDAY 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
9819 5th ST., SIDNEY 
SAT.-WED. 9 A.M.-7 P.M. 
THURS.-FRI. 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
WE Rmm THEiiaiiT 
T@ LIMIT QyANTITIES 
WHILE STOCKS LAST
Vander Zalm called the plan
fine piece of proposed legisla­
tion.” But the premier’s decen­
tralization scheme, which 
wasn’t within the strategy, 
caught the association off 
guard.
“It took us all by surprise,” 
admitted McCrae ;tnd Kinley. 
“We’d taken a imversial ap­
proach to economic develop­
ment in our region . . . now 
we’re hearing wc httve to do the 
whole proposal over ttgain,”
The former presidents said 
Hagen’s main task will be 
‘‘smoothing the Waters 
throughout his regi<\n.” They 
said Hagen will have a hard 
time convincing Vancouver 
Island and Sunshine Coast 
residenis their highway system 
is ailcqnale.
"On Vanconvei Island, 
you’ve got a 1980 ferry system 
ileliveiing tiaffic onto a 1951 
road,” said Kinley, “The 
highwav is gelling detullier by 
the day.”
Newly elected AVIM presi­
dent Hric Simmons is promising 
a diplomatic iippioach |o fuitiic 
negotiations with the iirovincc, 
In liis post-elceiion address, the 
V'ieioria iildernnm stiiil he’d 
iulopl a “bnsiness-like ai' 
proach” in (lealing with proml- 
iteni ministry officials.
“I ilon'i bdieve in fuashing 
litis goveinmenl or the opposi-
ir CLIP H %m COUPSM - TUES. Hm iSRCH 22 ir ,
FROZEN, POLY BAG
CHICKEN LESS I








ir CLIP H SWE caypon <- WED. @NLY mm 23 ir
! CHUG A LUGEVERSWEET GOLDEN RIPE





★ CUP N SAVE CCUPON - THUCS. OCLV MARCH 24
BREAKFAST • BUSTER I TEXAS PINK
FRESH
COOIILIETS 5.40k9 • • lb.
SAUSAGES OOG FOOO I fiRAPEFRUITS
READY TO SERVE
SEAM FLAKES 8.80kg .. tb,
2.1R I 1$




SUIIH CHOPS 9.00 
kg .. lb.
FRESH BONELESS ■






FRESH FAMILY PACK „
MEN
3.73 
kg ib. 1.99 DRUMSTICKS
11












ir mim FROM IN-STORE BAKERY ir
QUADRA AND SAANICHTON STORES
FRUIT I SOURDOUGH I CRUSTY 
DANISH I BREAD i ROLLS
2:79‘bU96°69
BEER
1^ FROM THE DELI — FLEETWOOD’S MEAT ★
QUADRA AND SAANICHTON STORES
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SEE DETAILS IN STORE
■■'-A
il^N^^TE
rOIIMUU 4its ml tin 
ENFALAC
POWCER
rORMUU 436 mL 
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Piranha Swim Club 
Registration
Piranha Summer Swim Club Registration will be held on Saturday, 
March 26 from 4:00 - 5:00 p.m. and 6:30 - 7:30 p.m. and Sunday, 
March 27 from 10:00 -11:00 a.m. and 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.
A second registration day will be Saturday, April 9 from 4:00 - 5:00 
p.m. and 6:30 - 7:30 p.m., and Sunday, April 10 from 9:00 -10:00 
a.m. and 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.
For information or registration, please see us at the Panorama 
Leisure Centre. New members are always welcome: additional in­
formation may also be obtained by calling Bob McDonald (656- 
6603) or Connie Birnbaum (656-6602).
Class Act led the Division 1 
pack to the finish line, March 
13, during the Canoe Bay Sail­
ing Club’s Canoe Rock sailboat
Before chatting about some of the calls this past week. I’d like ' 
to spend a few minutes talking about dahlias. Most of you will 
have dug the tubers last fall and stored them over winter in peat­
moss, vcrmiculitc or perlite. Now it’s time to divide them and 
start them growing, ready to be set out in late April or tho begin­
ning of May (when there is no danger of frost).
The trickiest bit is cutting the tubers away from last year’s stalk, 
making absolutely sure that each tuber still has a piece of stalk at- 
utchod willi an eye or bud on it. When you have separated the 
tubers put tliem in damp sand, or vermiculilc to sprout and lUcike 
roots.
Several weeks before planting, dig tho soil one fool deep, and 
incorporate peat moss and some sand or perlite, adding w'hal com­
post or mushroom manure you can find, and a quarter cup of 4- 
10-10 or 6-8-6, mixing the whole thing well before filling the hole 
to within five or six inches of the lop. This is a good lime to drive 
in a stout stake that will support your plant as il gets tall and tippy.
When you feel sure we won’t have any more frost, place one 
tuber in each hole with the eye toward the slake, and about two in­
ches away from it. Cover the tuber with three inches of soil, grad­
ually filling in the hole as your dahlia grows. When each plant is 
about six inches tall, pinch out the growing lip lo encourage il to 
make side growth (which will mean more flowers, of course).
We had a great day yesterday. It was so gorgeous a day that 
even “himself,” who can usually think of a million other things 
he absolutely has to do, was persuaded to join me outside to do 
some pyracantha pruning. One of the shrubs made a fantastic 
amount of new growth last year, and wc had to rescue it six or 
more feet to get it down to fence level. This is a rotten job and es­
pecially dangerous when you and your spouse are trying to work
together.
The thorns of pyracantha make those on roses seem like nothing 
— so we did the clipping to a chorus of shouted “ouches” and the 
odd muttered curse. I carted five huge barrow-loads of branches 
around lo the back yar d lo be burned, while “himself” put a brace 
against the section of fence behind the pyracantha. That crazy 
shrub is so vigorous it had actually forced two long nails out of 
the post, leaving that part of the fence badly adrift.
We didn’t do loo badly working together yesterday, no 
recriminations anywhere for a change, and once I can pry him 
outdoors he gets dl enthusiastic and docs all sorts of exha things. 
He is like most men, though, you really have lo keep an eye on 
them when they get the primers in their hands, or, away goes the 
major part of the shrub!
Mrs. Friss, on West Saanich Road, called to ask about using 
chicken manure that wasn’t particularly well-rotted on their ex­
tensive vegetable garden. I’m inclined to be a sissy when it comes 
to chicken manure that isn’t well decomposed. It is potent stuff. 
Probably if it was Rololillcd in right now, and the garden wasn’t 
seeded for a month, and wc had lots of rain between now and 
then, the manure would be diluted enough for il to be safe other­
wise it seems to me il might be better to spread a swath of il be­
tween the rows of vegetables after they had sprouted, and Rotolill 
it in at that time. I’d make sure, though, that the swath was narrow 
enough to be six or eight inches away from tender young roots. 
“Belter to be safe than sorry,” .says this chicken-hearted gar­
dener!
A charming lady who wishes lo be anonymous called to ask if 
she could root both forsythia and daphne cuttings at this lime. To 
save my life I can’t find the ideal time (anyone with the answer?) 
but I am assured by my reading that both these lovely plants may 
be propagated from cuttings. I’d wail until after both plants have 
finished flowering, when they should be pruned (lighdy for the 
daphne) and hard for the forsythia) and try to root the cuttings 
then, using rooting powder for “hardwoods” and sand or 
vermiculilc as the rooting medium, put the potted cuttings into 
plastic bags and set them on top of the warm place on the fridge 
or water heater and settle down for a long wait.
My limited experience with hardwood cutting has been that they 
take an age to root, but it is always fun lo try.
f I m
Class Act places first in sailing competition
race.
Madeline and Acrobatic Rat 
finished second and third in the 
division
BREADNER VETERINARY SERVICES
DR. SHELLEY BREADNER D.V.M.
We care for small animals and birds and provide 
a mobile service for horses.
2144A Keating X Rd. 652-9700 Saanichton
In Division 2 racing. Samara 
led Bongo and Temenos around 
the course for a first-place 
finish.
Bonita and Limfjord fought 
it out for top honors in Division 
3.
In an earlier race, March 6, 
Pressure Drop beat Merlin and 
Wee Willy Windy to the finish 
line in the fourth race of the A
Series.
Samara topped Tranquility 
and Auriko in Division 2 and 
Ariane beat Scotch & Water for 
a first place finish in Division 3.
The next event organized by 
the sailing club is on April 23 
when a women’s race will be 
held. Entry forms and more in­
formation are available at the 
Hotel Sidney front desk.
■ TREASURE ISLAND - 
SWIOKEO SALIVlOiSi 
SIDES AND SLICE PACKS 
PLANT SPECIALS AND REGULAR STOCK
t'TROCESSED LOCALLY - KNOWN WORLD WIDE"
PACIFIC SEAFOODS INTERNATIONAL LTD.
10210 BOWERBANK RD.
SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3X4 
TEL: 656-0901
rsary
LADIES’AUXILIARY: “Happy Birthday”. March 25 marks the 50th
Anniversary of the Ladies' Auxiliary to Branch 
#37. The Legion would find it difficult to survive 
without our wonderful L.A. The uncountable 
hours of volunteer work for the Branch plus the 
thousands of dollars they donate, not only to the 
Branch, but to support many charities is 
outstanding. To the L.A., congratulations for a 
job very well donel On Sunday, March 25th, the 
L.A. will celebrate their Birthday with a Tea at 
Branch #37.
Application.s are trickling in 
to Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
for its $500 Claude Butler Bur­
sary. The award will be made to 
a post-.secondary student in a 
health-related program.
Two weeks before the April I 
deadline, three students submit­
ted applications. Many others 
have taken forms for considera­
tion, said a hospital spokesman.
There are broad eligibility 
criteria. Any resident of Central 
Saanich, North Saanich or 
Sidney may apply provided he 
or she has applied to or been ac­
cepted by a post-secondary in­
stitution.
The form suggests the reci­
pient may pursue training in 
medicine, occupational therapy, 
physiotherapy, medical social 
work, dietetics, nursing, phar­
macy, music therapy, or 
laboratory or radiological 
techniques.
“It also says other disciplines 
will be considered provided they 
are relevant,” she added.
The bursary is named for a 
former chairman of the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital board. 
Claude Bullcr died last year.
All applications must be sub­
mitted lo Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital by April I to be con­
sidered for the $500 award.
INSURANCE IS OUR BUSINESS
As a member of Branch 37 please call me 
for your Insurance needs.
Bob Jones
ENTERTAINMENT; Initiation & English Pub Night — Saturday. April 9
(Initiation at 7:30 p,m.)
Spring Dance — Saturday, April 23
Branch #37 will entertain the Memorial Pavilion
Veterans (or Lunch on Saturday, April 23 at Noon.
SENIORS’ LUNCHEON: The ever-popular Seniprs' Luncheon was at­
tended by 120 guests on March 15. The 
entertainment presented before dinner and 
' the bingo that followed was enjoyed by all.
MANAGEMENT; Tho Executive welcomes Laurie Cels, our new Bar 
Manager, to the Branch.
PIPE BAND: Pacific Command has approved our adoption of the 
former Sooke Pipe Band as our Official Legion Pipe Band. 
They will make their debut as the Legion Band on July 1 st 
in the Sidney Parade.
IN MEMORIUM: Comrade J.W. McAndrew — RCN — January 30, 
1988
Comrade R.O. Durko Army — February 21,1988.
SPORTS: The Branch will host the Canadian Champion Shuffleboard 
ioutiiamonl oil Apiii 13, 14 ati 15 add Ihe Vanceuvui Iblaud 
Tournament on Saturday, April 16.
SEABOARD
PROPERTIES LTD.
"Your l.ocnl Insumnco Aqoncy"
7173 W. Saanich Rd, 652-1141




























MEETINGS: Branch Executive Mooting
Thursday, April 7, 1988 at 7:30 p.m. 
Branch General Meeting 
Monday, April 11.1988 at 7;v30 p.m. 
Ladies Executive Meeting 
Thursdav. April 7. 1988 at 7:30 p.m. 
Ladles General Meeting 
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• PAN FRIeD PRAWNS WITH TOMATO
• CHICKFN CHOW MFIN
• CHICKEN FRIED RICE
• D.F, CHICKEN WINC5S
R'S RDNFI FSS'PORK--' ''
• SERVES 4-5 PERSONS ^ ^
FAMILY rtESTAURAHT
".-FULLY LICENSED.
upwHi »r.gw s»m (fcxcopi Holidays) j|*'|
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Sports fishermen's complaints legitimate
Of laic, columnisls and sports fishermen have been complaining • 
biiicrly about the latest fishing regulations originating from Tom 
Siddon, federal minister of the Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans. And well they might, when one considers how hard he 
has come down on recreational fishermen who account for but 
five per cent of the annual catch, yet bring in as many dollars to 
the province, via sporting tourists, as docs the commercial indus- 
iry.
Over and above the $10 license fee, locals must purchase tags, 
in packages of fours, for their chinooks. Nor will refunds be avail­
able for unused lags. This is blatant stealing.
Prior to the release of the new regulations, 1 had chatted with no 
members of the sports fishing fraternity who believed that the 
minister would reduce the number of chinooks allowed to a mere 
eight per season; most fell that he would not go below 15. The 
commercial boys get a much better deal in that they can get lags 
by the w'holcsalc lot and do not have to pay for diem until ilic 
clo.se of the season.
And they will be able to return tlicir unused tags at that time!
There will undoubtedly be many fewer tourists coming to fish in 
our waters during the coming year. Those who make a living sup­
plying facilities and equipment lo such visitors will be hard hit.
But let’s look at the basic underlying problem. The general con­
sensus of conimcniaiors south of the line, time and time again, has 
been that Gary Hart was not a suitable candidate for Uic White 
House; Uicy could not sec him as President. What was his prob­
lem? It was felt that he was lacking in judgment.
Do wc not have a somewhat similar problem in Canada without 
the philandering overtones? We have a prime minister in our 
country' who has repeatedly demonstrated a dismal lack of judg­
ment, particularly in his appointment of ministers. Sinclair 
Stevens, Robert Coates, Siddon, — you name some more. The 
prime minister has made such statements in the House as: “1 work 
like hell! Time and time again, I have read the riot act to my cabi­
net!” (This is close lo verbatim).
But why, one might ask, did he not devote a little lime lo check­
ing out his appointees for integrity prior lo appointing them lo 




read the riot act repeatedly to tlicm!
One is left with the sense that numbers of llicsc appoinunents 
have been purely political - you appoint tlio.se whom you believe 
will bring you votes. He may gel quite a few from Quebec. And 
then again, the sU'aicgy could backfire, no?
I am still at a loss to c.xplain why wc, Canada, hosted 1^ Fran- 
cophonic. For the same reason? Wtis diis not the responsibility of 
cither France or one of her colonic.s? Wc already have die British 
Cornmonwcallli. Did wc require anotlicr? Or was tliis all arranged 
in order dial the prime minister and Robert Botirassa might share 
the same stage?
But let’s gel back to fishing, no? Is it cricket lo allow die French 
fleet to .sail over and harvest so much of die Newfoundland 
fishery off the cast coast? Is our sister province, Ncw'foundland, 
so affluent that she can afford to donate such a large share of her 
major indusdy to a foreign country? Take a laik at that province’s 
rate of unemployment and consider her c.xircmcly difficult his­
tory. And after all, Newfoundland is politically and u-uly one of 
us. Wc arc proud to have her!
Can you think of a thinner excuse for Newfoundland’s fishery 
problems than the two tiny islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon?
Belter not assign Tom Siddon to the Newfoundland crisis! They 
might end up with a quota of eight dories.
P.S. The black brant geese arc in again along Lochsidc on their 
way to their Arctic breeding grounds. They arrived March 17.
Bowler registers 675 mile
m
§
Andy Niven rattled the pins 
with a 675 triple during Friday 
Goldies bowling action at 
Miracle Lanes, last week. Niven 
also bowled a 278 high single 
and is continuing to fight with 
Bud Laswon for the high 
average, in five-pin action.
On the ladies’ side Pat Niven 
had the high single with a 216. 
She currently has the ladies’ 
high average with 177.
The father and son team of 
Ralph and Ken Scott led the Fri­
day Nighters by both rolling a 
high single 300.
t Joe Homeniuk came up with 
a nice 292 Friday, as well. Fami­
ly Tree leads team standings 
with 296'/2 points, Droppins 
have 285 and Primers have 
280^.........
In the Saturday Youth Bowl­
ing League, The Review team of 
Wendy Jestico, Leah Under­
wood, Kristen Seemann and 
Dawn Olsen matched the Smit- 
ty’s team of Mark Dyer, 
Richard West, Tim Parfiil and 
Ken Budd with 10 points each.
The top four teams in the 
YBC league are now within four 
points of each other with only 
two weeks until roll-offs begin.
Pay-Less is on top with 56'/: 
points, Smilty’s has 53 points 
while The Review and Radio 
Shack have 52'/: each. Phar- 
masave has 46'/: points and 
Standard Furniture lOih l-loor 
has 33 points.
Betty Maxwell had the high 
single of the day for the Twin 
Oaks bowling league.
Stevens holds the high 
ladies’ game with a 301 and 
Norm Ckiike liokls the liigh 
single men’s with a 295.
In Monday’s Goldies Al 
Vickers had a 274 high single 
with Tom I.enton rolling to a 
688 triple. Bessie Roberls and 
Verlie Flvedahl were the high 
rollers for the ladies with 206 
singles.
The Saanich Peninsula loin 
I eague was lopped Itisl Mondtiy 
with il 679 triple by Ken 
Pleasenis. Ld AVilde singled 
with a 29(1.
The ruesdiiy Sidney Mer­
maids had terrific iiciion with 
Mary O'Brian scoring ti 709 tri­
ple. Barb Woodward had a 703 
and Judy l:d\vards scored a 665 
triple. Joy Scott scoied the high 
triple with a 289.
Gladys Raper rolled 178 pins 
over average and the Dolphins 
had the high total with 1,340 for 
one game.
The three leading teams for 
the Tuesday Commercial 
League are the Outcasts, Rust’s 
Jewellers and Manning Press. 
B.J. Clive had a 739 high triple.
In Wednesday morning 
Goldies Ed Madsen had the 
high men’s single with a 293 
while Bessie Roberts had a 299. 
Myrtle Mooney had the ladies’ 
high triple with a 653 and Stan 
Slow had the men’s high triple 
with a 658.
In Wednesday evening 
Goldies Hazel Silver was tops 
for the ladies with a 221 single. 
Bill Thomas went 101 pins over 
average after a 253 single and a 
611 triple.
Gary Parker leads the men’s 
Thursday 7 p.m. commercial 
league with a 226 average. Barb 
Matthews holds the high 
average for the ladies with a 
204.
In Thursdays p.m. commer­
cial league action. Luke 
Humber sports the men’s high 
average with a 198 while 
Yvonne Lacoursiere has the 
ladies’ high average with a 197 
score.
The hi-lo doubles tournament 
held in Kelowna three weeks
ago was won by Squamish, and 
Armstrong placed second. The 
Sidney team of Af Vickers and 
Charlie Cornwell placed third.
Last weekend at the Van­
couver Island championships in 
Duncan, outstanding games 
were played by Don Browan, 
Emelio Rainaldo, Julien 
Valcourt, Bob Adams and Barb 
Woodward.
The Sidney/Esquimalt teams 
did not fare so well, though. 
Town and Country Lanes walk­
ed away with most of the 
trophies.
The wise choice for all 
your eye wear needs
BRENTWOOD OPTICAL 
652-6222 
7103 W. Saanich Rd. Trafalgar Square
LUNCH 
SPECIALS 
11:30-2:00 PM TUES. to SAT.'
(NOW LICENCED)
TUESDAY:
DEEP FRIED FISH 
HOME FRIED POTATOES 
WEDNESDAY:





























.Services from your church or 
in either ofoiir chapels at












2432 Beacon Ave. 














THE SIDNEY ASSOCIATION OF.MERCHANTS HAS PRC 
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CONDO BOUNDS OF OWNERSHIP
QUESTION: Just what is a con­
dominium and what would be 
my bounds of ownership in 
relation to the other in­
habitants if I purchased one? 
ANSVYER: Condominium is a iatin 
word meaning, "own together" 
and is a form of ownership 
whereby individuals can own an 
apartment, town house or other 
type complex. It is much the 
same as owning your own home 
except the structure in which your 
apartment is located, the 
hallways, facilities and the 
grounds are owned in common. In 
short, you own the interior space 
within the walls of your apart­
ment. Everything else is owned in 
common with the others and the 
expense of maintaining the 
•"common elements" is shared 
I by all.
AS A CONDO OWNER, you 
own the interior space of your 
living quarters. Everything else 
is owned in common.
■!:?☆☆☆☆
...THINKING OF BUYING 
OR SELLING 
Don’t Delay - Phone Today 
Joe Starke 656-8751 or 656-0747 
Castle Properties (1982) Ltd.




7820 Central Saanich Road








10:30 a m. Family Service




10030 Third st, Sidney
652-1909
Saturday Mass 5:00 p.m.
Sunday Mass 10:30 a.m.
THE PARISH OF ST. MART'S 
SAANICHTON:
Sunday March Z7lh 
palm SUNDAY
n:iaam; Holy Communion
10:00 am: FAMILY SERVICE
(ollowad by rofreahmonia 
Wadnoaday March 30lh
10:00 am Holy Communion
MAUNDY THUFtSDAV:
7:30 pm Holy Communion
Rav, Robarl Sanaom
1 Bsa-asiiO osz-1011
OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION
Roman Catholic Church








Church lor Worship ot 0:30 AM
10469 Roalhavon Drivo In Sidney 
Como Join our Growing Followship 
Rov. Potor CouHa — 065-3540
ST. vSTEPHEN’S 
ANGLICAN CHURCH 
(Mt. Nowton & St. Slophon's Rd) 
652-4311
0:30 am......... ............ .. Holy Euchorlat
10:00 am . ...................Sung Eucharist
7:00 pm .... Usi Sunday only Evonoong
SAANICH PENINSULA I 
CHRISTADELPHIANS 1




Ron 4 Eunice Frooman Welcome you lo
.,.11 PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH
W SUNDAY 10:30 a.m. ...................... Family Worahip
#7 ^ V and Sunday School





Sunday Service 0:30 a.m,,11:00 a.m. 
REV, Q.R. PAUL DAVIS
050-3213 (Homo 605-3864
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP 
Keating Elomonlary School
6843 C. Saanich Rd.
Communion Service.............. 9:.30 a.rn.
Family Service . ................... 11:00 n.m.
Ntiraory, Sunday School, 
Youth Qroupa, Bible Studlea










(14) Capital Elociric........ . 652-2206
(84) Dial Plnnl ............... .. . . .656-3078
(It.) Pui)huirUfiiiTV&
EloctronilCffl .......... 052-0167
(14) SIdnoy Vflcuurn Sorvico,.. , 656-4060
„ (4-4, Swiss Grot to...............      D52-0000
t,'8)Trlcift Dawn’a Facial MassuQO.655-3187 
(13) Uniquo Gift® Jl Crnfto ..655-7169
(81) WGBtcoaiit Intttiiof®.................  655-4233
(i'4) WostGffi ElecIrO'Drlvoa *..................... 65()*7087
(88) WIleo Conotrucllort Ltd....... . 652*4248
Cotirfony TTm «i»v/0W jp
SIdnoy Panlocostal Assembly 




l),00 am a ftiOO pm .. Sunday Sorvlcnn 




W. Snnrilch and Mills rid. 
Sunday Sarvicoa 8 a.m, and 10 a.m.
Sunday School 10 a.m.
THE REV, O.L. MALIN8 .OSO-Om
1 1




Chlldran'i Church11:00 arn 




IN SIDNEY SIijnFY 
FELLOWfiHIP BAPTIST CHURCH 
JSOOMIIIaRd. Phono #56-501?
R«v. Gwrald W. Mollor
0;«5 a.m. , Sunday School
11:00 a.m,, .Morning Worahip 
6:30 p.m......... Evonlrig Followahip
A Chureh tw ttm Wtt0l0 FtmUf
8T. ANDREW’S ANGLICAN CHURCH 
6686 3rd St., SIdnoy 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
6 am. 0 am and 11 am 
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Safeway Delivers...
^ , ................ .......... .. „Safeway Will Deliver Your 
Grocery Order for Only $2.25 —
SENIORS — FREE DELIVERY with minimum $25.00 order. 
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WEDGE OF CHEESE inspired marble sorting machine 
built for Mount Newton School curriculum fair by
Grade 7 math students Dana Seemann (left) and Travis 
Brunn.
Mt. Newton projects shown off
Mount Newton School cur­
riculum fair grew quickly from 
a celebration of the writing pro­
gram to the demonstration of 
all school activities, which went 
before the public last week.
“Our students made many in­
teresting projects to show what 
they do in their classes,” said 
principal Betty Clazie as she
strolled by pyramids, castles 
and undersea dioramas con­
structed in the gymnasium.
Each was made by a student 
or team of students as part of 
their regular work. “Teachers 
have been saving things for the 
fair since January,” she said. 
“You may have noticed some 
projects have proof-reading
Continued from Page B1
Classes aren’t as demanding 
as in Sweden, she says.
Overall, the stay in Canada 
“is really great. It’s such an ex­
perience, for a whole year.”
And that’s what attracted the 
Good family to the Educational 
Foundation for Foreign Study 
program.
feXfie family had a Japanese 
exchange student in the home. 
But the short duration meant 
the student was “just becoming 
part of the family” when it was 
time to leave.
Things have gone so well with 
Engsmyre that Good decided to 
help other families take part in 
the program.
Under Educational Founda­
tion, the host parent or parents 
must be at least 25 years old. 
Two-parent families, older 
couples whose children have left 
home, or single parents qualify. 
The students range from 15 to 
18,years old.
Host families arc carefully 
screened, and tho.se succc,ssful 
can choose their students. Host 
families arc not paid, but 
students provide their own 
spending money and their fee to 
Ihe foundation covers all costs.
Having Engsmyre in the 
family works out to “another of 
litre of milk and another loaf of 
bread a week,” Good Sttys.
Established in I')?!), Educa­
tional Foutidation has just ex­
panded ituo Canada. In till, 2!
countries participate. The ex­
change program also sends 
Canadian students abroad.
According to promotional 
material, the foundation is 
“based ori the premise that by 
encouraging cultural awareness 
and understanding between 
people, we are building friend­
ships without frontiers.”
Canada attracted about 250 
students in the current school 
year, and 40 of them ended up 
on Vancouver Island — “really 
a good percentage,” according 
to Good.
However, Engsmyre is the 
only Educational Foundation 
student on the Saanich Penin­
sula.
When she leaves the Penin­
sula and returns to her friends, 
Engsmyre doesn’t know what to 
expect.
Their experiences will be in 
the workforce. “I don’t feel like 
I’ve changed, but I probably 
have.”
Someday, Engsmyre will 
return to the Good household 
for a visit,
“I’ll have been here a year. I 
can’t just leave them. I’ll have 
to come back,”
Good says she’s gained a 
daughter. And Engsmyre .says 
she now has a fantily in Sweden 
and a family in Canada.
As area representative for the 
foundation. Good invites others 
to expand their families. Poten­
tial host.s may phone at 655-1732
marks and teachers’ comments 
on them.”
The school v.^as delighted with 
the response from the com­
munity. “Hundreds of friends 
and neighbors came after 
receiving written invitations 
from our students,” said 
enrichment teacher Susan 
Bruce, who organized the two- 
day fair.
“The most pleasant surprise 
was watching student reac­
tion,” she said. “Many students 
wandered around the displays 
for hours, learning what goes 
on in other classrooms.”
Grade 6 socials studies stu­
dent Taro Gurney agreed. “It’s 
a great place to get ideas for
when making a sacrifice to the 
sun god.”
The pair wrote a lengthy 
report on Aztec, Maya and Inca 
civilizations to accompany their 
model. “They were similar in 
many ways,” said Gurney.
Inventors Dana Seemann and 
Travis Brunn demonstrated 
their Grade 7 math project at 
the fair. It sorts by size marbles 
and other spheres.
“I got the idea by looking at a 









MAC TAC HOOKS S1.89 sale
MAC TAC ADHESIVE Reg. acit
SHELVING PAPER $i.99yd. sale OFF
future projects.” With
classmate Ian Kirkpatrick, 
Gurney constructed a scale 
model of the Mayan temple at 
Rio Azul, Guatamala.
“This temple was used for| 
self-sacrifices,’’ said’ 
Kirkpatrick. “The method was 
awful. Usually, the Mayans and 
Incas cut someone’s heart out
Seemann, showing his wedged- 
together plexiglass plates.
Small marbles drop to the 
bottom of the sorter. Larger 
ones are expelled when their 
diameter equals the width of the 
wedge. Catch trays are attached 
to the side of the sorter.
“We had the position of the 
trays all worked out,” said 
Brunn. “Then our math teacher 
gave us different sized marbles 
and we had to reset them.”
Displays and demonstrations 
were held at Mount Newton 





MOSS KILLER 10 kg Bag
LAWN & GARDEN LIME 20 kg Bag . ..:^
6-8-6 PLANT FOOD 20 kg Bag...
DEADLINE FOR SLUGS Reg. $4.69 .SALE^3;9S
If yau i-uj„y my "FEm|^A LilFE'
cimffirH ptnaoNAiufii 
Am sinvici:
curtooif , let nu’ tin ii airiaiturc or antooii 
esptseSatHsf for sf&te. 
OincdtuTW iiuikc luuV/ut’ iiiul junsoiud 
gifts for oil tk'cosioifs ,00(1 rcolly ore
gun to igSvo.
Su let’s gel togeilier tnui ilo a utriooTi 
of sonieotie SOOta /
655-3231
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF:
•iiH meinor
GARDEN PRODUCTS
SPRINKLERS ☆ HAND SPRAYERS 
GARDEN HOSES ☆ ETC, ETC.
r~
e
PROVINCIAL CAPITAL COMMISSION 
DRAFT COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
PUBLIC INPUT REQUEST
The Provincial Capital Cktrnmisslon has arranged public displays 
of its Droll Cximprohensivo Plan at Ihe tollowing locations:
1. WESTERN COMMUNITIES; at Juan do Fuca Rocreation 
Contro (Gllancoirno Room) at K;00 p,m, to 0:00 p.m. 
on Monday. 28 March 19BB.
2.SAANICH PENINSULA: at IJIdnoy Branch, Vancouver Island
Regional Library (Noll Horlti Room) al 2:00 p.m. to 0:00 p.m.
on Thursday, 31 March 1988.
,3,SAANICH: at Univrsrsity of Victoria (Room CIOQ, Cloarihuo 
’ Building) at 2:00 p.m. lo 0:00 p.m. 
on Tuesday, 5 April 1900.
4. VICTORIA: at Crystal Oatdon (West Mezznnino) at 2:00 p.m.
; to 0:00 p fu.
on Thursday, 7 April 1908 ii
and Friday, n April 19BB 
and Saturday, 9 April 1980,
Commission and staff momborrj In atlendanco will bo anxious to 
uso those oppofturiHlos to aharo concorns and rocolvo public 
commont on tho
Copies of (ho draft plan havo boon dlslribufod lo all Municipalities 
In Iho Capital Improvamont Dislilct, the modia. all librarlos arid 
majnr rtrgnriizatlonfl vdilcb am considorod to have an inlorosi in 
the draft! Individuals who wish to havo personal copies ol tho draft 
plan and/or appondicos may purchase sarrw from tho P.C.C. at a
coat of $2ino and $6.00 roRpftclIvoiy,
Those who aro unable to .atlr'nd at any of (he scheduled displays 
are mrnlndod that Iho display will bo avnlltiblo for yiowing al St. 
Anri’s Academy, during oflico hours (6:30 a.m.- 4:30 P>m.) from 
April 11-16 (conlacl Ken Patton or Tony Hootoy. 366-1350). 
DoarJIlrio for Impul lo Iho Cornmiaalon has boon net for 15 April, 
1988. ■
SHAWNIGAN LAKE SCHOOL
TTie Board of Governors 
is pleased to announce 
Ihal liie Society of 
Shawnigan Utke School 
has api)r(,)ved a new 
policy on...
Applications ai’c now being txxx-ived for girls cnicrlng 
grades 10 lo 12 as well as boys entering gtaides H lo 12.
• generous .scholar.sliips and bursaries available
• scholarship winner.sdelermincd byexiiminatioiuit 
the school on April 9ih
•visit the school on "Open House" day, Saturday, 
April Kith
• for further infornudioii, please call Ihe Director of 
.•\dmissioiis ((tIM) 743 SSlb
Pounded m 1916, Shawnigan 1 ;il<e School is a leading 
incJciiendent college prepuratriry hoard ing school oiler 
ing a welProunded education in a wide range ol 
aciKlemics, athletics, uclivilies and community living.
.Scliolarship lixiimlinifions Siifunlay, April 9ih.
C: /WSaoeX)/COMC, ViNVaiC-AU U' 4 
Match 1A IttSri
CLEAN-UP & FIX-UP 
THAT YARD









☆ COLORED CONCRETE BRICKS 25%.




IN STOCK ONLY „
TRIJE-SEAL tJpor bundle
INSTOCK ONLY. $1199/ 
210-lb. T-LOCK parbr undle
ZINC STRIP.S n.gui.r UM SALE
2x4 SPRUCE STUDS SPECIAL! 99f,
Shawnigan lutkc, Vancouver Island 
British Columbia, Canada VOU 2\\'(
J
If ifs Sports Call the Review
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Wednesday, Mareh23, 1988
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
WATERMAIN FLUSHING
Flushing of watermains will continue in various areas of the 
municipality until May 27, 1988. There may be some temporary 
discolouration of water for short periods of time in some areas of 
North Saanich. The District cannot be responsible for damages 
caused by the use of discoloured water during the maintenance o! 
the water system.
I.R. ZAHYNACZ, P. ENG. 
MUNICIPAL ENGINEER
MARCH 18, 1988
The Review provides this com­
munity calendar free of charge, 
space permitting. Preference will be 
given to local nonprofit clubs and 
organizations. Deadline for adver­
tising upcoming events is noon Fri­
day.
SILVER THREADS AGM 
Sidney member representation elec­
tion 1 pm Mar. 23
ALR CHAIRMAN 
R.P.Murdoch speaks to Central 
Saanich forum, Keating Elemen­
tary School, 7:30 pm Mar. 24.
EARTHQUAKES 
Peninsula PEP sponsors Earth­
quake and Your Family seminar, 
Sidnev Fire Hall 7-9 pm April 19. 
Register PEP booth, Volunteer 
Fair, Sanscha Hall .April 17 
TODAY’S WOMAN 
Conference at Dunstnuir Lodge 9-5 
April 16. Preregister at Panorama 
Leisure Centre.
CANVASSERS NEEDED 
Cancer society needs volunteers to 
canvass during early April cam­








6655 TRUDEAU TERRACE 
BRENTWOOD BAY, B.C. }
BOOKS WANTED 
Books of any kind for Sidney Silver 
Threads book sale Apr 2. Please 
drop off at centre on Resthaven Dr.
EASTER LILIES 
Flowers, white elephant, baked 
goods atParkland Rowing Club 
table at final Sanscha Hall flea 
market. 656-7416.
TURKEY BINGO 
Brentwood Community Club 
Easter turkey and bonanza bingo at 
dubhou.se 7:30 pm Mar 28
DONATIONS PLEASE 
St. Vincent de Paul needs good 
beds for distribution to people in 
need. 382-3213 or 478-0282 for 
pickup.
SAANICHTON PRESCHOOL 
Countryside Pre.school now accep­
ting reni.stration for 3 & 4 year olds 
for Fall’88. 652-3515 
SENIORS
Sidney Silver Thread.s 
classes, activities and a 
welcome to senior citizens. 
Resthaven Dr. 656-5537.
SIDNEY MUSEUM 
Thanks for the donated 
pieces. The museum would still like 
old cotton sheeting. Plea.se drop 
donations at the museum at the 
foot of Beacon.
CORNUCOPIA BRASS 
Unique brass quintet plays classics 
at Young Auditorium, Camosun 
College, 2 pm .Mar 27
PLANTS NEEDED 
University Garden Friends seeking 
donations for annual plant sale tak­










Andy Narell jazz group plays 
Newcombe 8:30 pm Mar 26.
PRE-INVENTORY SALE 
Basketry, weaving, sewdng, silk 
screening & woodworking at Garth 
Homer Centre sale 12-6 pm Mar. 
28.
GARDEN TOUR 
15 private gardens open to public 
on Music Conserv'atory tour 11-5 
Apr. 22-24 386-5311
PARENTING TEENS 
Laying foundations and building 
bridges seminar at Cridge Centre 
Mar 24-26. 384-8058.
ECHOES FROM PAST 
Travelling e.xhibii premiers 
Friends Gallery, Royal 
Museum. .Apr 15-May 30.
ADOPTION SUPPORT 
Cridge Centre adoption support 
group meets 7:30 pm Mar 24, 384- 
8058
GAMES CONCESSIONS 
B.C. Summer Games offering con­
cessions at 30 venues to non-profit 
groups wishing to raise funds. .App­
ly by .Mar. 30. 383-1988.
NATURE HOUSE 
Spring break hours at Witty’s 
Lagoon House noon-4 pm Mar 29- 
Apr 3. Francis.-'King House noon-4 
pm Apr 3 & 4.
CNR PARK CORRIDOR 
Public workshops on CRD linear 
park Spencer School. 1026 
Coldstream .Ave. 7:30 pm Mar 23 
.ARTS CONFERENCE 
.Adaskin Years conference on Cana­
dian Arts UVic Mar 25 & 26. 721- 
8465.
TELETHON
Variety Club Telethon in aid of , 
needy children on BCTV Mar 26 & ! 
27. i
SPCA BOOK SALE 
Jumble & book sale Centennial j 
United Church Hall, 612 David St. ; 
10 am-1 pm Mar 28. ;
NATIVE FRIENDS DAYS 
Special events at .provincial 
museum 10 am-5:30 pm Mai 28 &
29. '
JOHN STEINBECK 
One man show benefitting .Amnesty 
International N e w' c o m b e 
Auditorium 7:30 pm Mar 28.
MOTORCYCLE TRAINING 
Vancouver Island Safety C ouncil 
refresher course Mar 27. 478-9584.
ass^lation
656-0134.
Last week’s winners of Dinner for Two 
R. McKibbin, G. Johnson, M. Yaili
SEVAN SQUARE
GUESS 
WHAT IT IS? 
WIN!
mHi >300 CASH DRAW APRIL 29th
--------------------—— —
INCOME TAX HELP 
Trained volunteers ready to assist 
with income la.x. Appointment.s 
656-0134.
FLYING HIGH
Sharpen up paper plane skills lor 
Sunday, April 17. Fly-in between 10 
& 4 Sanscha Hall. Great Prizes!
BINGO VOLUNTEER 
Responsible adult needed lo super­
vise five bingo helpers Fridays 12-5. 
E.xpenses paid. Camille 656-0134.
SAFE HOME PARENTS 
Urgently needed. Compensation 
available. Judy 656-0134.
BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC 
Sidney Birth Control Clinic now 
open Thursday evenings, 7-9 pm, 
lower parking lot entrance of 




SIDNEY’S NEWEST RETAIL CENTRE
TO ENTER
Just fill out this entry form or fill out the 
back of your receipt with your name, 
phone number and address and what your 
guess is and drop it in our ballot box. All 
entries are eligible for our $300.00 CASH 
draw on April 29th. Draw entry deadline is 
every following Wednesday of this issue for 
3 DINNERS for 2 and will be drawn on each 
following Friday. All draws am.^by a 
member of the REVIEW staff, winij’^v-iAvill 
be notified by phone. This offer ap ■ifejt'to 
TAKE OUT & DELIVERY alspr-'ErTii^'V,i)es 
and family members of th^? SapU5f;'!on 
Town Restaurant arp^-^notZ/V.linfilwCGood 
Luck and Thank You fonpaf .f'fi'Pa'ihg..
3 DINNERS FOR 2






RITAIL GOMWIERGIAL SPACE 800-5000 sq.ft. AVAILABLE 
QUALITY BUILDING, EXCELLENT LOCATION
PHONE TUDOR ESTATES LTD. at 382-9111 or 388-5464 pager 1690







; Our ta.x preparers have beefi 
carefully trained to under­
stand income ta.x law related 
to business. At H&R Block, 
we want to make sure you 
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SPRING 
BIG DISCOUNT SALE 
THE HONEST LESS PRICES STORE
THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS
9843 - 2nd STREET, 
SIDNEY, B.C. 
656-2411
25 YEARS IN SIDNEY & THE PENINSULA
GOV’T. INSPECTED 
FRESH END CUT




BLADE CROSS 4 
RIB ROAST....... 3.48 kg I
WHY PAY MORE
58





LILYDALE FROZEN In Poly Bag
CHICKEN i




WE ALWAYS PRODUCE MORE FOR YOUR













OR. 'A’ CHOICF- BONELESS 







SLICED COOKED .1759 ()k
PREVIOUS FROZEN /jQ?
SMOKED BLACK, COD ..io,9fi kg ^11).
FRESH IMITATION 099
CRAB MEAT., ,. 12or,4',,K
C50y*T. INSP. FRESH PORK 
" FRESH, !-ND OUT
PORK CHOPS....
• FRESH CENTRE CUT J QQ
PORK CHOPS..,..,, .4.37 kg 1 lb,
*• FRESH CENTRE CU*
..3.48 kg 1
1 98GAINER’S Asst’dPARTY STICKS., 5oog I«.)
GAINER'S FROZEN SUPERIOR 4








PORTION.. .2.60 kg lb
FRESH COUNTRY STYLE 
PORKLOIN RIB END
SPARERIBS
SKINLESS WIENERS 1.74 kg f iJ lb.
READY TO SERVE ^
ponxiOM .......... 2,82 kg I ib
" i MONEY’S i 49
-A MUSHROOMS , 3,3. ka 8
39"=
111




.CARROTS,, 2 Lbs. CgIIo^
HAM
13,48 kg






















S»NI PAK OOT-SIOE PUSTIC
GARBAGE BAGS....
,..s»J8' NABISCO CEMAl
SHREDDIES ..... ,.G75ci 1 97
,.355 mL
SAVfc MORE ON FROZEN,FOODS
. Mlin. SMITH
APPLE



























































. IXANH All CUI M Hi,
. flAS, cm COHN 1< (»» 
• Kf.bHti conn i> or..
RURINA’S FINT
• DOG CHOW.
• CAT CHOW ,.
PRODUCTS 


















MARCH 23rd to 30th
MensPants................ *2.99 Mens Sweaters ..
Ladies Slacks............ *2.49 Dresses...............











30 Appliance Services 
103 Autobody Repairs 
100 Automotive
13 Pahysitting Services 
143 ' eauty Salons
175 Births 
110 Boats & Marine 
135 Building Materials 
155 Business Opportunities 
165 Business Personals 
23 Business Services 
190 Cards of Thanks
31 Cprpenlers
32 Ca.aring Services 
10 Church Services
33 Cleaning Services 










142 Furniture for Rent 
130 Garage Sales 
50 Gardening 
55 Glass
140 Groceries, Meat & Produce 
19 Help Wanted
200 In Memoriam
60 Janitor Services 
205 Legal Notices 




120 Miscellaneous For Sale 
99 Miscellaneous Services 
125 Miscellaneous Wanted 
215 Mobile Homes 
101 Motorcycles 
63 Moving & Storage
62 Music
195 Obituaries 




144 Pets & Livestock 
70 Plumbing & Heating
212 Real Estate for Rent 
211 Real Estate for Sale




75 Secretarial Services 
80 Signs
85 Small Engine Service 
168 Travel 
88 Tree Services 
90 T.V. & Stereo 
126 Used Clothing & Furniture 
95 Watch Repairs 
185 Weddings 
137 Wood Heating 
20 Work Wanted
1G HELP BUSINESS 0 c
BABYSITTING IS WANTED li SERVICES 0 DRAPERIES 3 GARDENING
LICENSED FAMILY DAYCARE. Full time 
opening for child over 18 mon. Semi- 
structured day includes field trips and 
crafts. Excellent references. 652-6177.
12/12
ENERGETIC MOM will babysit in own 
home. Mon.-Fri. Full time preferred. 




THURSDAY 3 PM 
WORD ADS 
FRIDAY 5 PM
Ads are accepted Monday 
through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m.
656-1151
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
I Full complete and sole copyright 
in any advertisement producoc 
Iby Island Publishers Ltd. 
vested in and belongs lo Island 
Publishers Ltd,, provided 
however, that copyright In that 
part and that part only ot any 
such advGftisoinont consisting ol 
Illustrations, borders, signatures 
lor similar components which is ot 
are. supplied in linislied form lo 
Island'Publishorr. Ltd oppr,aiing 
as the Review by the advertiser 
land Incorporated in said adver­
tisement sliall remain in and 
belong to Ihe advertiser, 
WARNING
iNo maloriol covr#(ed under the 
copyright outlined above may be 
used without Iho written permis 








iCIasslflod Rate: lot incedion 
]l5c a wocff, minimum cliarqo 
1.3i2.75, 2rid and subsequent in-
serllon.. 10c a word pr.n inaor-
lion, rr'iiiunuim chniiy! ^’2 re 
Box numl:jnr...$2 00 \m arj.
jJAVti IIMC AND MUNCV r’lMsini in yciin rtil 
and yoMI VIMA r)r MAtil.t I'l* lAM!)
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
Annual
In loeai amn ............. $1S
f‘',anndri . ■ -
Foreign •fii"fO
Montlily
















•KEATING SCHOOL III 
—93 PAPERS 




KEATING SCHOOL II 
(Central Saanich Rd., 
Rodolph, Brownlee
BRENTWOOD IB 




BABYSITTER REQUIRED 2 afternoons 
per week. Prefer person with one 
other child. Also need occosionol 
evenings. 655-7183.
PRE-SCHOOL SUPERVISOR WANTED 
three afternoons per week for Cor­
dova Bay Pre-School, a Co-op member 
of VICPA. PCCFLB licence mandatory. 
Apply to Ann Ishiguro, 4831 Elk Rd., 
R.R. No. 5, Victoria, B.C. V8X 4M4. 
479-9848. >2/12
NOW HIRING for summer employ­
ment. Experienced painters wanted, 
will train though. Coll Greg, 381-5736.
12/13
MATURE EXPERIENCED WAITRESS 
needed, part-time. Apply at Colom­
bo's 7855 East Saanich Rd. alter 4 p.m.
12 12
YOU ARE NEEDED! Are you a responsi­
ble, loving woman who can core for 
two children {1 & 4) in their own home? 
4-5 hr. each weekday. Playmate 
welcome. 652-2291.
WANTED: WOAAAN OVER 30 to give 
driving lessons to lady in Central 
Saanich area. S5.00 an hour. 652-9552.
12/12
TF
THE CUTTING BENCH 
NEEDS A STYLIST 
No Ciientel Needed 







IS LOOKING FOR A 
2 YEAR APPRENTICE 
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED 





A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN.
Comolion Hosiery is seeking indepen- 
dent solos roprtjsontalivos lo market 
our luxurious run resistoet pantyhose 
directly lo the consumer. Ciroal 
business. Call 478 0701 onyllme. If no 
answer plooso leave nomo and phono 
nuinbor, T3 II
AVON - EARN EXTRA $. lop lor 
rifories available. Ctisiomei lists pro- 
vided. No Inventory to purchose. Cor 
not roguirod, f'oH trnining provided, 
477 1393 0^
CLEANING LADY WANTED. 656 2056
09.'I2
PART TIME PERSON lequiied (oi lown 
culling ond gardening. Musi hove own 
fionsporliJlion 656 1237 >' >4
WE KNOW YOU'RE out iherel . , , and 
we'd love lo talk fo you il you are ri 
kind, eneignlir ond ntoiutn Individunl. 
There ore two loving young i hildren in 
SaOftirhlon, who ore anvious to meet 
you ond be with you dally. Wo orn will­
ing to lie flnvlhlo and gonorous with 
ll'io right person, r'lenso reply to Oov 
441, Sannltldon. VOS IMO. 11 IJ
OCCASIONAL BABYSITTER reguiied 
weekdoys in the Gteenglodo Canora 
Road orea for two hoys; or will ex- 
thongo habysitling lime with yot/t 
( hlldren. 656 0301, 11/1?
RETIRED, ENfROETIC snmot cili/en, 
fomole. wonted lo house sit rny smnll 
Hog on the occosionol doy or woeknnd 
when 1 would be out ol town, Good 
lemiinnrnlion, Musi love nnirvtols, 655 
1160.
PARTdlME PETS ever wish you could 
have nne? Il smu don’l Itove o pet, but 
would like to hove one pori-iirne , 
<011652 0552, 12 12
BABYSITTER REQUIRED for ttfiet school 
core, oppiox, twice c> wank, ond occo 
ilonol dciylimu Kite ui 5 yi> elu 
preschooler, Grwenglade cireti. Phone
6W*a716. fi; ................. , ■,,'^■'13
l'AliM,6NrHT PART TIME help needod^ 
fur cmoll family business in Brentwoori 
liny. Would »uU self tnofivoled, 
celinble lemtiiw wiilt itu fwiTtliy rcsp.'sn 
slblllltes 4 days o week, 4 IT p.m, 
I'leme send resume l» P Conittd, Box 
73, Brentwood ilny. 0 C, VOS t7<0,
_ 12/12
u/r stem VOIIt Caen nvirn
white kldt irt ScTtocd T«nm hnuseclean- 
log, 2-4 morning#/week wllli Dlr>
Cv/li 5L.v4r y, vv* 0.^ 11
MOM, WE NEED YOU! Eorn extra 
while kids in school. Team houseclean­
ing, 2-4 mornings/week with Dir- 
tawoy. Call Sherry, 652-0644. 12/12
SCHOO^L DISTRICT NO. 63 (Soonich). 
Applicotions ore invited from suitably 
qualified persons for the position of 
Pay Grade V (Secretary IV) at Deep 
Cove Elementory School, 20 hours per 
week (plus an additional IS hours per 
week temporary time), 10 months per 
year, effective August 29, 1988. This 
position requires a person with a high 
level of secretoriol skills, excellent 
communication skills, and previous of­
fice experience. Minimum qualifica­
tions ore: typing 60 wpm, shorthand 60 
wpm, bookkeeping, and word process­
ing / computer training. Salary range 
is S10.77 to $11.51 per hour. Applica­
tions forms ore available from the 
School Board Office, 2125 Keating 
Cross Rood, telephone 652-1151. Clos­
ing dote for applications is Friday, 
April 1, 1988 at 4:00 p.m. R.S. Ingram, 
Secretary-Treosurer.
% WORK
: 'iyfifi/fifi :w ■
PRUNING ROSES 
& FRUITTREES
LAWN & GARDEN MAINT. 
BIG CLEAN-UPS 
HAULAWAYS, etc. 656-66931 
John 652-5320'
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
general gardening. Reasonable rates.
CallJ>56-5382 after 6 p.m. __ 33/TF
NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED? For 
o quality job call Blaine at 656-1475. 
Most houses $17.00. Outside or inside 
windows. _
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSC^^ AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates.
652-4688. .....H'filf
HAULING, CLEA^^ YARDS,
basements, eovestroughs, etc. Hodges 
trimmed, windows cleaned inside or 
out. Painting or any job you don't find 
time to do. 652-0722. 32/TF
HOUSE-CLEANING gelling you down?
Let us look alter your individual needs. 
Coll Dirtaway, 652-0644,
DUfCHWA'Y, vyindows/gutters clean­
ed. Insured. Reasonable rotes. 655-
7065.......... .............06-'13
GARDEN CLEAN-UPS, tree work, 
hedges, odd jobs, O.A.P. discount. 
Mike, 656 8730 09 13
TRACTOR SERVICE, ploughing, 
rotovoting, grass cutting, ole, 
Roosonoblo roles. Coll Gord, 656-9'769, 
656-1620. 10'13
NIXON CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, All 
phases of building, Why not give us a 
call for o Iroo osllinoto? Wo might sur­
prise you. 656-6498. 10/11
QUALITY SEAMSTRESS. Reasonable 
prices. Custoiri and pattern work, 
allorailons. Personal coninci only, 10 
n,m/ ■ 6 p.m., opi 303 • 9901 Fourth 
St., Sidney, 655-4239, 11/U
TR,^CTOR WORK, posts pminderl rlrill
ed, complele fences. Riding rings and 
paddocks levelled and harrowed 
plowing, discing, rototllling -- large 
and small, brush culling, front-end 
loodor work, landscaping blade, Call 
td, 652-2333,. , ” -^7
CARPETS INSTALLED, refilled, reslroh 
thed, repaired. Free e&lirriales, Call 
llrlan, 655-1408, 11-16
OUT OF WORK DAD spocioli/ing in 
wiring and small r«»novollons. 652- 
5032. H''-*
HOUSECLEANING by inalufo 
homentoker, Phone Ultiko, 656-9365, 
oflornrtons. 12/12
YOUNG FATHER needs work. Will do 
anytliing, 656-6233, 12/12
WANTED; BOOKKEEPING JOB for 
small business in Sidney. 656-71(10.
12,12
TOO BUSY? I'll do yotif Ironing. Denn 
Park arwra. 6.55 4246.
RELIABIE, ErilCICNT hausesvork. 
an e, *»>.,.nnings I2 '12
SENIOR STUDENT looking fot 
reslauranl lo do odd jobs. Hove hod 
ntuch experienre in various fiidds ol 
e/ork 656,9975 nr 6541-2139 ev»»niiias.
' // , . 12,-13
TUTORING all academic subjects. 
Senior, Middle and Elementary levels. 
Varying rotes. Some remedial pro­
grams. 652-0749. 37, tf
HOUSECLEANING. FAST, efficient, 
friendly teams dedicated to the busy 
home, Dirtaway — 652-0644, Com­
plimentary flowers. 42/tt
SEAMSTRESS — 652-io08 — no job loo 
big or small. Mending lo drapes. Over 
20yrs. experience. 04, 22
NANCY'S MOBILE HAIRDRESSING will 
do your hair in your home at your con­
venience. Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Shelley is our Sidney hairdresser. For 
on appointment pleose call Noncy, 
384-6190 anytime. 07/33
DEEP COVE/LAND’S END residents. 
Looking for Avon quality guaranteed 
products? Please coll Barbara Cundiff, 
655-3871 for brochures now available.
08/19
FREE VACUUM BAG delivery .Repairs 
to all mokes. Free pick-up and delivery 
on all repairs. 655-4050. 08/TF
PEnTnSuTa^ENIORS. Certified Estheti- 
cion will give pedicure foot massage 
and clip toe noils in your home for $20. 
Coll 655-3699, after 3:30 p.m. 10/13 
LEARN WORD PROCESSING through 
Word-Perfect. Private lessons. 652-
5848^ _ _   10/13
REFLEXOLOGY CAN RELIEVE symptoms 
of stress and stress-related illness — 
and it feels oh, so good! Registered
reflexologist. 656-6961.  12/15
NEW AVAILABLE through Home Shows 
on the Peninsula — Child's Ploy Books 
ond Gomes — Quality Products that 
are an adventure in learning. Receive 
free hostess gift and credits toward 
purchase of Child's Ploy products. Now 
accepting bookings for March and 
April. Carolyn, 652-4741. 12/12
C.K. DRAPERY. We moke it fast ond 
right, free estimates, custom mode 
drapery alterations, phone 655-1487 
evenings and Saturdays. 02/26
DRYWALL
COMPLETE DRYWALL SERVICES. 
Pointing and texture. Complete bose- 








PERSONAL INCOME TAX $15. Book­
keeping, payroll, T4's, A/R, A/P. Small 
business returns my specialty. 2489 







Repairs to most major 
Appliances & Refrigerators 
656-4412 eves 652-2035 lY-l i
4 CONCRETE
35 CONTRACTORS
• CUSTOM FARM STflUCTURES
• LANOSCAPINO •STOflAOE SHEDS
• HOMERCNOVATIONS


























• Hou»»hold Improvmflinls 
• Biinlnnitfi Tastit* Improvamnnls 
• SpoflullTla!]! In 
Bathroom Henovaliona 

























• We Load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT 8 am-5 pm




RESIDENTIAL NEW WIRING 
REWIRING • EXTENSIONS 
E. PLUS ELECTRIC HEATING 
ALSO COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL 
CALL JOHN — 655-7100
T.R.SKin ELECTRICIAN
25 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
• RESIDENTIAL, • INDUSTRIAL 
• COMME[ :iAL 




“ Stumps • Sewer Slorm Drains 
• Septic Fields • Walerlines 
•Driveways 
LEWISSEVIGNY 
2320 Amherst Ave. 
B56-3583
PbLSON’S 






RON'S CEMENT. Driveways, sidewalks, 
patios, retaining walls, curbing, Form­




Lawn Cuts 0,4 ff-nn 
and Trim From 10









AUTOMATIC OR MANUAL 
All work gunrnntoed and 
Govornmont Inspected. 








• ANNUAL LAWN 
CARE PROGRAM
FOR FREE ESTIMATE 
CALL
656-5606
HOLCAN CONSTBUCTION • Custom 
Homes nncf inlet ior*. Complofe 
buildng tervitw*. Htmavoiions uml 











1 yr. whip over 5 ^6® «.
Primulas (Polyanthus)
79"...10.or75°
Lrg, Fuchsia ^2® «. 10 jor^20®® 
Lrg. Geraniums 
$095
in Bloom & aa.









> Topping for Safety• Pruning Treao/srirubs/HedgeB
> Cleon Up & Hauling
• Landscape Renovations






















•Picks up rockn down lo 3/4 Inch 
•Bronks up haid packed soil 

























With Spring P&mt Rakinci 
Work Guarantottd 
BOOK How - K«rry Arnoti 
470-0801
Page B12 THE REVIEW 9781-2nd St., Sidney B.C.
Wednesday, March 23, 1988
presents







If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
Triple ‘A
Unscramble ihe seven words below in the boxes on the right. All 
seven words are linked to the same theme + take the letters 















Sidney & North Saanich
381-5736




• Husqvarna • Pioneer* Toro 
i Shindaiwa • Jocabsen • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 




Complete Engine Service, 
Gas & Diesel. 
Exchange Cyl. Heads 
Automotive, Marine, Industrial
655-3737















ASPHALT DRIVEWAYS paved, resurfoc- 
ed, patched, seal coated, 22 years ex­
perience, Jim Prott, 656-6841.11/15
Drop your entry off at Tanner’s. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanner’s Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gift certificate will be awarded.
DRIVEWAYS PAVED, resurfaced, pat­
ched, seal coated. 22 yrs. experience. 
Free estimates. Jim Pratt, 656-6841.
12/16





Evenings & V/eekends 




1980 DATSUN 210 2 dr., 4 spd., 
cassette, AM/FM, snow tires. Good 
shape. $3200.00 OBO. 656-9209. 10/13 
1969 DODGE DART, slont six motor. 
Excellent condition. Please phone 652- 
9647. 10/13
1978 DATSUN B210. Four speed, two 
door, stereo, new clutch, new tires. 
$1700. Offers. 656-8806.
• AUTO MOTIVE • INDUSTRIAL 
• MARINE
PICK UP & DELIVERY 
GASTANK REPAIRS 
TOWING AVAILABLE
1973 VOLKSWAGEN. Bright yellow 
Beetle, lady driven, new tires, brakes, 








74 BOBCAT MERCURY. Good condition. 
One owner. $850.00 or offers. 656- 
6260. 12/15
FOR SALE — WHITE oluminim canopy 
for short box Toyota or similar import. 
First $100.00 gets it. 656-4789. 12/12
FOR SALE — great shope Subaru XT 






TYPING SERVICES. Typing, typesetting 
& word processing. Resumes, letters, 
to manuscripts & books. Reasonable 




□ lam a Review paid subscriber.
□ I am not a Review subscriber.
□ I wish to become a Review 
paid subscriber.
Please drop your entry off at:
March 9 winner of a $30 gift 
certificate was Ruby Scutt 
of Seamount Cl. in 
Saanichton.
A1©0EST®EE&M©RE
ANSWERS: Watch, Quartz. 




PLUMBING & HEATING 
New Construction and Repairs 
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney 
Phone 656-1580
DEPENDABLE TYPING SERVICE. 10 yrs. 
experience, letters, contracts, reports, 
resumes, guaranteed 24 hour turn 
around time. Pick-up and delivery for 
Soonich Peninsula residents. Coll 655- 
1164. 02/13
IF YOU DESIRE o precision engineered 
Volkswagen automobile, Tom B. Good 
should be fold. 656-9181 or 385-2415.
12/15
CLASSIC '66 OLDS 2 dr., H.T. Storfire. 
PS, PB, one owner since 1967. 109,000 
well-maintained miles. New brakes, 
nearly new tires, equalizer hitch. 
$2,000.00 0.8.0. 656-8042^ 12/12
1974 FORD STATION WAGON, 4 door, 
automatic, cassette stereo, good 
shape, power steering and brakes, 
$500.00. Phone from 8-12 o.m. and 4-8 
p.m. 655-7119. 12/13
1979 RABBIT DIESEL. 2 dr, good shape, 
runs good, motor needs some work. 
$2150.00.384-2177. 12/12
typing — YOUR OFFICE or mine, for 
the small business man. Keating In­
dustrial Pork area. 652-4596 or 652- 
3711. 10/13
® O @ ® O 9
CLAIR DOWNEY
Service
1985 F-250 XLT LARIAT 351 V-8 3.55 
rear-end. Radiol tires. Excellent condi­
tion. 656-5167 after 5:00 p.m. 12/12
ROOFING
SUN MOUNTAIN ROOFING and gut­
ters. Free estimates, guaranteed 
workmonship. 24 hrs. 655-3656. 11 /TF
CLASSIFIED
656-1151
® . LICENSED MECHANICS
• 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU 
® . TUNE UPS- BRAKES* LUBRICATION
• TIRES • BATTERIES 
® • SECURITY MUFFLER
- PROPANE CONVERSIONS 
g. V PROPANE SALES
^ FOR SERVICE CALL
® 656-2921 or 656-0434
9429 Canora, Sidney 
a, CYRIL PRIMEAU — OWNER
1984 SUBARU station wagon, 66,000 
km, new tires, shocks, excellent condi­
tion. $8600.00. 652-1265. 12/13
1969 GMC '/a TON pickup, $1200.00 
OBO. 652-1265. 12/13
® e
1973 DATSUN 610. New tires, clutch, 
engine good. Suspension damaged in 
accident. Easily repairable. $475.00 
O.B.0.652-3398. 12/12
BRITISH EUROPEAN MOTORS. Ports 
and service for oil imports. 10124C 
McDonald Pork Rd. 655-1151. 49/TF
77 DATSUN F-10, mechonicolly sound, 
completely tuned up. Sporty, little, 
economical cor. $1100.00. 656-2139 





/ (FULLY INSURED) 
^^/^-a^.^LANDSCAPE 
7 bUSTOM DESIGNS 
* « LAWNS — SEED & SOD
• BACKHOE SERVICE 
!• PLANTING TREES & SHRUBS 
• PRUNING—-ORNAMENTAL 
& FRUITTREES 
• TOPPING, REDUCING 
OR FELLING
SERVING THE PENINSULA 




Specializing in all types 





Ads from all over B.C. 
and the Yukon. TODAYS
25 words for $129 will reach 
more than 690,000 homes 
through more than 70 
community newspapers in 









Air makes iruck/auto 
Ford. GMC and Dodg 
vehicle you v/ant 
price you v/ant 














SI Down leases a new car or 
truck. Seven Year warranty. 
Payments from S139/mo. 
O.A.C. Call lease manager 
ai604)465-8931. DL5564.
Used
ttProlaotlonil pruning, (praying 
itLandacipa daiign and Inilallalion 
o Naw lawna, aaad or sod 
oLawn maintonanca, dethalchlng, 
taraling
o Cardan cleanup, rololllling, weeding 
oSpaclalliIng In raaldenllal sprinkler 
tyatama
BOOK NOW FOR 
DETMATCHINQ * AERATING 
479-0001 Eves.
62 MUSIC
BOOK NOW FOR SPRING
PROFESSIONAL MUSIC INSTRUCTION 
All ages and levels, piano, organ & 








WoxDdlng, Yard Claanlng 
Odd Jobe
Tho Extra (Yard) Man 
656-1237
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPE 
MAINTENANCE, lown core. Complolo 
SorvIco, Corlillod Posticido appllcolor. 
fraaoillmoloa. 652-46B8, 39/l(
oiRTUrUNDSCAPINGr Mointononco 
contract*, new or ronovotion*, send or 
lod, cloon-upi/prunlng, Iruil'Ornom,, 
sprinklar lyslom, polios > wolks ■ 
»Jitjd*,65S-7065, 06/13
SRRINO GARDEN ROTOflLLINO. 
656.4191, 06/17
CLLAhMJPSr Hi^LINO,”pri.mlngV li«o 
work, grots cult. Book lor powiirrok- 
Ing. top toil, now lowni, sood or tod. 
O.A.P, diicount. 656-8730. 09/13
Individual mu^c instruction 
in guitar, piano, 
voice, recorder.
Lloyd & Dianna English
Fleet Prices New 8 
GM Cars & Trucks. Example 
- New 1988 GMC S15 Pickup 
$8893. Leasing and Financ­
ing Available. Call collect 
534-7431, Gold Key. Dealer
W8016.________________ _
Buy/Lease any gas, diesel 
car or truck, new or used. 
Direct (rom volume lactory 
dealer. Call lor pre-approved 
credit. Call collect 464-0271, 
D5230,,.....................................
Superior Exhaust Pipe Fion- 
der, 10 years old. Excellent 




The Cambridge Diet - a 
business of your own! Un­
limited scope for persorial 
and financial growth while 
helping others. Developed at 
Cambridge University, Eng­
land, and used by millions 
world-wide. The Cambridge 
Diet is backed by 15 years ol 
clinical research. We are 
committed to leadership in 
weight control and nutrition. 
Contact Director of Sales, 
Cambridge Nutrition Canada 
Ltd,, Head Office, 240-4299 
Canada Way, Burnaby, B.C, 
V5G 1H3 or call 439-1344 in 
Vancouver area. Other areas 
toll free 1-800-663-6650.
FOR SALE MISC.
P.C. Software $7.50 per 
disk. Over 500 titles. Write 
or call for free catalogue. 
Mike Rowe Services, Dept. 
B, 2622 Douglas, Victoria,
HELP WANTED NOTICES
B.C. VBT 4M1 381-2553.
52" T.V. Screen. Connect 
your 14" portable T.V, to 
our T.V. Projector and watch 
the Korean Olympic, Expo 
in Australia or anything else 
including your Video on the 
suporscreen. Reg. price 
$495, - Now - once in a 
lifetime Wholesale Clear­
ance at $189. Free delivery 
in Western Canada, (Visa 
accepted). O.K. World Im­
port, Box 1112 - 1124 Lons­
dale Ave., N. Vancouver, 
B.C, V7M 2H1 Phone: (604) 
987-8083.
Ma Cherie Fashions. Dis­
cover a new rewarding car­
eer. Be an independent. Join 
our team. It's the fun, easy 
way to earn extra money. 
Call collect (416)632-9090.
A Sales Dream. Multi-Mil­
lion Dollar International 
Firm seeks 2 representatives 
in your area that seek in­
comes of up to $800 - $1,600 
+ weekly. No direct selling 
involved, daily repeat busi­
ness, set your own hours. 
Training provided. For confi­
dential interview call 9 to 5 
(416)756-2111 or (416)756- 
7796.
Hidden Golf Club past mem­
bers 25th Anniversary - 
1,2 8 3. Tournament, 
ties, dinner, dance. 
Contact Lorraine Keil, 
2523 Hinton, Alta.,






Interested to find people 
who love to teach children, 
have good piano teaching 
and playing ability, and are 
interested to learn exciting 
piano method. Send resume 
and cassette to M. Brown, 
Program Director, Back to 
Basics Piano Method, 17446 










can not an 
7 million rn
For inlo call
PIANO LESSONS. Register now lor spr­
ing, Highly skillod, oxporiencod 
loachor ha» o lew opening!, Classicnl 
and/or popular, All molhods Including 
P.C.M. or Suzuki; Mm. Doney. 656-
4060, '....... ...y ... ......... 09/12
PIANO ' iESSONS. ’ Su/ukl. /"Conser- 
vrjiory. Theory, Glorio Hooper, ARCT, 
ITCL RMT. 655-1070, ' ’12
dASSic HAMMOND ORGAN (or solo, 
Must sell best oiler. 7j52-l037, 12/12
T.LC. PROVIDES YEAR ROUND garden 
sorvIco*. PlonI, prunrs, weed, water, 
(orfilizo. licensed appllcolor, 10 yrs, 
locol oxpoiTentw. 652-4009. 10/13
DAN'S (IROUND kEEPING. All phase* 
o( yeor round malnlenonce. 652 4776,
12/TS
JIWN DEER is 'id': rolotlller,' No. 524, 
very gtaad condillon. Askitrg $475,00. 
Phone 477-6084, 12/12
6"‘'HTi...TROY... ROTOTIllCR, ' ongliHs













'lovr'isiors Dinarn" • 14 Unit 
Mt/lnl on one rierr?, Hwy. 97 
Lar, la Hacho, Six one bed­
room kitchanotlos, 2 bod- 
foon'i lull hasemnnil homo 
Room for CampfHhhhd
$109,oun...auiV45;i!>.,::,..........
Law Praciicc; fM,)r Sale, Sue- 
rio'isful sole praclir.i:) in sun­
ny Viciona Suburb, ideal lor 
now lawyr/r just starling out. 
Vendor may (inanc:r} part of 
purchase price, AvailabliJ 
immodi;;t(t'tly f'ilo 0112 c/o 
Oak Bay Siar, 11109-2187 Oak 
Bay Avo., Victoria, B.C. 
yBR/IOI . ^ ; ........
Start your own business, 
Potential Nei Income 
$50,000 plus, Manufacturer 
of home decor product look­
ing tor exclusive (feeler In 
your area, May be operalotl 
from your homo. No inveiv 
tory, Mmirnurn Investment 
$5,050, Phoru) Mr, tihawn 
1-BrXi-:t6l-04a6 or (614)307- 
7304
Cash In-Cash Out. Coke, 
Pepsi, Libby's, Heinz - 
World Famous Drinks you 
will refill in your new, uni­
que, cold pop/juice vendors 
with separate price settings. 
Minir-nurn investment ol 
$11,980 secured as wo sup­
ply freight, equipment In­
stalled in locations, product 
fills, supplios, otc. Own your 
cash business, your choice, 
pan or lull-Umo, Call/writo 
(24 hours) (or brochure. 
Solar Business Centres, 100 
East Drive, Suite 200, 
BraiTUdea, Ontario. L6T 103. 
M j, ■. B' h,»’J: G): •
EDUCATIONAL .............
Lighting Fixtures, Western 
Canada's largest display, 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
Cainloguos available, Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre, 4600 
East Hastings Street, Bur­
naby, B.C V5C 2K5. Phono 
1-299-0666,
Earn large income from 
homo/office. Work indepen­
dently. Choose hours, No 
experience required. Rush 
stamped envelope; Riches, 
Sle. 348 - 636 Clyde Avo., 
West Vancouver, B.C. V7T 
1 E1,
Wanted ■ Dish Owners Thai 
Want those programs back! 
Complete Vidoociphor 1 1 
Descramblers now available 
direct (rom established dis­
tributor at unheard of price, 
$995, not $1,500, while sup­
ply lasts 1-403-72ii-3610.
Earn C-xIra Money! Learn 
, Income Tax Preparation or 
Basic Beokkeeieng try cor- 
r e f. p 0 n d 0 n c « 1- r e e l;i r o - 
chorus, no obligation. U 8 R 
Tax ServiCfjs. 205-1345 Pem­
bina Hwy., Winnipeg, R,3T 
2BG, ......■' .......
Cook l-oi A Career. Gradu- 
ates ol cur PiofeRSional Cul­
inary Training Program are 
employed in Iho most pres­
tigious establishments In 
H.C Full-time, six monih 
course starts Juno 6, lOBF), 
Govornmonl aaslstance aval- 
laliie. Write or call lor bro­
chure; Pierrn Dubrullo Cul­
inary School, 1522 Wont Olh 
Avenue, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6J 4RR, 73B-:n55,.. ............
Platinum Gasavor improves 
gas mileage by 22"/'.. Easy 
10 minute Installation; For 
lochnical Inlormalinn write 
io: Woslurn FuolSaver, (I3i5 
- 2040 Giirdon Drive. )<elnw- 
oa[,,.B;C. V1.Y:3H0,_..
. 15 ARDEN |NG„;........ .
Ffetiging Gl'olm 
(woodwnrdi) 24/30"
.30/36" $8.50; V4' 
I'^yramide , Cedar 
$12,50: .6/6’ $16,.
Spruce 24/:)0" - ,30/36" $5, 
ClovordaUf Nursery 576- 
9616.,, 826-9108,. ,. ........... ;...
Copy/Wire Edilor required 
irnmorfi.aloly. Must have ex­
perience Fiditing Copy/De­
signing Nows Page Lay-out/ 
F-iaily Nowsapor. Conlacl; 
Massey Padgham, Editor, 
V/hilofiorse S'tar, 2149 • 2nd 
Ave,, Whitehorse, Y T, 
(,193)667:4484,. _ ________
A Busy Progrosfiivo Nor- 
thorn Ford Elealorship m- 
quin.-:; an expenanced tnech- 
amc, Top wages., flat rale, 
lull Qioup bunofits. Ford 
experience an asset - Conlacl 
Dave Ttiompson (403)926- 
2591,
Free U.S. Federal 
Tax Taxpayers Assistance 
Seminars. Sheraton Land­
mark Hotel, 1400 Robson 
St., Vancouver, March 24, 
25, 28, 29 1:00 p.rn, and
6;00 p.rn, daily. Conducted 
by U.S, P,erspnn_eJ_,_
PERSONALS
Moot Someone New? Since 
1967 Personal Acquaintance 
Service dev.:-lopr',i by The 
Pastoral Institute, has intro­
duced thousands (or friend- 
ship/rnarriago. Phono toil- 
_______
Women Worldwide! Seeking 
Canadian men (or friend­
ship/marriage. Free color 
hrochurr,*. Cherry Blos-sorns, 
Box 190 B C Kapaau, Haw­





F) I u 0
A Progressive Norfhern l-erd 
Dualorship roquire.s oxpor- 
lencml parts person Top 
Wages 8 bonus componsa- 
lion, full group Unnefils, etc 







DOES YOUR STUCCO HAVE THAT 
OltEY LOOK? IS YOUR SIDING 
FADING? FOR THAT ORIGHT NEW 
LOOK! THAT LASTS AND LASTS, 





DUTCMWAV, Th# cnmpUtl# hem# and
oHie#ttaianma«-»«vit,i*. in-Meii
•d, bondad. 655-7065, DFHJ
RO-INRAINflNG 6Vi.»M1l. 48 TI"
VOU DESERVE THE REST, Iniarlor, <ut- 
Iwrlor, ilucco, wrKid, tiding, trim. OAP
OiS-tUvieJ. .fs'ue uiiimvU.'i l'",eJ'. -A'?
1724, 13;19
Distributers Vyanleit two 
easy sell preducts for indus­
trial equipment large torn- 
tonoK, 1-859-6677 between 6
''•ndjLp-;!'!,!/... ........ .......
For irnmodialti Sale. Cham- 
saw rjealerchip m Northern 
DC, Two sawmills novx, 
Pulp; Strarulboard plant 
-•nh-' ei-uvi.inn nnnd reiiirn 
78(3-.3468 Bo* 227 7 Chel- 
wynd Siaie-menl to quali­
fied pariios...................... .....
Mleciranicaity Mifuied/ Like 
tu uea y uu- 4,af! tiv.Sif.OSS 
New concept (or all indus­
tries Simpm. proven pro- 
i1uii Minimum investment - 
uxf.elien! (,ii(Jit'.'Ct, 1 Uij',M,'67 7 
alter 5 p m N(3 catches,
Fast growing company - 
dried barley luice, bee pol-
\«ei tiiL, i„,i'»u iumui
waretumtie $2498 50 Write 
Itv hrncruire - Tn-Weruier
. ra ,u i.-i., '• „!1,1.(,
V5t.3t.43: ,.......
London School ol Halrdre.sa- 
mg .arid Aesthetics is now 
arcopiing applicriuonn for 
nruoimenl m our day or 
r'vemng cnurf.fin in advanced 
hfiirdresiiing, halrdrfissmg 
and (tmtosaional ,*ikln earn, 
#201 • 2735 F./a»l Ha.simga
.lS!y ..
Grennhoufjo 8 Hydroponic 
oquipmnni, supplion. Fivory- 
thlng you nood, Boat quality, 
Bupor low prices. Groon- 
houso $175,, Halldfjij $115. 
Over 3,000 products in 
siocki Sond $2 (or Inlo pack 
a Free magazlno to Wostorn 
Water Fnrm.s, 1244 Seymour 
St,. Vancouver, B C, V6t,1 
3N9, 1.604.0ft!ll-6636,
Expoflenerrd reporter re­
quired by aggrusslvo, well 
esiablisiHjd northwest wtjoK- 
ly, Your opportunity to cover 
lotetilry, mlninr,|, land claims 
isHUDH etc Cur and camera 
required. Excelloni benelits, 
Send rrjfiumi; tm The Ftdilor. 
Tho Interior News, 3704 
Broadway Avenue. Bo* 
25(j0, Smithers, B.C. VOJ 
/'NO,
Diplorna eorrospondenco, 
Frmj calendar, High School
irP‘,)i i*-„liiip, Ui.i.uu,itil, ih.in
agemeni'. admlnlrdratinn, 
,'if'i:;relan.il, cumimleis, l':S- 
lai.ilifihed 1964 Nabonal C-oi- 
444 nob'-.cifi, Vanenu 
veV 68H.4913 toll Iren l-fldO- 
3B7-12Bl,.24.hpurs_,
Curvfjd glass patio oxion- 
sions •'.tar ling at $1,005. 
Hobby greenhoufifts mart ing 
at $599, Full line ol gieerv 
houfio acco-ssoflriK. Call B,C. 
Ul iii.:nhwu;iO uuiujuis lull- 
(fOO 1 •800-242.0073 or wfito 
7425 Hodley Avenue, Burn- 
D C V5F; 2R1
Aur;|if3nei:?rmg ,Aii t:xceili'ot 
P f 010 ii s 10 n C, ti a m (il 0 n S h I p 
Ir.iiniiig (’.''i.iy<•,(-<; l-egiri .npril 
4;Bfi Jordan 8 ' Mcle.in 
Scho,,.il of I'Mis.fiuneeimg, Box 
94. Kiiscoly, Alla. Toil 2P(), 
(-193)846.2;:M I, (4('i;:t)842.
55211
B,,9-ai,:l9f):322-3238 any time 
l-fousekoeptirs/Nannios/ 
Companion, Reliable Caria- 
d m n / O r 10 n t a 1 ladies. All 
a 0 ('. ••>. D 0 51 r 0 u 5 i< u c ti 0 p 110 r ■, 
tunilies F;xt;tiange toi hoiTiO 
Excellent long list Photos, 
Videos, 1-604-547-2020 dai­
ly, weekends ^24 hours) 
P|iCANDlUV|STOCH^ 
For Sale: Pure Bred Hero- 
lords 30 cow,'tad pairs 
Calves 4 mon, old, and 25 
replricrsmont heders. Phono 
Quesnel 992-2294 Canyon 
Valley Ranch,
Thinking o7 moviric lo the 
sunny Okanagan? For Sale 
by owner, spaciou.!) iw'O bod- 
roum condominium in Oii- 
Vfif, D G Bargain price tor
SERVICES
"ICBC''0llmiM;i 
C a f 0 V L1 n rj i*





; • ■ Abbots-
19';I has
Free Informauon Pnoiiu 1- 
fi()4'779fl Gecraid Opinions 
Gladly Given,
f rue, 5988 guide to Study- 
.'il-tuime cnrrofipondenr.o 
Diploma coursea lor presil- 
giousj careers; Accourdmg, 
A11 (; 0 nd 11 i0n I n g, Bookkoe p- 
mrj, HufilnesiS, Cosmelology,
IfriP^WANTrn ... ...........'
Aulbinnii'vo Counter Person. 
Career porutmn with autumn-: 
live truck and tndufdrlal sup* 
ply (.(.imc.ariy (It.D lint:!-, 
evpiiriente an fUisntl Must 
he expenencod and willing 
to relocate. Full company 
beneids. Gefid . reiume to 
Triton Gleet, Box 1489.
...;......
Experienced news/spoils re- 
porter required by : Thri
Goneral Roporior (Photo­
grapher reguired immcidialu- 
ly for fast growing comm un­
ity newsiifirmr chain in ten-
1 i -U i J . C . I I ll.i t; Ij I UUI II I1.1I
advancement lor ttm* iiggreS' 
rave, otip-ciivn amt vibiarg 
Mipfutm,, liiu ,'iiu.i;e->s(ul ap- 
p.lK.Kd ;JM'Uld fii.n! 
(ieniilf- in anaiji-mnn t and 
(iholcigfapliii;: skills I’revicms 
fixiii-rienee in eilding, (lage 
Itynut .ifuj dfsigu ,m asset, 
III .iddiliuii Id an oxi.i'ltnnt 
renumerahnlr and benelil 
(mckage, we offer rm uig.-ui, 
1‘atiltv tu tie pail of a J.ur, 
r'esrslul and winning learn
lUlit; Irgury Uiamis? L.alJ 
Dale Carr.H,arris - 20 years a 
trial lawyer with live years 
medical school before law 0- 
669.492,X tVanrniiver t F*. 
(Uirmnctsd in hear) miury anrl 
nitier ma|Oi i;:laim& Pr.irctmi- 
arje lees avail,drift 
W A fPT!; '.
l,lse,:l If rhg.viinn rquipmefii
900' of 4 ' Mam Line w/hy­
drants. swing valves al 1?0: 
mirdvam, 1200 ot ,3 main­
line w/tiydi.anpi and swing
valves, 500' of 3‘' lateral nn'e 
With fi&iirs, sprinklftf* 10 
neparale users, sprmKiers 
(604)537.5367 collftcl. Ross
Secrelaty. PsvthVdci^Jv, Tra-
Vf;l Gianlun (lA'i. 1055 
':,)//•»! w:'nf»:>,
Vamnuver, 1-899-268.1121
















24' Cftrlai GnaHe 
Meeker l.ng ami
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'69 DART SLANT 6. Good condition. 
New fires. No rust. $500.00. 656-3492.
07/14
1979 AMERICAN MOTORS Jeep 
Wogoneer, 130,000 km. Nice condi­
tion. Offers on $4,500. 652-0266. 09/12
YOU CAN'T LOSE. Lets get together to 
sell your RV unit. If we can't sell it we'll 
buy it. Free appraisal and pickup 
anywhere. Lantzville Recreation Cen­
tre Ltd. Toll Free 1-800-663-4234. 09/16
FOR AN APPOINTMENT to view a 
precision engineered Westfalia tour­
ing camper at your home, Tom B. Good 
should be called. 656-9181 or 385-2415.
12/15
TRADE, TRADE, TRADE. We need used 
washers, dryers, refrigerators and 
ranges — so we ore offering generous 
trade-in allowances on new G.E. or 
Admiral appliances. Islond Furniture 
Mart, 2513 Beacon Ave. 656-3724.
11/12
COUNSELLING for families and In­
dividuals of all ages • serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134. _ _ 33/tf
bVEREATERS A^^^ Silver
Threads Lounge, 10030 Resthaven Dr., 
Sidney. Mon.'s - 8 p.m. For further in­
fo^ 656-9549 or_47^4353. 45/tf
seek
MOTORCYCLE '69 VOLKSWAGEN WESTPHALIA 
camper. Good condition. Offers. 656-
WANTED; GARDEN TRACTORS or ride 
'em mowers. Any condition. 656-2637. 
_ _ ________  _ ^ 11/12
approved
1981 YAA^AHA 185 Exciter street bike, 
blue, $500.00. Also 1982 Suzuki FASO, 
low miles, excellent condition.
5121,364-4465 eves. 12/12
FOR SALE IN BRENTWOOD. 1984 fully
WANTED: SIX GOOD  life 
jackets and two large downriqqers. 
655-1267. 12/14
$350.00. 656-0428. 12/12
camperized Volkswagen van in mint 





Head-sink-table in cabin- 
full canvas. 85 + 10 HP 
Johnson elec, start 
outboards-depth sounder- 
fresh water, rod holders, 
trailer with electric winch & 
surge brakes.652-0176 after 6 pm
MAR. 26th, 10-3 P.M. Baby clothes, 
crib, household items, books. 2127 
Ponaview Heights. No early birds, 
please. 12 12
GARAGE SALE Mar. 27, 10 am • 3 
pm. 980 Waverley Terrace, Brentwood.
12/12
MOVING SALE - Sat, Mor. 26, 9-2 
p.m., 1951 Jeffree Rd. 12 12
THRIFT SHJOP at St. Mory's Church, 
Saanichton, Friday, March ,?5, 10 am - 3 
pm. Donations welcomed. 12 '12
HbuSE AND MARINE. March 26 & 27th, 
10-2 p.m. 945 Merchant Rd,. Brent­
wood Bay. 12 12
GARAGE SALE: Moving. Household 
items, tools, small furniture, collec­
tables, plants, miscellaneous items. 
Saturday. March 26. 9-4. 10456 Allbay 
Rood, Sidney. 12. 12
NORTHWEST 21' excellent beginners 
boat, 3 sails, 9.9 Johnson, marine 






LADIES IN ORIENT  cor­
respondence w/single gentlemen. Box 
5248 Stn. A, Calgary, AB, Canada T2H
1)^6. ____ 08/23
FbR YOUR COMPLET card reoding 
and lucky numbers, phone Jenny, 478- 
2540. 09 12
W A N T A R OM A N T 1C husband? 
Bachelor, 44 yrs., Canadian, tall, well- 
built, clean, healthy, straight, mature, 
worldly, good sense of humour, well- 
travelled — years in Britain and 
Europe: intelligent, romantic, loyal, 
very odaptable. Likes children, 
animals, boats, music, books, etc. Con 
be sophisticated or simple. Outdoor 
type, N/S, S. D, very wide interests. 
Looking for o lady 35-55 yrs. who 
wonts a big. warm, loyal man who will 
moke o great husband!! Why be on 
your own? It's unnecessary. Write: 
1090 Trevor Rd., Kelowna. B.C., VIZ 
2J8. 11 12
MAN FIFTYISH, seeking mate. She 
should be non-drinker, non-smoker, 
slender, energetic, love to dance and 
hike and obove all desiring compa­
nionship, togetherness, and a one on 
one relationship. We could start with a 
coffee and check the chemistry. All 
replies acknowledged. Write Box 475, 
9781 - 2nd St., Sidney. B.C. V8L 4P8.
12/12
TOTH BOAT RENTALS. Morch special, 
$6.00 hr. plus gas. 656-4422. 09/TF
2200TBTRbAb RUNNFOike new!^ Not 
golvonized. $1000.00. 652-0717. 10/13
18Vi FT. GLEN-L fibreglass over wood, 
new 40 gallon gas tank, 120 OMC I.O., 
F.W.C., 2 yr. old soft top, sleeper 
seats, extras, stove, cooker, sink, 
head. $4500.00. 652-5555. 10/13
FOR SALE: barn shaped storage sheds. 
Phone Construction Class, Claremont 
Secondary School. 658-5221. 'L'
TEAkbTR. TABLE S^^chairs, $500.: Oak 
armchair S foot stool, $250. (new 
$500.): 20" portable color TV & stand, 
$175.; Realistic turntable, $75. . one 
655-1677 of ter 6 p.m. 
HAVE CASH FOR good clean 15' to 18' 
fiberglass boat with outboard and 
trailer. Also need small outboard 
motor. 383-8959. 11/12
FOR SALE: 14' FIBREGLASS boat and 35 
h.p. Evinrude engine w/trailer. Ex­
cellent for fishing, etc. $2,000.00. Also 
14' Hoby-Cat, excellent sailor, only 
$1,000.00.656-4182. 11/12
FOR SALE: COMMODORE 64 color 
monitor, disk drive, manuals and 




1981 40 HP MERC, short shaft, elect, 
start with remote controls, excellent 
shope. 656-3032, eves 656-3390. 11/12 
15' FIBREGLASSED BOAT, motor, gas 
tank and spore tire. Call 655-1419, 
George.   llZi''*
FOR SALE: WEIGHT bench 
weights, 105 pounds total, bench in ex­
cellent condition, weights in fair 
shape, comes with bench press bar 
and curling bar. Coll anytime after 5 










#4-6809 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 
R.R.#3 VICTORIA B.C. V8X 3X1
BUSINESS
PERSONALS
INCOME TAX PREPARED by experienc­
ed consultant. Member of CFTC. 655-
3758.______ _________ ___ 05/16
andCONCERNED ABOUT HEALTH 
pollution? Willing to make commit­




JOHN DEER 5 H.P. rototiller. No. 524, 
very good condition. Asking $475.00. 
Phone 477-6084. 12/12
16' GLEN-L PLYWOOD flat-bottomed 
ski boat on trailer. No motor. $295.00. 
384-2177. 12/12
TORO ELECTRIC LAWHMOWER. 19', 









MEETING AT KEATING ELEMEN­
TARY SCHOOL, THURS. MARCH 
24 AT 7:30.
GUEST SPEAKER R. MURDOCH, 
CHAIRMAN OF AGRICULTURE 
LAND COMMISSION.
MERCURY 9.8 H.P. OUTBOARD Motor, 
(1982) in excellent condition, runs like 
new. Asking $550.00. 656-6130. 12/15
18' HOURSTON GLASCRAFT, hardtop, 
needs engine, otherwise good condi­
tion. $2400.00 OBO. Roadrunner trailer 
optional. 652-3257^____________ 12/13
AS NEW: BEAUTIFUL red French Pro­
vincial winged-back chair, $225.00; 
quality single bed, $175.00. Wanted: 
tea wagon, single headboards. 655- 
3475; 12/15
KENMORE WASHER and dryer for sale. 
Good working condition. $250.00/pr. 
656-6209. 12/13
lS' SKOOKUM SAILBOAT, 4 HP 
Evinrude, big and beautiful with 
aluminum trailer, $3500.00, 656-0428.
12/12
TWO NEW TWIN BEDS. Two new. night 
tables, $300.00. 12/12
18” BARN SHAKES 
$68.00 per sq. A.t.l. 




SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS. Western 
Square Dance Association collects all 
used stamps. Proceeds to Cancer 
Fund. Drop them off at The Review.
50/tf
SANSCHA HALL FLEA MARKET, Sun­
days. Tables and info. 656-4523. 05/tf 
DAI^CE — NO^ Feb.
27, Da Vinci Centre, 9-1 p.m. $5.00 at 
Hillside, Harbour Square Malls, Bob's 
Boots. No jeans. No tickets at door. 
384-5789,-384-6196i ' - ;////' 08/08!
FOR SALE: GOOD 14' aluminum boat 
on Holsclaw trailer, includes downrig- 




n MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
HIGH BACKED LOVESEAT and mat­
ching armchair. Cut velvet floral pat­
tern (green and gold). Excellent condi-
tjO^$W5m 6J6-M04. -------------J 2; 13 FIREWOOD, ALL KINDS,
LADIES' LEATHER PUMPS, brand new, 
size 10, $10. Puma Ladyflex, almost 
new, size 8'/j, $5. 652-2018. 12/12
uX divert TANK and
regulator, Offei^s. 652-4141. 12/12
cut to order. 
656-4213. 10/13
ALDER, 3/4 cord, split and delivered, 
$60.00. Call Mike, 656-9225 after 6 
p.m. 11/14
WANT TO INCREASE YOUR MARKET? 
For $129. per week we can place your 
Classified Ad in mor/t than 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers 
which ore delivered each week io 
more than one million homes 
throughout B,C, and Iho Yukon. Simply 
call our Classified Department at 656- 
1151 fordotaij5._ _ ll/tf
bo YOU HAVE trouble getting in and 
out of the bath, or off tho toilet? Lot us 
install a grab rail. Free estimate. 
Phono 656-6656,
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK. Guided 
trail rides. Open year round. 
Rockhaven Ronch. Rosrtrvotians, 478- 
3023, 15/tf
CREAM AND RUST floral lovosoal ond 
swivel rocker, $250.00; Golanti F40 
organ, 2 keyboards, 15 rhythms, roll 








SET OF TOLEDO scales, 15 kg capocity 
with complete sot ol weights. Good 
condition, 686-3579. 10 13
TRACTOR WORK, posts pounded, drill- 
ed, complete fences. Riding rings and 
paddocks, lovellod and fiorrowed 
plowing, discing, rolotilling lorgoond 
small, brush cutting, front ■end loader 
work, landscoping blado, Call Ed, 652-
2333, ' ; ............. 11‘17
LIFE JACKETS, like now w leflective 













single pone slider 34',4"x46!i' moltj
and I fetnalo 5 speed matching bikos; 
avocado exhaust Ion ft hood; 5 light 
chandelier; 2 crystol colling iigltls and 
1 hall light nnr;l choin, f'h. 652-6102.
11/15
STUDENT STARTER DRUM sot, ' Hax- 
tor", colour peorl, 22" base drum, 16" 
floor tom, 12" A 13' toms, Petiil cymbal 
ft stood, Tamo high hot stand with 
medium tymholti, drutn stool A ghost 
(joddle florgoin, $3(K).00, Coil lorry 
Jom»>s 656 607/ 1114
TWO ELECTRIC GUITARS, $125 00 ond 
$60.00, Mrc stood, ext, sprtakwf plus 
occessories 656-94411, 10'13
HO TRAIN SET, 4'x8' table w elott, 
jicoiilrul punel. Nutnuiuus c.gis. 
buildings, some londscnping done. 
$400,00.652^6263, 10/13
NIKON EM CAMERA with 50mm arnf
lelephulu leiisus, UiJg Ui„J
(lci»h, Excellent condition. $400,00. 
652;6263,, .'O' .'/'l,
POWER 1AWH MOWER. 20 inrh Rmd 
type "Ametifon Trimmer", Excrdlonl 
corufltlon r’leose phone 652'9647,
10/13
DRAPia - PALE BLUE SHEER, 9 ft vddr?, 6 
It, 9 in, length, $50,00. Orm single 
fibleoloss bedftprrmd, one double, 
St5 00/pr. One (rmthot hassock. 15 n 
I2'x. 652-1664 (after 2p.m, 10.13
t WU PIECLS Uk CAHPL. t, xu x 14 ,, wr. .w 
tofiiperine. orre terfdy firn'irj. 656-3579,
RIDING MOWER for sale, 26 " MTD. 656-
2B05. _ ..................._ ...................’2/12
GOLF CART AND BAG, good condition, 
$50. Phone after 8 p.m., 656-6220.
HARVARD CLASSICS 24 volumes. 
Brand new, leather bound, rjevor us­
ed. Cost $300.00; asking $150,00 
0.6.0,652-2838, 12/15
MOVING — MUST SELL! - new 20" 
color TV, $350.00; recliner, $150.00: 3 
pee. dinette sot, $125,00; single 
bedroom suite, $175,00; bed chostor- 
fiold, $100.00; new velvet hideabod, 
$400,00; lamps, misc. $1,000,00 tokos 
all, 655-7139, 12'1?
AMANbLA ORIGINAL CRAFT store. 
African bood work, potlory, basket- 
ware, sweaters, exotic yarns, country 
wreoths. Drdtwood Ctrntru, 2383 
Beacon. 655-3121. 12,12
FRESH RANGE EGGS. 656-2694. 12 16
TWO OVERHEAD (SARAGE doors, 
$650.00; single box spring, 
single bod w/worjdon frame, 
highthair, $20,00; Storkciafi 
mattress, $75.00; crib, no rnottrost., 
$30,00; older AIrna sowing machini.r. 
$85.00,652-6177, 12/12
HAVE BOAT, NEED rotirod fishing part­
ner I 20 ft, V7r>stporf, moorr,-d, 
Irrtileroble. Shore running expenses. 
Send rersume lo Box 470, 9’;8I Streoruf 
St., Sidney, U.C. Viil,-II'O. 12 12
GIDBARO MAHOGANY lourpostor 
bed, wxlto long mattress. $500 Eight 
It, fiberglass dinghy and rjars, $230. 
Kitchen stavrr. 24 Inch, $100, Soddiu, 
English. $65.656.0265. ’2 1?
LADIl'S NEW AP01.10 10 speed hike, 
inci, boby soot. Asking $200.00 0,0,0, 
Phone oftoi* 5 p.tn. 655'3943, 12 12
HUSQVARNA 266 CHAINSAW, 24 bar, 
Hoiriellte XL-12, Both In excelloni con­
dition. 656-5167 after 5i00 p.m. 12 12 
ELYMO ELECTRIC MOWER, almost now, 
$125.00; Wognor paint sprayrrr, $40.00,
2 - 0' bamboo blinds. $10.00 each. 652* 
■2417. 12-12
FIREWOOD; fir, split, $70.00 n cord,
656-1927, ’2 ’2 ;
RAOENA PRINTS, Private coHottion of 
signed, fromed prints For solo In­
dividually, 655-1814, 12.16
ESTATE SALE: ortdiclol fireplace, real 
brick and mortar, includes elecirit: log 
sot ond brass stretin, $400. Excellent 
cundilioii, Pliuiie 656-7'/i.i2 12 )o
DOUBLE ORANGE-ORTNOPRACTIC 
mottress sol, 5 mon. old, $200.00 
O.B.O, 652-3274 olter6 p,.m, .... ,:12-;!2
PETS&
LIVESTOCK
VACATIONING? Mcituio, rcdiablo pot 
sittor v/lll visit your homo doily. Walk 
dog-,, wnUT (ilntit-,. Mil qirr.',, elf , I in 
do, 652-5654. 07 -14
FANCY CHICKS FOR SALE guineas, 
ringnocks, ornnmrmtol pheosonls, 
budgies, cuckaliols, turkr>ys, quail, 
poococks, and oven cliitkons, 479, 
1889. 10,12
LI'L RASCALS BATH HOUSE, Gov't, rmi, 
dog grooniing. For op|>t, iihone Vivien 
0(652-4380,
BREEDING PAIR of Corkatiul-i fni sole, 
Female ■ lutino, mole, grey, l.orge 
cagr,' ond nest Liox Incl. Best nfler, 656 
9566 after 5 p.m, I?-!?
STRANGE: Born to Richard and 
Chnslmo, .luniiilc-r Nicole, on Moitli 3, 
8 lbs. A sister (or Gregory, Specio 
(honks to Dr. Dovidson and maternity 





FOUND: VOLKSWAGEN CAR kc-ys, 





WANTED; FUJICA Al 1 CAMERA.
Good condiltoo. Coll 47fT tOW even­
ings, ' 09 Ii
WANTED;"clean FILL. 3-4 londt.. Coll 
656-2325. 10/13
GOT A PRODUCT YOU WANT TO SELL
lo it'ie untiro province? 'flirougli our in- 
novotlvtii filonkel Closiiifiod Advertis­
ing program, we con (>lr,tce your 
clrassifierT od In iviore thon 70 pofiulor, 
wtfll-r*?od commui-iity newspopotfi 
whicit rare delivmed each week to 
mor<- thou one million homes 
thrciughout H.C. ond (lie Vukon. Simply 
coll our CIceisihed Lregjottment or t>‘M- 
1151 for de-tnils. Wci t rirr even nrronge 
fo fiove yijur Clocsifm-d Ad 0()peot in 
more llmn 5(30 ri,immunily nevr-ipojii-ts 
citross Connda. Your rnesuage will 
• imcli mote ihuM 3,2 millimt humes
,1! If
FIIOEITABLE BUSINESS 0|M>orfunlly, Im 
tT, Cotp, Iciokli'o fr,\r stdl-stmlerii who 
won! lo wsJih u (u«v iiyuih u v-eeK ui 
full (fmci Coll Elolne, 652-6163, 1114
HUSINES5 RAPIDLY GROWING outns 
rrinnrfri, f,|i-i pfeii'.nre no door Us dom 
snillrig iwomwtsrk. Fire.* seminor 
beginning St/on. Call 656 7940. 11 ' l'<‘
llOUUli - yjik'fj











Funds noodftd to fund cosily, 
modern, modical equipmont
r^o! financed by Oovnrnrrmnlr;
TFfANKYOU.
WILL PAY $1,100 K up for Erdon'e '>









lion, siufrpott and refrnrrrU, 24 hours a 




XX u 1- 3 n Y
PENINSULA COMMUNITY ASSOCIA­
TION Thrift Shop. Funds generated by 
this shop stay on the Peninsula to pro­
vide services to the local residents 
through the programs offered by 
P.C.A. We appreciate your donations 
ot furniture, appliances, household 
items, clothing, etc. Please coll 656- 
3511 to orronge convenient pick-up or 
deliver to Depot at 9751 Third Street, 
Sidney. The Thrift Shop is open from 
9:00 - 4:30 Monday to Saturday. Thank 
you for helping to support P.C. A. 08/TF 
T.O.P.S. — Join us in losing pounds for 
a slimmer summer! 9:30 a.m. Mon­
days. Iroquois Pork Clubhouse. Info:
652-5848..........; ..........................12/15
PLEASE MARK YOUR coiendor now for 
Iho annual Monday Boo spring tea and 
solo on Saturday, May 14. Dotoils 
later. ;
SANSCHA HALL ANTIQUE colloctoblos 





NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY 
FOR A DISPOSITION 
OF CROWN LAND
In Land Recording District ol Victoria 
and situaled' in Tsehum Harbour, 
Sidney. Take notice that Robert and 
Norma Gartside of Sidney, occupation 
businessman, intends lo apply lor a 
licence ot occupation ot Ihe lollowing 
described lands: Ckommencing at a 
post planted at ttie North West corner 
ot Lot 'A', Plan 44003. Block 'E', Plan 
1305, Section 15, Range 3 East, North 
Saanich Dislrict; thence 32.3 metres 
North; thence 15.56 metres North 
East; thence 30,2 metres South. 
South East; thence 30.65 metres West 
South West, and containing .0698 ha 
iTKJre or less.
The purpose lot which the dispx3sition 
is required is Commercial Marina.
Robert Gartside 
& Norma Irene Gartside 
Dated January 28th, 1988 
Comments concerning this application 
may be made to the Ministry Forests & 
Lands. 851 Yates St.. Victoria, B.C. 
V8W3E7 387-5011 File #1404560
SIDE X SIDE DUPLEX with inlaw suites 
— revenue $1375.00/month, could be 
increased — offers to $135,000. 656- 
7354. 11/13
I t REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
2050 SKYLINE CRESCENT. Spacious 4 " 
home with many qualifies, features. 
Quiet family neighbourhood. 
$119,500.00.652-9478. 12/12
BY OWNER $108,000.
3 BR. split Level on large sunny fenced yard. Rec. room with 2 pc. 
bath. Large L. room, vaulted ceilings, underground service. Walk 
to park. 656-6739 Anytime
TOP-STATUS CALIFORNIA RANCHER
' ...■ '
Elegant cedar home. Skylights, 3 BR/2.5 baths, custom blinds, 
shake roof. PLUS ‘Family room ‘Great family area ‘Electronic 
door opener ‘Sunken living room * 2-car garage ‘Near recrea­
tion ‘Woodburning stove, ‘One year old ‘Eat-in kitchen. 





PARKLAND REALTY I 
721-1234
4091 Shelbourne St. 
Victoria V8N 5Y1
SIDNEY TOWNHOUSE - lor u,lo. 3 
bduK*.. I!» bottn, wot)u,tiO(». tuimiut
yoifj (hildottiOK fiitv.C', . Ntj (-..yoiii-:,
nlwotnj., 6S6-4SQ7. ()9.-15
lOVETY OMf: BDRM, CONDOM,INIUM 
lor fcolw irt 'fll(.i(,'.‘ Wfilmtt. Sidnuy,
rit'iA t*-'.',., f”* 2"$ r» It r,.. ,
C Vlctoi'in, B.C, VflF' .J4'4 m roll 642- 
37Wj 69-'I;I
DEAN PARK. Atiwtiva tot, $57,900, 
ftSf.-tH14 or652-6fi74, 12/16
TWO OfJE ACRE S X S buddlrm loti, 
North Soonich. 656-5916, 12/12
TOWWMOIKf t,)n t -
Sth St. AH now iniidw. $63,0(Xf. ,655- 
7011, n/T!?
MiiiaiuiiiHiWMiii
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Located in Brentwood this delightful 2 bedroom townhome has 
been immaculately maintained. Fine finishings include energy 
conscious woodstove, vaulted ceilings, wallpaper, garden area, 
and much more. Located just steps to all shopping in Brentwood 
this home is perfect for people desiring no steps. Offered for sale 
at $84,000.
DOLLARS & SENSE
Good house and location for the money. See this 4 bedroom, 1 
bathroom, split with garage. Kitchen has eating area, living room 
spacious and well finished off. Just two blocks to Beacon and 






JUST A LITTLE NEGLECTED
Some minor landscaping and your own decorating wili help this,; 
split level Sidney home, which has 4 bedrooms, IV2 bathrooms^ 
and large rooms, to accomodate a large family. Large yard with 
mature trees waits for your personal touch. This well built home 
waits for your offer. T763. Asking $98,000.
SECLUDED CUSTOM
Cedar sided 2 storey contemporary home deftly placed on 5 acres. 
Energy efficient with thermo windows, 2 fireplaces, 1 woodstove, 
electric heat, skylights, all help to keep energy costs down. Large 
country kitchen has views out over valley. 3 car garage has lots of 
space for work area at rear. Property partially cleared with lots of 
potential. T761. Good value at $209,000.
BIG SQUEEZE
Then don’t miss the opportunity to see this affordable 5 bedroom 
family home on quiet cul de sac in Sidney. From it’s roomy 
bedrooms to the large livingroom with fireplace, family room with a 
woodstove on an exquisite River Rock Base, to the kitchen with 
eating area, this is a true family home. Workshop out back leads 
onto fully fenced backyard with a full vegetable garden. Call to 
view this fine home. T762. Offered for sale at an affordable 
$108,000. Call today!
ROOM TO ROAM
This lovely 3 bedroom home in Sidney offers you lots of living 
space on the inside, and outside you are just steps from Majestic 
Reay Creek Park. The comfortable living room has a very efficient 
heatilator fireplace and 6 inch window sills. Dining room is bright 
and roomy. Spacious kitchen features south facing window with 6 
inch sills, extra counter space, European cabinets, garburator, 
dishwasher, and more. Eating area is bright with sliding glass door 
out onto balcony. Master bedroom is roomy with walk-in closet 
and elegant ensuite with sunken tub, skylight and leaded glass 
door. Two more bedrooms round off the living accommodations. 
Garage is large enough for 1 car with plenty of space for a 
workshop. Located on quiet cul de sac this is one of Sidney’s bet­




THIS HOME NEEDS YOU!
Some minor finishing and decorating will turn this 5 bedroom family 
home with mother-in-law suite into your very own contemporary 
family home. With water views, large rooms, and a large yard, this 
is a perfect family home, with room for your mother-in-law in her 
very own suite with large kitchen, bedroom, dining room, and living 
room with woodstove — it is perfect for all family members, 
Located close to schools and the Rec. Centre there is lots for the 
kids to do. T657. The vendor is taking offers on $165,000,
LOCHAVEN ESTATES 
9512 LOCHSIDE DRIVE
Brand New Peninsula homes, most with water views. Open Friday, 
Saturday, Sunday from 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Come by and 
browse.
Prices from $144,000 - $195,000.
' . UKU
“—A ■ , ' by glen werkman
Not one for 
public spooking
Last week we received a call from a teacher at a local mid­
dle school. A journalist was requested to come and speak to a 
Grade 7 class about newspaper reporting and various aspects 
of a reporter’s life.
Since I believe that a newspaper such as The Review has an 
obligation to serve the community, I readily agreed that so­
meone would come and speak to the class the following 
Wednesday.
I am not a public speaker. Standing in front of a large 
crowd of people and talking about myself is not my idea of a 
fun time.
Sweat breaks out on my forehead. Breathing becomes dif­
ficult. Words do not come out of my mouth and my mind 
draws a blank when I’m asked a simple question.
Despite diligent efforts to sluff the assigment onto another 
member of The Review editorial staff, the chore remained 
mine.
Wednesday morning at 10 a.m. came around too quickly.
I’ll just bring some of the tools of the trade, I rationalized.
A layout sheet of the previous issue’s front page was ob­
tained for students to compare to a copy of the printed paper.
A camera, tape recorder and notepad made up the rest of 
the arsenal.
The problem was, I still had to get up in front of the class 
and say something.
I certainly did not want to leave the impression that 
reporters are bimbos.
“Hello, I’m Glenn Werkman and I’m a reporter with The 
Review,” I began. Then, suddenly, my throat got dry, I 
started perspiring profusely. Luckily, a bee came in the room 
and took over the spotlight.
I spoke at some length about some of-the beats reporters 
cover, problems that occur and questions that need to be ask­
ed. Not seeing anyone hanging on my every word, I decided 
to open the floor to questions.
Talk about having the shoe on the other foot. This was an . 
inquisitive lot.
What was the biggest story you covered? What happens 
when you misquote someone? Have you ever misquoted so­
meone?
Is it frustrating when people say no comment all the time? 
The questions kept coming until 1 was saved by the bell.
I tried to answ'er as well as I could, but hindsight is a 
wonderful thing and I feel there was a lot more 1 could have 
told this class of tomorrow’s leaders.
“Despite threats of extinction by desk-top publishing 
moguls, community newspapering is where it’s at,” 1 vyould 
have said.
We are successful because we do something no one else can 
do. We serve your community by providing pertinent in­
formation through a permament communication tool.
Not only can several people benefit from one copy of a 
newspaper, but it can be referred to again and again.
Community newspapers provide the information people in 
the community need to know about. We are at a grassroots 
,leveL- We tell, people about mosquitos in their, backpj-d, 
developments in their neighborhood, results of the boy’s ball 
team, new works by a local artist and the list goes on endless­
ly.
There are two separate entities within a newspaper. Adver­
tising purchases by an individual or business have no in­
fluence on news coverage, unless clearly stated, as with our 
annual Progess issue.
We strive to be objective, impartial and unclouded by 
frivolous chatter. We get to the meat of the matter, so to 
speak.
We decide what you read about, but those decisions are dic­
tated by what you do or say.
Becoming a reporter means you are controlled by the com­
munity. When news happens, we have to be there.
Like any job, there are good and bad points, as my father 
says. One good point about being a reporter is the interesting 
life we lead.
There is always something new to learn and someone new 
to talk to. The bad side is the day-to-day commitment. If 
you’re looking for a 9-5, Monday-Friday job, forget jour­
nalism.
But one good point that seems important to me now is that 






NCDRlIj AMERlCA’S^y=gt<l!^IvBAL ESTAT'B MARKETING SYSTEM.
REALTY WORLD
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
Poacon Avonuci, .Sidnoy
656-3928
BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
'TALKING REAL ESTATE
MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE
make it . ■
WE SSEmm PEOPlUr
HI REAL ESTATE FOR RENT i\i REAL ESTATE FOR RENT
ADULTS ONLY
212 REAL ESTATEFOR RENT 212 REAL ESTATE FOR RENT
WATCr.'S CI.K5t-’ VlUAOK - S'?W.CX>
unii i.yiti
wat»r,'Panorwniic view^, 5 «ppl., 
Aveillol»lo April 1. I'd Bi'iKrpir, 
(SW'Snt. ■ ,̂ ciY-n
eRIOMT SPACIOUS 7 t6VI;l. rownhowse
I#' M ■ , . r' . . i- i .^ - • ■" . . • ■ ■ I ■ - -. . ^
tdtfvoft IcHffle fttotage * workshop. ? 
hqthft, T/P. AdoH otiatited.
Retire in Comfort at 
BRENTWOOD 
TOWER APARTMENT.'^
l HDHM, SUITt1 BFOttM. suirr
Triir?i'"lw;iu'ri'«t T,V,,
utrllny, vnun*, «wltlpii'(>l, 
blllurrti, Una worl(»hop,
ID mlrr. tr> Blctnty, (B ml«. 1o 
Vlclorl*. SO till!* cumplim on I
Mr. ft Mrs, Rosvas
r«£C ROOM IN EXCHANGE for lijjhi 
hoiitii'hold duHiri. Moy woik pan timtt 
nUnwhorfl, 65<>'i'056 (vr
1HE lANDMARKs Oni> bdtrn, luxuriovp* 
p«n!hou&tt. f’P. Ponoramlr Viow Iftr^r* 
bolcony, 7 inojor oppUfl lu o r,,
( i .. -I !, ,,................ . J , ■ »
buildir^t AduHi only, Nn pevi. 
Idnr^l tor SrStriX). Avntinblo
iti, i ti tirtl t no , iw. a
212 REAL ESTATE FOR RENT
2 BDRM. TOWNHOUSE, roc (acililles 
avollobio, 5 appliancos. 
$6S0.00/month w/opiion to purchaso, 
5.S6-0040 p.m. only, 11/12
LEVEL ONE BDRM. bsmt. suHo lor roni, 
$400.00 incl. utilitios. No kids, No potn. 
Ayoiloblo April Ut. 65^ 12/14
WATERFRONT: NEAR BRENTWOOD 
Boy. Old but cluon 2 bdtrn. liout,ti un 
wooded, no core ocro, Short (orm, 
$7S0,00, 12 12
2 REAL ESTATE WANTED
SIDNEY. HOUSING CO-OPERATIVE 
wolfonm, children, Occupancy May 
Ut Orriy a tow 2 BDRM townhounei 
lu(l. $1,000. iihorrr purchaie. 
$S75/mon1h pin* utilities. Phonrr 305. 
2131 lor info ond oppllrntion, J2/IF
ECHO INN by hulchort Grjrdenii, fut- 
nishert one bodrnnm nrrr) borl'ielr^r 
sullru. $4r>0,00 «rut $5SO.OO/ntonlh,
652-2234. ......... _ 11/13
WANTED:" "kids I ''PETS!... ^
bedroom. Deer* Cove, lonse,
folereric#*. $0W,W, 6*Wi-7j82A......11/U
2 HR SUITE in puiwl, odolborlenlorl con­
do. Lorfiie bolcony with view, 1VP, tof- 
poo, 6,56 0425 alliti 6 p.ni.
11/12
COLD STORAGE. 3000 cu H. Control
So0mch, 6S2.6356,: _
EXLAN"" VIEW...
oenpapo. Fully lurnUhed, utilitios incl. 
April, Moy, Jun®. N/S. Vocollorr home, 
IW.trOper mranlh, 653-63Wr....,^,._,„|2/J2
T,->r»*>Y efoii
lototed 650 srp ft. oltico In Stdnriy, 
Rerit $2fX1.00 per month. 655"tt45.
213 REAL ESTATE WANTED
LOOKING TO RENT cottage or room lor 
N/S woman working os gordonor at 
airport. Marilyn, 3B4-.5432 or Heotbor 
niter 4. 6S6-4849, 12 12
WANTED TO BUY: retired couple re- 
qwlre ’j UR rancher overlooking sea on 
Saanich Peninsulo area. Phono 655- 
3094. 10/13
^Nfli>"fo RENf:"Floip!'cioon^ cons­
cientious artist noeds workspace or 
house Immodiotoly. Requires 220V tor 
kiln. Good retoroncos. 652-1697 oven- 
inji*, ^ 11,14
VE'r Y....^Ij-'poN S IBL E'''"iVn g To
businessman, non-smoker, urgontly 
requires suilo lor approx. April 1.656- 
1712, phone Art. 11/13
WANTCi) TO RENT;"3-4 bdrmI■|ouse"(or, 
pofloi und family In Sidney. 
Reoionoblo rent, Excellent releroncos,
Needed for AprlM st, 655-7029, 1112...
Responsible, N/S, N/D, seeking 
separated, quiet lenlal near SIdnoy or 
Brentwood. Please writei John
0rtl-,lt*!y ttnv 2 Fiiltnra Hnrbniir ft T
VOS j . ...... '..........’ I':' ’3
35 YR, OLD responsible working mole 
seeks 1 HR suite or shared ru;- 
commodofton in Sudtrey or Saanich 
oteu ASAP. Unbuire-ablu ut
humor, ond whot « porsonrillly. N/S. 
65A-0,BA1,/ , 11,13
WANTt'D;"" BUHDING-'" "lOT " in" Sidno'y- 
North Soonlcb areo. Coll 656-9341,
12 12
SINOi,i"BESPONSIBlE' LADY wonting to
f..... », M-,,
ilied. well Ivtdtayed dog, Prefer 
Sidney/Peninsula ora, Appro*.
yficr 6 p.nu, 12. Hi
22 TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
BOX SPRING and maltress -- dbl. Also 
3/4 siro, $60,fX) each, 0,0.0, firopItKc 
insort, $50.00, Coll 655-3577, 12/12
FOR SALE: SHARK 24 dayuailor, 4 r,aili»',
9.9 Johnson,! dingiry, mcnino hood, 
stove, sink. Asking $5,9(X). 656-0627.
I2'i2 : '
FOR SALE: PIONEER chain saw' 2Cr' 
bor, 65cc, axctrlluni Cfjndition, .$300,00. 
592-3402, 12/17
HAR-TER GEN. CONT, LTD. Cuslorh 
built homos, additions, ronovoiiona, 
decks and Itincing. 304-1560. 12/l2
HERITAGE PAINTING AND decorating^
Ltd. Exterior house pointing, sprrclalir- 
Ing in liquid vinyl cooting for slufco 
and rnosonry surincos, Also conven- 
flortol painl. 304.1560- 12,12
MdTbRHOMF,’20 tr. Clncs c" Tano'ror'al 
chassis, Immaculately clean, Mointair/ 
wd wdh « service UKord. Vuiy well 
tt(i|ulpper.l, Offors. 65.5-1062, 12 12
FRIDGE (13 cu, It,), ovun, queon 
wuieibtn.l utnl lii.’odbuurd, iuiye Joy 
cage (foldable), Rorirsult 12 (S.W-,
1973), 655-3409. 12'12
MOVING--"couch aiidrdtoir, $60'OO;
kh.'.'.ut tiil.lc 3 5:5.00.,
large ook tcillwo table, $30.fXJ; bomb 
press, $10.0(3; worrdstnwa with pipes 
ond wtiod, $30.00: lorgr* wicker r ocker 
(needs n«v-v soot), SlO.tX);, large cap- 
luitVs EhhI, $7.5,iX), Coll 655..’i4Wl, 12 12 
FOR SALE; HIDEABEO 'and choir." Very 
reOionabW. 652-5563. . 12-12
MAN S RALLY 5 8PD. bike. Good tondl 
liorr, $6.5.00, 6‘ ibortrraprine glors 
sliding doors with seterrn. New trrrtdi- 
lirm, $250,00 6,52-4549, 12 12
26’ VANGUARD MOTORHOME. tow j 
mileage, lotf o1 evtroi. Phone alter 5
p,',n,, J/-1, l« ,
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Kiwanis considers 
senior citizen housing 
in downtown Sidney
The Kiwanis Club wants to 
-hear from senior citizens in­
terested in a low-cost housing 
project in downtown Sidney.
The club is asking the pro­
vince for assistance in building a 
30-unit, three-storey apartment 
block. “We’d like to be able to 
tell the government there is a 
need,” said spokesman Ray 
Emerson.
Both single and married in- 
■ dividuals could be tenants of the 
new building, he said. Another 
Kiwanis project across from 
Parkland School rents to mar­
ried people only.
Each apartment will be ap­
proximately 650 square feet. 
The project is designed for in­
dependent living. “It’s not like 
Abbeyfield or an extended care 
hospital. We will not have 
nurses on site,” said Emerson.
The Kiwanis Club would like 
to hear from all those interested 
in living in this type of ac­
commodation or in having it 
available for others. Write to 
Box 2121, Sidney, B.C., V8L 
3S6.
“All letters will be treated 
with strict confidence, but we 
would like letters to be signed 
and to contain return ad­
dresses,” said Emerson.
Would you like to 
deliver your business 






Industrial assessment plea falls
A plea that Sidney support a municipalities 
3rovincial government proposal 
to pool industrial assessments 
for municipal purposes fell on 
unsympathetic ears, March 14.
Council decided at its regular 
meeting not to budge from the 
Union of British Columbia 
Municpalities position that 
pooling is unfair.
“I think it’s a matter of being 
able to tax people under your 
jurisdiction,” Aid. Herb Ad­
dison said.
A letter from the Town of 
Port McNeill says industrial 
taxation creates have and have- 
not municpalities. “Some
are very very 
rich, and some are very very 
poor,” the letter says.
“The pooliing of school taxes 
on industrial properties has 
helped to eliminate inequalities 
between school districts. Pool­
ing for municipal purposes will 
work equally well.’’
A list supplied with the letter 
shows the industrial assessment 
per capita in B.C.’s 
municipalities, as of 1985.
Mayor Sealey noted that 
muncipalities with higher in­
dustrial assessments also have 
higher risks to accept and levels 
of service to provide.
"Here’s my card" will be 
featured in our special salute 
to the Saanich Peninsula edi­
tion to be published in April.
This edition will be received by 
all households receiving The 
Review, plus additional copies 
will be made available for 
distribution throughout the 
coming year through the 
Chamber of Commerce Tourist 
office, Welcome Wagon and 
real estate offices.
Don’t delay, bring 
your business card to 
The Review.
For more information call
The Review at 
656-1151.
ii REAL ESTATE REAL ESTATE 91 REAL ESTATE
1 FOR SALE L FOR SALE L FOR SALE L
REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
NORTH AMERICA’ REAL ESTATE MARKETING SYSTEM.
ri' ,
; : WATER’SEDGE;'
Would you appreciate resort living all year round? If so, this 
delightful one level, no step, 1 bedroom home could be just perfect 
for you. The home is tastefully decorated and in immaculate condi­
tion. Clubhouse offers indoor swimming-pool, sauna,iounge,'ten-* 
nis courts, putting green and much more. Offered at $86,900. 
Please call for private showing.
^ARY MERCER 
652-3511





& open plan give this home an atmosphere of Bright Cheerfulnessl 
The dining room is more than generous & the modern kitchen with 
island & skylight plus sliding glass door lets the outside in so 
there’s warm sun from sunrise to sunset. The landscaped lot just 
sets off this 3 bedroom home in a fine location.
"Seeing is appreciating'' —Call Now!
Build your Dream Home now on ’/z acre to 1 acre lots. Situated in a 
very desirable area at the north end of the Peninsula. Want a water 
view ■—some are still available!
THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL 
ASKING $109,500
This sunny, nicely decorated home Is the perfect layout for raising 
a family! Three good sized bedrooms, with the master bedroom of­
fering a four piece ensuite. Huge living room, a family room, a rec. 
room, dining room, kitchen, laundry and a bath all on the main 
lioor. The sun beams on the level lot that is fully fenced in the back 
and allows you the feeling of space and privacy. Cali me today, 
and lets make this spotless house your home,
JANET ROOKE 656-5154 Res. 
NRS BLOCK BROS. REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs)
DEAN PARK, 8574 KiNGCOME 
$169,900
If your lifestyle is busy and you want low maintenance with an ex­
ecutive style, come see the "many" features of this 3 bedrooms, 
2 bath haven, Its energy efficient with thermal windows & Osburn 
woodstove. Built in dishwasher & tiled entrance make for easy 
cleaning. Bay window in the master suite and brass fixtures for the 






NRS BLOCK BROS. REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs)
COUNTRY QUIET
5 level acres with barn and lots of fruit frees. Spotless homo featur­
ing 4 BBs, 2 baths, laige family kitchien, large rec icH>m. Must be 
tioen to bo apprecinted. Asking $184,500. T670,
m
i: ''p-'' :
iltw, , ■ ;t ii,;;: ,,





Located In one of fhe nicest areas of SIdnoy this spolloes homo 
foaturos 3 largo brjdroorns, 2'/? baths, family room with 
woocislove, fenced yard, underground services and an oxtensive 
flat of oxtras. Must be soon, Solid vkiuo at $109,900, T765.
.'I «' ■ 'T, .
READY FOR YOU TO MOVE IN
3 DR rancher, short walk to downtown SIdnoy, thermal windows, 
extra insulation, largo kitchen, rock hoatilalor fireplace. Only 
ror? nrno''
PAM & BOB KING 
■ 656*8257 ■









Keating Supply Ltd., specializing in almost everything 
in automotive and industrial parts, has moved from 
Veyaness Rd. to its new location in Seaboard Plaza. 
Store manager Ron Markham and Parts manager 
Chuck Leirer said the move to the new, larger location 
was a result of steadily increasing business.
Electrolux
Guy Hunter is the new representative tor Electrolux 
vacuum systems and will be looking after both sales 
and service for Electrolux products.
Wllco Construction Ltd.
Trevor and Ian Wilson have started a general contrac­
ting business building new homes with 5 years ex­
perience in renovations to commercial and residential 
properties.
^ '-A » • J
m
1^, V',' if fl 
p.. i -
Macleods The Hardware Store
Macieods on Beacon Ave. has added a garden centre 
to its operation on Beacon Ave. The new department 
carries a variety of plants, trees, fertilizers and garden 
tools. Brad McCluskie, store manager and active in 
the local Lions Club has been the owner of the fran­
chise for one year.
pa I'i -
Sharon Beley
Sharon Beley,, independent hosiery consultant, now 
carries the Camelion hosiery line. Carnelion hosiery, In 
10 basic and fashion colors, is conslructed using an 
interlocking stitch that will not run, last longer and car­
riers a 100% satljsfaction guarantee,
New Facoa, New Flacoe Is a public sorvlco d The 
Review Advortlalng Deparfmont. If you are opening a 
now business, expanding your present business or 
having a change In management, contact The 







WANTED; WAKPEN SHED, r«.iiioiiobli». 
Two tiroi 07S"I5, r«o»onoW«. nii»vdl>
VU HUIkUttublw,
OARAGE SALE; SAT, Mofth SSUt, 10 • ,1 
p.m. Two lavi«»ol». lodittti omi
tlofliBt, mlic oflkloi. 2?7fl 
Moltiyiow, SIdrwy, ^ i'J/ li
SWIVEL CflAiR ond OH^rnan, 'bla<k 
fobtic, llOO.fX), *5* 00X0, t2 13
KAREN'S .SICWCTARIAI, SERVICE, 
lypina f«pofU, nnomwj, »lc.
In my bom«: OR it you p(«f#>r. I tnr, of. 
twr in y»uf pVbcff wnlh tvp>
Ingi, diHophdnu, filino or rcKCiplionidi 
rrdlKnN'H 6*,'; ‘’i'M't* 13 1',*
STRONG ABlE-nODlEO p«r«>n 
qulittd for orw4tou»« work. T»m>
pviuiy ' iiili Itniw. (t50'i4Vy',
q-Sp.-n, . ....;.... . ..
TOR REN*’ Avail. Moy MS, 1 BR, laf0O 
in, brlgbt *11. ovt}ilo.'>kiiia fplNtlo 
tiny Inrgp gnrdnn Xuir rpln 
SS75./ipon, To viow on wookond 
phono 4B9B In nvonlofli *,9, no 
loior phin»i». 13'13
GATE - - STURDY, WOODEN, U) « S fr. 
S15.eo.6S6-7041,^ ^ j
THE MICRO EVIET, nofantod No
vufnw#ntistn* lotijuniM}, rrovon wtnnor 
bwnlinfl (ho bufeo, Morn Info; Jodi 
r.% W)4n p «ri 13/13
M
f-fi SENDIAL
SENIORS AND HANDICAPPED 
VOLUNTEER SHOPPING
QUADRA 473-4C0 SIDNEY 635-3651 
MILL BAY T43-414t




Regular Quality All sizes
BREAD
, DUNCAN HINES (Limit 6 pkgs.)




















BREASTS?Approx.Hs. >»a3S.. 3.73 kg
i ULYDALE, FROZEN
CHICKEN 
THIGHS Approx.31b- bags... 2.16 kg
FRESH
REGULAR
















0 I MARTIN'S THOMPSON 468
iSEEDLESSRAISINS...
GENERAL FOODS^^, , (International
QOFFEES 8 Flavours ....
MUFFIN MIX Sarleties. .495-6009 1 CATCHERS ..
....   ^ ,, I, im^jjiLii.xTn nMTi 'miriTiii■iiuiiiI. I » ■ ■ .
.48’s
I DUNCAN HINES



































BSQ CHiCKENb be srscocka^... —.
-299
^ es.
FROM OU« OWN SMOKEHOUSE ^
BACONfIND Off BY THE PIECE .......1-99 lb.
























CR^M HAVARTI.,.... .3.93 ib 
"^Wn^”fiA^rHWLIN E 598^^ 2
' ^ . A « £‘- -4^-^ * i S' - 1^"
FRESH. PICKLED ^ «
MAR1N.4TE0 MUSSEL SALAD soz-ctn.






CQ I EASY-OFFI GLASS CLEANER
H •k . '4 rv Ti
HUNTS
TOMATO PASTE... . 155 ml
KRAFT
MIRACLEWH!PS.°.'..sMg,i




I %#«r s t^SJFLL/ I t.1
I I detergent










Family Pack...............4 L pail
.................. 350g I























GREEN t2< kg 
CABBAGE... 2! io
ai 701 MINUTE MAID FROZEN
1 I ORANGE JUICE. ..355 mL
....750 mL
00 ■ reiimw 11 mniw I iiwfcwi.





00 r ZERO Powder or
'Jo ; COLD WATER Liquid





















PUMPERNICKEL .. loaf 1 09
KRAFT
iAM Raspberry or 
vMIfl Strawberry... .500 mL
ACRYUOFLOORPOLISH.....igr^i3"*® j foPYOGURTDRINK All
Flavours...200 mL
58® ‘ ■ '
MB CLEAN BAKER’SDliFECTANT CLEANER ..., 12®® [ CHOCOLATE CHIPS
038


















^ I CAMPIGNON GERMAN
...4oog-60flgCAMEMBERT or BRIE....1259
REG. OR DIET 6 x 355 ml 
HIRES ROOT BEER pius 









EMTER AT THRIFTY FOODS
-S '3
Purina.
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srwfcr m stiB cress so II* rest of fccwe Sitchsn. eatwsg n:^ and sasnsfy 
tirse bendft^ fcsr rwsod rrosrs. esnstraart f«si!y room off fafthen plis a 
nif if ^ »ilh green "^isc wiad; ats. The tone si dining room tsas a pee«"a*boo 
is!! that sKsrtosI':- the ws^ t •'O® beSos shere the firi3)!ace featees a r»Be« 
cers-nit tr* !*sn‘. se *2 *is a fet^ghf with sitting -
e^wite deek. IM of sterage ptas srerkshsp in sail fmohrf .,aKR*nt. o 
sw«ecks ia sa, 3 (t3sW be 4tti dc*-a, or?) 21/2 tatfts and »aaj.3o.
^^e^^.-56S 65d-5>S4.655-6456
5169.900
IS ViKO HESITST'S- fosses ft * best tmy «Shis jjresSfOiois fefi basener.l hKoe 
m s'sst^sis Cfc-a ?«lJ arse fenstaraiaSE faft feasenscst tat* in taler th^ 
a*w cotafisst. 6?iC!S® esta. ^s^kRiS Iwsng room, large dtstatg area, w ‘o
itasfl ia fctsii 3! tKih fasii y room fcj IRW sta Two s>4^« fedfos^ ^
2 1/2 tags wWi feas otfri ssacc, nfct’f staeiatai feyn._Con;syts ths 
ssasaws jsato^ *b® a fejeeir tne*. a bca'-^fsif SatascssreiS lot, S!»nfee« aw3 
eery ferr^ta!e$j8«^0?fercdalS177,900.T577 aca-c'esa" -*ct
SSAfTEfifOlST 656-S>64,fao-75S7
wsTAsncpwwioesfimJ^
^ 2 J/2acm. Sc-dta» eipcitse. 4 ta&tats,
Skeens. SwteofT br^i Ktctat. l«g« stafeck. has
te'S'«s.id tmmei v>mess;ms fls*«r teds, *5^ tr^
^ shrfa. T sssse Iw r^dag m>4 entertKiwtg *tS» i
tatgf d^selastais.T734 ___TteB^Ca5^»^ . ' 656-S5S<.&55«1j^
, aaiJie tress, ^ gasst
f wsS* 1^ ^ pfopsdr f=r
THIS K0K£ HEEDS YOU S165.000
Soc'c and decoratmg vnll turn
Shis 5 famtfy tromc witn
sifite into x^ut v€t7 own 
Lont&mgorsfy ismdx home. 
iaroe and a fsfgc yard, this ?s a s>ef*ecs 
snd with room for your 
n»o^r*m*l3ar m her room with woodst^. • n 
^ s^iffecl tor al^ family jr*emt>e?s. locatco aoss 
to schooH and the- Reergafion Cenlre there is 
lots fw t^W f o to.
{S5H KUSEk 656-5554,552-5453
AH ASSCIOTE DEUGHT TO VIEVY 
5175.500
Fut! fesgth front oorch Jeafis into formal etay.
with character and charm. Leafed 
o!ass wmdoKS, croum moutdmg, im|!r^ire 
wmdino staircase, stamed glass and tmanr 
ftsM fittures. a total cd 4 fireslaces with 
arched white fcrick in fifing Toom and a *arge 
granite fireplace in tfe formal dining room. L'p 
fi* hack staircase from d* hs-TO modern 
oantTf and kslchen wt!} take TOc to tfe maid s 
oaatl»rs. There's an additional 4 or s 
Sjodroemts sfith mstr featur'mg a tofeir water 
emw. An smtsement room large enough for a
.1___ = i_____ . A,.. rt^rfh 3.
5»3e 3SSi 3 COniEIfaiurf I-IC 
fcasersen! and attic for more fevelogment. This 
home has heer. lavmglir and tastefaiif restored 
iiy the frreseni. owtiets.
dOKS TATE
ocated — -----------




sofjsnf LEVEL ACREAGE wiS»ea« ao:^ So 
amcnrfies, ttus refurtrisSred 1973 family home 
featarcs, new f'oorino. some therma^ windows, 
screens, large famify'kitcfico has baiil-in o^n, 
cook Sop. d shwasher. .nfcrcom, iigfitea 
t«oscts. 2 hot wafer taks feiectric with wood 
prehcatl. Prepare fumace plus a>rt.qht wood 
$tO*e{in tamny rossn) ProfiOe comfortaoie and 
economical hcatma. Ki^ rec-room with wet 
S>3r could te easy m-law accomodahoiL 
csneemenl la-ge sunfeck with garage _^.d 
workshop under, Rcof only Srears cfd. This 
home is in spotless condition. The property is 5 
tefcl acres partiaiiy treed many frod lre» 
05^ gardm area plus a 15 » 19 barn with 
19X21 attached garage/wortehop Good weti 
last esSsnated at 32 g c-m. This is an idc^ 
* ■ ' - "lyflrirsSaation for a ssot* 
or narsery.TE/S 
FAM KSfsG
m or horse enthusiest 
656-55S4.6S6-3257
0KE-(ff-A-KiKO SPIiT S1SS,900
Cistsm bai« ty owner on 1/2 acre Dean Park 
fcL This cssTtertahte. in perfect., coitfrtion 
hoTO win please She discrimmating buyer. 
: teigtit rooms that make Inrnig here a 
J eiperwisce. Open s>sce and easy ta.* 
t make this a comfortable home and keeps 
the fariBiy tPceSier. The »iew too is etcrting 
asS you can enjoy it from most rooms. J
bagsaams. Garage and workshop in back. AM




EsecBthre home in a pvidike seSiim cm I acre * ■ Erenify preyaa. Toiwtere 0»ce andseeml  
■ " ■ oak kitchen ’
___ __________________ _________ foa are sure
la hie e* teigSd  it wife built m to 
ra^ covins as^ baking a pfeawt^The 
IBS (tang room to one sroe whiie a 
tags wife esak floors a«f heatSalor 
aa ioias fee kifebs! on fee cfe». Dying 
r«B» wife yauJ^ cedar «S«s amJ firej^ce. 




BEAUTIFULL COUNTRY SETTING with ocean 
vievr 1.37 acres and a luxury home |usi ten 
minutes to city centre 2600 sq.ft, home 
features heat exchanger, 2x6 walls, hot .tub , 
sauna oak finished. Ocean and mountain views. 
Super buy super area.T708 
Douglas Campbell________ 656-5584,655-1556
MEET YOUR EXPEaATlONS 5199,000
When VTU step into the tiled foyer of this 
custom toW tevel home,and cast your eyes 
upon the luxurious broadloom, cedar vaulied 
ceihnqs im! towerinq windov/s in the u>nng 
and ifming rooms of this loyciy, home. The 
outdoors comes inside through a large skylite 
above t^e main entry. A spaoous bright 
kitchen iooks onto a landscaped yard with 
large sundeck. Adjacent is a cozy famiW room 
witn curved brick fireplace and beyond that a 
den, Qarr.cs room and ooubls garage, ,1 he 
upper1e>i€l has 4 bedrooms with a very private 
deck 0*1 the master bedroom. Three 
bathrooms, separate laundry and screened 
outdoor storage area complete packag^ 
There is even some water views. This superb 
Quality home is offered at S199,CfOO, so call 
Michael a! 656-5584 today to view.
Michael Emerson ______656-5584,655-1495
$219,000
RAISE HORSES OR RACE HORSES! Situated 
close to Sandewne race tracK on over 1/ 
fenced acres with corral, riding ring and 
several out buildinos including bar^, bouse 
stalls, tack room and more. 2 story bunaalpw 
with CO mtry kitchen, wood stove in hying 
room and fuH unfinished basement. House is in 
need of some repairs and value is mainly in 
iand and excelleni location. May be possible to 
purchase adjacent 19 acres for expansion 




KING OF THE CASTLE. The most spectacular 
spot on this 100 acre Mountain with panoramic 
views in every direction encompassing 
snow-capped mountains, islands waterways, 
the town of Sidney with its lights sparkimg 
down below at night, all enriched with 
treescapes and with it ail a sense of privacy 
and tranquilityThe two acre lot is lanscapcd 
with rock walls, pergola, flowers, shrubs, 
ornamental trees, lawns,, vegetable garden, 
paths and a rock pool with fountain creates 
interesting bird vratching. The 5000 sq.ft, 
residencelias been designed by a famous solar 
architect incorporating Doth active and passive 
solar principles. In ad.dition to master 
bedrooms with seperate his and hers change 
rooms, jacuAzi bath and shovrer, 2 guest 
bedrooms, office and study, familyroom and 
tile stove, marble lireplace m living room.Most 
rooms with superb views all well as morning 
and afternoon sunrooms besides extra rooms, 





ANOTHER QUALITY HOME BY ALTA VISTA 
HOMES LTD. located on a cul-de:sac. with 
unobstn^cted views of MLBaker, Sidney and 
James i^iands and The Olympic Mountains. The 
3rd is rcarly level and well treed. Features of 
.his home include full height bay 
windows.custom stucco exterior, gazebo style 
kitchen nook, fireplace in family room, formal 
dining room, custom cabinets by Canam 
kitchens, marble window sills, spacious foyer, 
large master suite with walk-in closets and K.i. 
Rec. room complete with wood stove. This 
home aho has a fuii basement. 26 x 26 garage 
with tv.in doors and automatic openers, 
built-in gutters. R.l. vacumm system and 




MATCHLESS ESTATE. One of. the Saanich 
Peninsula premier propertys with views south 
over Wooowvnne Valley & on into Saanich and 
Victoria, Mt.Daker and Olympics also visible. 
Home is situated on high point of poperty and 
is finished off in natural cedar with a Targe 
patio and double garage. Inside the home you 
will find a very large and modern kitchen, 
private study, spacious living room with family 
room. Master bedroom features walk-in closet, 
ensuite with shovrer. Seperate room off master 
bedroom has soaker tub with a nice view. 8 
horse barn has tack room and lots of hay 
storage. Above you vrill find a 2 beoroom 
caretakings cottage with 1450 sq.ft, of living 
space, 4 piece bathroom and wpodslpve. 
f^operty is fenced and x fenced with-a 
professionally built riding ring. Other features 
include year round private pond, 800 sq.ft, 
workshop with grease pit, shed and more. 
Contact L.S. to viev/ fhis fine home and 
property. Measurements sq.ft, are approx.T692 
RON KUBEK 656-5584,652-5453
'riiL ijk':.Kiii:lKiii—I’rivjtc settings ()]x:iis|xitc. bunnv
jiitsshijilfiunsiviitufiiiii. slH)])sandtcircjtjimf.tdlifics. scDites. lyNcdlcnt 
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l6(l4l 656-5554 business 
(6041 656-7SS7 residence
7^:
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ATTRACTIVE NE^^^aI^MeR. 1^7 sq.ft, 
features sea glimpses of Brentwood Bay. .Three 
bedrooms, two full bathrooms, large kitchen 
with lots of cupboards. Familyroom adjoining 
kitchen has a pad and flue for woodstove. The 
livingroom features lovely leaded glass, nench 
doors and bay windows. The home is tastefully 
decorated in neutral colours. An added bonus 
is the healed six ft. crawlspacc with its own 
door for extra sloragelRoomy (louble ga/age, 
six inch exterior walls, thermo wmdows.T629 
CHRISTINE GRUBER 656-5584,652-5761
In arel’iffi?*ll!^ls¥fi®y°SlmosL 
1200 sq. ft.of well thought out living area. 2 
bedrooms, 2 baths, fireplace, mud room, entry 
off carport. Warm cedar siding. Well insulated. 
View now and choose your decor and carpets. 
T726
JOHN TATE 656-5584,656-6466
WHATS A SPOILEl^^’^^Boiler is the most 
popular 3 bedroom, 2 baths home thats been 
designed for particular people who appreci.ate 
the best. The spoiler has features you will find 
only in very expensive homes. Expensive floors, 
6 inch wads, extra large widow sills, custom 
cabinets, lots of storage. A home convenient to 
stores, schools and transportation and located 
on a quiet sunny street, call us today.T706 
MARTEN HOLST 656-5584,656-7887
Douglas Campbell 656-5584,655-1556
0« I o«. II/I
baths, kitchen w/skylight and nook, European cabinets, bit-in oven stove top & 
dishwasher. Centre isl. counter w/dble sink, separate laundry S ulili y rm. 
Large private sundeck. Dble garage w/electric openers. Courtyard 6ont entr. 
Down is the family room w/lots of space for further dev. Forced 4'^ 
furnace for immediate heat. Pick your your inside colours now. Completion
S ROOKE’ 656-5584,656-5154
SasTmphell 656:558^655:1556
COUNTRY LIVING IN STYLE Super spa^louF modern home to be built ideal for 
couple that love luxury. From the Porte-Cochere to see °and
the master suite or private studio, its all luxurious with breathtaking ocean ant^ 
distant mountain views. Situated on 1 acre lot in a quality •
convenient to ferries, airport, shopping, recreation a"'* 
fine home is designed by experienced developers and offers ^u^h special 
features as formal dining room, a modern kitchen with nook a”'*.^''^''1,9.^,'’?, 
to sunny deck. There is glass every where to bring the 99*''oo''Sa"d k the 
sun warm your home for economical and oomfoTtable hying. The master suite s 
completely seperate with large closets and a unique bathroom with soaker ta, 
seperate shower walls of glass yet very private. The studio is ups*airs 0P®n to 
livi^ig room with french doors to large sundeck. The circular deweYyay and 
garage entry from the side give this home an impressive aPPearance J646 
MARTEN HOLST 656-5584,656 7887
Douglas Campbell_________________ _______________________ 656-5584,655 1556
-x'-a-fvr'’ —
THFNBGHBaRHOqn 
Located in desireable Dean Park EstatL.ca,.. ,n ....................
over 2000 square feet of well planned living from the bright Eu'’opean style 
kitchen with^ greenhouse window and distant mountain views "’as'er
suile and iacuhi tub. Adjacent to the kitchen is a bright family ^0°"’^r*k 
feature wall and cozy wood stove. A formal dining and living room combination
with classical fireplace and bow window Inta
An added bonus to this spacious home is a full basement with separate entry
ideal for use as hobby and workshop rooms or
an appointment to view this fine home call Michael Emerson 656-5584 anytime.
Offered 3'S1S9.500. 656-5584,655-1495
Michael Emerson____________ ___________________ _________________’■----------------
UNIQUE, NEW thriftWd/bbm one level home 
in Brentwood Bay. This plan takes advantage of 
the sea 7impscs by having the .hvmq area ot 
the home in the back facing the.vicw. The 1472 
sq ft. includes a family room adjoining kitchen, 
Sg area with leaded 9lpss french doors 
livingroom with brick fireplace ^nd two full 
bathrooms. Single garage and an ex^tra high 
heated. crawlspace with . its -doof jOf
convenient storage. Six inch interior wai!^ thermo window^ R20 S R23 msulation.Tilcd 











Canada, it's really happening! NRS. National 
Real Estate Service is giving away a home! Pick 
up a tree entry form from your NRS sales profes­
sional, al any NRS office or Open Houses.
NATIONAL REAL 
ESTATE SERVICE
„ --tin. •* ■* a
£ V-
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RKlDENTlAti
$79,500
CUTE AND COZY. Fresh on the market and 
fresh as a daisy. Super starter or retirement 
home within walking
Superbly landscaped, yard with .flower beds, 
greenhouse, excellent veggie sarden, 
workshed and many flowering trees. / 
bedroom home with new flooring, new root, 
electric heat, and appliances arid drapes 
included. Call me now for an appointment to 
view. T695
Michael Emerson_________656-5584,655-1495
A SPLIT DECISION $99,000 
An almost new split level with a location that 
has earned an mrcellent reputation.,A quiet 
cul-de-sac. with underground services, all 
newer houses and all welfcared for. This home 
sits on a fully fenced lot.with a funnv backyard, 
very safe for small children. Included in the 
rard is a 8 X 10 storage shed, plus the carport 
nas been closed in for more storage space. The 
layout inside is one of eayi care and can adapt 
easily to most families and/or lifestyle.T636 
JANET ROOKE 656-5584,656-5154
$119,900
ENTICINGLY PRICED! Secluded four-square 
bungalow surrounded by trees. Redecorating 
in process, 2 story skillfully sited on l.l.acres, 
great family area, space for . expansion, 2 
Fireplaces, family room, eat-in kitchen. 4 
bedrooms, 2 baths, woodburner, finished 
basement, workshop, '^rge tipes. equestrmn 
cilv water, horses OK. ALSO "Near 
schools. BEST \)ALUE ON . SAAIlllCH 




CLEAN COMFORTABLE 8 SOLID 3 BEDROOM 
RANCHER only 2 blocks from downtown 
Sidney. Large family kitchen,thermal w.indows, 
extra insulation, heatilator firep ace with rock 
facing, new roof and gutters. Utility .room 9 x 
29 and storeroom 8 x 11.6. part finished and 
not included in square footage. Storage 
........................... — “iith
$99,900
IMMACULATE 3 bedroom, rancher in a super 
family neighbourhood situated on a quiet 
cul-de-sac. Home is very appealing, with 
fireplace in living room featuring ceramic tile 
hearth, seperate laundry room oft kitchen, 
formal dining r.oom, shake roof, thermal 
windows 3nd patio in back. Walking distance 
to shopping and bus routes.Tooo 
JEFFREY BRYAN 656-5584,656-5584
MARTEN HOLST 656-5584,656-7887
IF NEIGHBOURHOOD IS IMPORTANT 
$124,900
For your family, this home should be seen. 3 
bedrooms on one level plus 1 down. 3 pee. 
ensuite. large kitchen, large brightrec room 
v/ith fireplace insert and a very private 
backyard. This home is well priced, at 
5124 900. Call me for your private viewing. 
T735
CATHY EARL ___________ 656-5584,656-3726
cupboard in utility room not. included wi... 
sale. Excellent starter or retirement home. 
Close to everything.T702 
PAM KING 656-5584,656-3257
IDEAL FAMILY HOME $87,500 
4 bedroom home in . popular Melville 
subdivision, close to schools & transportation. 
Huge double carport 23 x 23 with wide 




BEAUTIFUL FINISHED BUNGALOW, dase to 
elementary school and shopping. Many extras, 
new cabinets, carpets, paint, doors, lino, 
vanity, all redone,driveway resurfaced, storm 
windows. Items not included dining room light, 
drapes, stove, fridge. T715 
Douglas Campbell 656-5584,655-1556
$126,900
DELECTABLE COMFORT sizable kitchen adds to 
this winner. Cedar country rambler, great 
family area, electronic door .opener, electric 
heal, paddle fan, vaulted ceilings, skylights, 
study, thermal glass, woo.dburning.stove, wood 
winaows, greenhouse window, city water, J 
bedrooms, 3 baths. Plus^familv room, fruit 
trees, 2 car garage, garden, RV pad, deck, 
close to all amenities, locat^ed in sunny Deep 
Cove, its a beautiful buy!T635 
JOHN TATE______________ 656-5584,656-6466
WATER GLIMPSES $93,900 
Second bedroom is a sitting room, combined 
bedroom with own bathroom. Wood stove in 
family reading room, charming kitchen, oak 
floors, cedar cupboards. Appointmerits 
through listing salesperson, but easily 
arranged.
MARY MERCER 656-5584,652-3511
CALLING ALL FAMILIES $102,000
This new offering is now available for a family 
to movein and live in a very convenient area ot 
Sidney. Loaded with extra features, new 
carpets, remodelled kitchen, 3 bedrooms up, 
one down & rec room. Also included is built in 
vacu-flo, five appliances, vertical blinds, water 
softner.additional air filter on heating system 
8 lots of storage space. The treed backyard 




THI5 UNIQUE HOME is ?/'ered l^or the first 
time Three bedrooms with wood floor,brick 
fireplace, terra cotta flooring in living room, 
dining room and kitchen. Sit out on your deck 
and take in the ocean view or walk down the 
path to the beach. Great cottage has room fgr 
fvro with sauna and three piece bath. This 
property is on half an acre with the largest 
threes on Curties Point, attracting many 




THIS SOLID BUILT OLDER HOME was raised 3 
years ago and a lower floor added, so c 
bedrooms, bathroom and rec.room are 
completely new. The mam floor has. been 
extensively renovated. Bathroom will be 
finished. It is extremely well insulated with .a 
S71.00 per month hydro bill. The rec.room is 
lovely with cedar panelling and an osburn 
reqent woodstove. Note size of rec.room, 
could be4th bedroom. Really good waterview 
from bright and cheery^ combination kitchen 
and dining room. Louvred blinds.T672 
MARY MERCER 656-5584,652-3511
$109,900
5UPER IMMACULATE SIDNEY SPLIT Sidney 4 
level split on quiet cul-de-sac. This Jovely 
home features many extras, bar and woodstove 
in family room, pool table (stays), in fscroo^. 
Heat pump for efficient heahng and air 
conditioning. Glass enclosed suode« for those 
enchanted days and evenings with priyate well 
manicure backyard. Hardwood floors in dining 
and living area and carpet .over hardwood in 
bedrooms. Nothing else fike it! T711 
ARLENE DAVIDSEN 656-5584,656-5584
$129,900
WOODED CHARM. Hilside knock-out, 
stucco./wood 3 story tudor on 2.21 acres, only______ rtrnat nroat fltmiiu
baths, thermal glass, aisnwasner/uryer 
included, woodburning stove, partially finished 
basement, large trees, deck, equestrian, trails, 
horses ok. May have potential for subdivision. 





SPECTACULAR VIEV/S FOR $94,500. SAANICH 
PENINSULA. Wake up to the pastoral views of 
MLNewfon Valley..This 3*4 bedroom home 
offers a super spacious layout that includes 3 
bedrooms (1 more down). Living room 
overlooking the valley, dining room, love^ new 
sundeck(duradeck) and douWe carport. So 
convenient to Elementary school. yPHt 
cr^from the fruit trees.Call for more details.
MARY MERCER 656-5S84,652-3511
HATE SPRING HOUSE CLEANING? 
$109,900
Then pack up your belongings, furniture 8 all 
8 move into this beautifuf home in Brentw.ood 
Bay. You are sure to like the sunny bright 
kitchen, with eating area, sjiacious dining area. 
The beautiful carp.eted.living room with FP 8
IS S'T m 4^ 'eKs'ui^/l^bl^
downstairs is nicely hnished w'th,b® 
656-5584.656-7887
FP. study, laundry 




AHRACTIVE CAPE COD $138,500
Builders own home - niany extras 8 built with 
care. Top quality throughout. Five bedrooms (3 
up - 2 down) three fireplaces, ''acu'ilO; 
carport, low care landscaping, 60 ga]- bo* 
wafer. Electric heat, diningarea, sundeck 8 
more. Room for the folks downstairs. T7Z7 
JOHN TATE_________ 656-5584,656-6466
QUALITY, LOCATION, PRIVACY $147,000
This home has it all, 3 bedroom.s up, 4th dpw.n. 
Large mastr. with 3 pee. ensuite and walk-in 
closet. Huge bright kitchen with eatmq area, 
formal dining room, living room with brick 
fireplace. Large family room ref tooin combo 
with fireplace, wet bar and third bath. .Fruit 
treesgrapevines and greenhouse, all this on 
one of the last large properties in Bremwood, 
with water and mountain views. Call today this 
one wont last. T724
JEFFREY BRYAN__________656-5584,656-5584
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$69,900
V E PROUD AS PsLCSiA’S to eilgTntry apF^UiteU la SKhiflr.fm^essiie decorating 
bath. European cupboards, ri=^s
even'the h^ water tank eS ne*. The area 
S & Sa” Boor with 3 
extra privacy. Lets offlcBage, 
room and large surideulu «
v;ilh fruit .trees for
C3
acSss’Tc r,b.Si-.
know vou will f*«te please coirc and ^
lsck.*6S9
f4ARY£Ti HOIST
RARE COUNTRY SETTING $134,900
___ le ci*ii:ktoH in ;in r3This qreat new listing is situated
and fresh country air.. This a?
view across Haro Strait'is a. rare
from every window facing east. This older 
horSe ha^ bein well looked after in every way 
and with a few renovations could be
Sr^;Pyi.ufdVa«..''-n^^s?rGr^^
656-5534.65^
WORLD CLASS CHARMER $139,900
Traditional 2 storev log home across the road from waterfront with lovely 
views. Curved staircase and pegged oak floors with 
maple kitchen cabinets, vaulted ceilings.
natural woodwork. Large double garage with ID “q®
connected to hot wafer piping to heat cement floor. Plenty of ^9® 
provided with second story above garage. Property consists of two separate
lots with house and garage on one lot. T729 ccoa Acg-taQR
Michael Emerson 656-5584.655 14^
SETTLED FOR LIFE $152,500
That's what you’ll be when you move into this spacious 3 bedroom rancher on a 
quiet Dean Park crescent. Situated between tall evergreens among bne homes 
with private yard. Large bright living room with bay windows and plush 
carpeting. Open kitchen adjoining family room with airtight wood stove for 
your comfort on cooler days, sliding door to sunny
cozy nook for your morning coffee. Master bedroom with 3 piece ensuite. Extra




COMPOUND BESIDE SWARTZ BAY.^
CATHY EARL_____________ 656-5584.656-3726
THIS IS IT TERRIFIC TOWNHOUSE 
$84,000
Located in Brentwood this delightful 2 
bedroom townhome has been immaculately 
maintained. Fine, finishings include energy 
conscious woodstove, vaidted ceilings, 
wallpaper, garden area, and much. more. 
Located just steps to all shopping in 
Brentwood this ho^me is perfect for people 
desiring no steps. Offered lor sale at $84,000. 
Ron Kubek Nlw BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD. 656-5584,^ Sims NRS PARKLAND REALTY 
LTD. 721-^1234.
SECLUDED CUSTOM $209,000
Cedar sided 2 storey contempqrary home 
deftly placed on 5 acres. EobfQY pff'<^'®!l* 
thermo windows, 2 fireplaces, 1 woodstove, 
electric heat, skyfights, all beljP to keep en.ergy 
costs down. Large country kitchen has ymws 
out over valley. 3 car garage has lots of space 
fijr work area at rear. .Property partially 
cleared with lots of Pofential. good value al 
$209,000. Ron Kubek .NRS BLOCK BROS. 
REALTY LTD. 656-5584 ^ ^
RON KUBEK__________ 656-5584.652-S453
BIG SQUEEZE $108,000
Then don’t miss the ppp.ortunity to see this 
affordable 4 bedroom family home on quiet cul 
de sac in Sidney, From it’s roomy bedrooms fo 
the large living room with f'replace. faipily 
room with a woodstove on, an exquisite Rwer 
Rock Base, to the kitchen with eating area, this is a true family home. Workshop outPack leads 
onto fully hsneed , backyard with a. full 
vegetable garden. Ca l to view this fine home. 
Offered at $108,000, call today. Ron Kubek 
NRS BLOCK BR03. REALTY LTD. 656-5584^^^ 
RON KUBEK 656-5584,652-5453
A FAMILY AFFAIR $137,500 
Located within walking distance of school, 
shopping and other amenities in Brentwood 
Village. This home, with six bedrooms plus 
den, IS set on a corner property with a variety 
of fruit and nut trees. A full basement has both 
an oil furnace and a wood furnace with 
attached air purifier, a cold storage room and 
ample space for furtner developement. Tnis is 
an ideal situation for a Proprietory home • 
either for day care or full time care.Jhe upper 
floor has 5 bedrooms, full bath and family 
room while the main floor consists of master 
bedroom, den, and main livi.ng room wiin 
fireplace and glass doors onto a large sundeck. 
A bright kitchen includes the laundry facilities 
and lots of counter.space. For a home to meet 
all needs this is it. Listing Price 5137,500. 
Michael Emerson 656-5584,655-1495
DOLLARS & SENSE $88,500
Good house and location for the money. ^ 
this 4 bedroom, 1 bathroom, split witn garagt 
Kitchen has ealing area, living room spacious 
and vzel! finished off. Jiat 
Beacon and close to stjools. th s mak^ 
Dollars and Sense. Ron Kubek NRS BLU^K 
BROS. REALTY LTD. 656-5384.
RON KUBEK ____________ 656-5384.552-5453
ISSfaPWIfL! 
1 594,900NEW STRATA DUPUX in 3 Sreat 
Si-d.ney. Almost complete, tms new 2 telr---ra 
du^ex <5 ready to sh-pw. Your .acatuan » wi^n 
waging distance of Ha/uias. stare, beacn^ 
librarj^and some of the 
Sidnev. targe sunny tiymg rcu-m 
•Mh fireplace. Hasier oecrocm >s bys*;' 
roomy wiB! loads or cupbe-ard sp-jie. uau now.
dont6ei3y.T691 _ _ a-,--
OEBEIEGRAY 654 -55isr.036-q^^
526,500
SAA-N5G)TON LOT. This !evet pan I^OiSe s 
10 be suttdriided oft Hcvey Road a: 
expense et tw Ape^xnnaie ■
tor^-bdixicins ^ Si^COC. Tins S, 








SitPl-R IGI y esMt EA't f Sresa'I- 
eSk-. to aeacli as i puirfn; ca->u Ljst mt 
end--'groiiid sen. -tes, jn&re t i.fees S-Jis- -ts. 
. 6est2®!=.ngfe2tir S-esey-TirS _ _
Oeu '.asCampbeC iS-x-S
$81,900 .
Great 3 bedroom, full basement home m hKe 
new condition on^us route and within Y^^Ki.ng 
to shopping. Fully fenced in back yard with 
green house. Sidney’s best buy.
Douglas Campbell 656-5584,655-1556
$139,500
WATERFRONT RETIREMENT.Two bedroom 
Townhouse in adult oriented ’e"rement 
centre. Facilities include, swimm.ng pool 
sauna, whirlpool, lounge, workshop, and 
miniture golf. Secure entry, dpubie pa.kjno 





BREfirwOCD BAY. Gtoice iscatsr. to 
yeur .new hc-me with rebrement w ur - 
y-cung tamJy. leve!, eieare-s bPuie
Jead erd Sheet wiiPin vitnaig d*>since wEiOTeSi-y Scn-M*,sP0PPinf, Lbrarv ma-g
$94,900
NEW STRATA ^
complete. Bus new di^fex » ready to 
show.Touf ic<ahon is w-itrun wa-kirw 
of Marinas, sicre. beaches. h..ran 
the best restaura-nU in
S59,5SS





sorre unaing . w® !S». naa ^erm 
trecc taiKL ¥eB.;3f_.bas pass rciiesas ts
cSt^rd spaceT C^' new on Bus new 
lisling-T70fl
OEBSiE GRAY ____ a33-5Ss-i-656:g3-^
T£-:
THIS HOME NEEDS YOU $98,000
Some minor landscaping and four own 
decorating will help this spin level Sidney 
home, which has 4 bedrooms, 11/2 balhrooms 
and large rooms, to accomodate a large family. 
Large yard with mature trees waits for YOur 
personal touch..This well huiil home for
your offer. Asking S98000. Ron Kubek NRS 
BLOCK BROS. REALTY lTd. 656-5584 
RON KUBEK _________ 656-5584,652-5453
GROUND LEVEL 579.000
immaculate unit. Loads of closets and 
garden plot, workshop,
narking. Good nn>ShPOorY.,^dulU on.y. no 
npisSfove fridge, dish.vasher aid sh^^ 









THIC ONE ACRE LOT is sitMted m tarjiserK 
Esta-te- a
w-iih a caiet teu-isiiy ii,'
fjid si 3 cut-ae-sac. Tips fe,} a 
fTxasinum surs 
Co-iel A? tfie rear h





■Sac lias Campbei 3^:.«ya_-.^,56
i# ESTATES ^ M
Sidney's Greenpark Estates is 
the most desirable location on 
the Saanich Peninsula.
just 1 km to the B.G. Ferries, Queen Mar\’ Bay. 
beach or your boat mtxirage. .\ short drive to 
Sidney shopping, all schools, the airport and 
only half an hour to Victoria Inner Harbour.
All lots are one acre w'ith municipal water, 
paved roads, breathtaking view of mountaiiB, 
water, harbours and sparkling lights " bright 
sunshine all day.
If you're considering building a new home, 
ensure your investment by building on one ot 
these prime lots.
Phase 1 & Phase 2
$34,900 - $69,900
pQi- furtlyer information, please contact. 
MARTEN HOLST 656-7887 or 
DOUG CAMPBELL 655-1556
ons
Sidney’s Team Toppers for February 1988.
John Tate #1 Ron Kubek #2 Doug Gampbeil #3
For the ''FINEST'' service and North America's 
Best Real Estate Marketing System.
